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Editor’s Notes 
 

Welcome to the March 2012 issue of the ACM SIGMOD Record! This is a rich issue with many 
interesting contributions.  
 
This issue opens with an article by Chang on the optimization of XML twig pattern queries featuring full-
text search predicates. The optimization of XML twig pattern queries has received significant attention in 
the past; at the same time, full-text search is very useful in text-rich XML databases, and a significant 
extension of XQuery specifically deals with full-text search. The article explores a space of optimization 
techniques exploiting together the structural and text constraints of the query, proposing a cost model and 
optimization heuristics. 
 
In the Database Principles column, the paper by Peter Wood surveys query languages for graph databases, 
a topic on which attention is renewed due to the popularity of important applications such as Semantic 
Web graphs of RDF data, and social network graph analysis. Query languages are analyzed from the 
viewpoint of features (expressive power) and then under the angle of their associated algorithmic 
complexity. 
 
Two surveys appear in this issue. The first one, by Dustdar, Pichler, Savenkov and Truong, attempts to 
systematize an area at the confluence of data management and Web services, namely data services. The 
authors argue for a new approach in modeling, describing and integrating distributed and heterogeneous 
data sources, by means of quality-aware data services, and discuss issues they raise, such as metadata 
management, data service publication, and the selection of the “best” services to be used for a given 
integration task. The survey by Mami and Bellahsene considers the problem of recommending views to 
materialize in order to improve the performance of a given query workload; the authors analyze and 
classify many algorithms from the existing literature from the angle of the general view selection 
framework they use (data cube lattice, ANR-OR view graph etc.) as well as from the cost constraint 
perspective. 
 
The issue includes two Distinguished Profiles in Databases. The first one features David Lomet, whose 
outstanding career has been distinguished among others by two ACM SIGMOD Best Paper awards, as 
well as being an ACM Fellow and an IEEE Fellow. The column is remarkable in many respects, of which 
I’ll just select two. First, beyond the many successful projects, successes, we also learn of decisions and 
technical views that David came to regret later on, which I find reassuring for the rest of us mortals! 
Second, the interview smoothly takes you quite advanced points of detail concerning transactions, 
isolation, latches, all the way up to flash disks and cloud computing. Our second distinguished columnist 
is Catriel Beeri, also an ACM Fellow. His interview blends the story of his research career between 
Jerusalem, Toronto, and Princeton, advising Moshe Vardi and sharing a room with Phil Bernstein, with 
beautiful stories of ideas, such as data dependencies and the chase. Read it to find out the full implications 
and connections between the data dependency theory, data integration, data-exchange, view-based query 
evaluation and more – and also the possibly lesser-known music lover side of Catriel! 
  
The Research Centers column features a presentation of the Institute for the Management of Information 
Systems, within the “Athena” Research center, headed by Timos Sellis. The article is dense with 
descriptions of the IMIS’ research areas: Data lifecycles, Geoinformatics, Web of Data, Biological Data 
Management, Privacy and more! 
 
The Industry Perspective column features an article on the new SQL:2011 standard, issued in December 
2011. Although these days a lot of attention is given to systems claiming to be not (or not only!) SQL, one 
should still not ignore the elephant in the living room – namely, the still-dominant industry standard 
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language. The article by Zemke outlines the extensions brought by the new standard, such as: 
enhancement of collection types, pipelined data manipulations and more. 
 
Finally, in the Open Forum column, Grossniklaus and Maier outline the curriculum in cloud-based data 
management at Portland State University, in Oregon, USA. The authors detail their choices of courses, 
and student projects, and recommended readings. In this very fast-changing landscape of technology, this 
presentation is timely as many University departments are pondering the organization of similar courses. 
 
This year’s SIGMOD conference will be held early, on May 22-24 in Scottsdale, Arizona, as usual jointly 
with PODS and several interesting workshops. I’ll be there and looking forward to any feedback you may 
have on the Record’s overall organization and content! We will also be looking for new editors, contact 
me at the conference if you are interested. 
 
Your contributions to the Record are welcome via the RECESS submission site 
(http://db.cs.pitt.edu/recess). Prior to submitting, be sure to peruse the Editorial Policy on the SIGMOD 
Record’s Web site (http://www.sigmod.org/publications/sigmod-record/sigmod-record-editorial-policy). 
 
 

Ioana Manolescu 

March 2012 
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Optimizing XML Twig Queries with Full-Text Predicates

Ya-Hui Chang
Department of Computer Science and Engineering

National Taiwan Ocean University, Keelung, 202, Taiwan, R.O.C.
E-mail: yahui@ntou.edu.tw

ABSTRACT
Efficient query processing has been a critical issue for
XML repositories. In this paper, we consider the XML
query which can be represented as a query tree with twig
patterns, and also consists of full-text constraints. Previ-
ously, the structure-first approach and the keyword-first
approach have been proposed to process such kind of
queries. The main focus of this paper is constructing an
integrated system to support these two approaches and
find the best execution plan. To achieve this goal, we
first analyze the components of these two approaches
and design a set of operators. We then derive the corre-
sponding cost model and rewriting rules to perform cost-
based optimization. We also propose several heuristic
rules by observing the behaviors of the two approaches.
Via an extensive experimental study, we demonstrate
that our cost-based system and heuristic system are both
effective.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) technol-

ogy emerged as the de facto standard for information
sharing and data exchange on the Web, XML data man-
agement and query processing have attracted a lot of at-
tention from the academic and business communities.

In general, the nested structure of an XML document
is captured by a tree model, so XML queries, e.g., XPath
or XQuery, are normally specified based on path expres-
sions to navigate the complex structure of XML data.
The path expressions involved in a query might consti-
tute a tree structure, and such query is usually named
as a twig query. There have been many research efforts
on the relevant processing techniques [2, 3, 4, 9]. They
usually first identify the elements which meet the tag or
path requirements, and apply specially-designed encod-
ing schemes, algorithms, or data structures, e.g., indices
or stacks, to expedite the combining process.

In contrast, researchers also advocate keyword-based
search against XML documents, since it provides a more
friendly user environment. Specifically, users do not
need to explicitly state the structural constraint, but the

system will ensure that the returning data satisfy the
structure of the queried XML document [1, 7, 8, 11].
This type of researches usually apply the techniques seen
in the information retrieval (IR) field, e.g., inverted lists
or ranking schemes.

In view of the need to combine the above two query-
ing facilities, XQuery and XPath Full-Text (XQFT) 1.0,
has been proposed and became a W3C standard [10].
Consider the following sample query, which is posed
against the XML document in Figure 1:

Q1
for $p in /catalog/item
where $p/remark contains text (“database” ftand

“design” ordered) ftand (“database” ftand “design”
distance at least 2 words) and $p//name
contains text (“Peter” ftand “Rob” ordered)

return $p

In this query, the path expressions “/catalog/item”,
“/catalog/item/remark” and “/catalog/item//name” form
a twig pattern, which represent the structural constraint
on the retrieved data. On the other hand, the operator
“contains” is used to enforce the content of the ele-
ments remark and name to satisfy the given full-text con-
straints. Particularly, the content of the element “/cat-
alog/item/remark” is required to have an ordering be-
tween the keywords “database” and “design”, with the
distance at least “2” between them.

We have previously proposed two ways to process
XML queries with these constraints [3]. The first one
is called the structure-first approach. It mainly follows
the research direction originally designed for process-
ing twig queries, but is extended to be able to process
full-text constraints as well. In contrast, the second one
is called the keyword-first approach, since it is mainly
based on the techniques for processing keyword-based
queries. This approach will first process the full-text
constraints, and then make its answer also satisfy the
structural constraint. Although these two approaches
have been shown both feasible, they were built as two
separate systems where users are hard to determine which
one to use.
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Figure 1: The Sample XML Tree

In this paper, we intend to construct an integrated sys-
tem to support the structure-first (SF) approach and the
keyword-first (KF) approach in a uniform way. We first
analyze the components of these two approaches and de-
sign a set of operators to represent how they work. We
then define the cost model to represent the cost of each
operator and propose a set of rewriting rules, so that we
can choose the plan with the least cost from all possible
execution plans. In addition to supporting cost-based
optimization, we also propose several heuristic rules by
observing the behaviors of the two approaches. Finally,
we have conducted a series of empirical studies. The
experimental results show the effectiveness of the cost-
based optimization system and the proposed heuristic
rules.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
We first introduce the underlying data model and the
two approaches in Section 2. We then describe how we
achieve cost-based optimization in Section 3. We have
performed a series of experiments to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our integrated system. The experimental
results are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, conclusion
and future works are discussed in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first discuss the underlying data

representation in our system. We then explain the SF
approach and the KF approach. The XML tree in Figure
1 and the sample query Q1 will be used as the running
example throughout this paper.

2.1 Data Modeling
The XML document is represented as a rooted la-

beled tree as usual. To quickly determine the structural
relationship between two elements, each element node
is associated with the extended Dewey encoding [9].

There are mainly two reasons for applying this encod-
ing scheme. First, this encoding scheme has the main
properties of the original Dewey encoding, so we can
easily obtain the LCA (lowest common ancestor) of two
elements by computing their common prefixes. This is
required by the keyword-first approach. For example,
the LCA of elements 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 is 1.1. Second, a
unique property of the extended Dewey encoding is that
it can be easily transformed to a labeled path. For exam-
ple, encoding 1.1.1 can be transformed to the path “/cat-
alog/item/title”. This supports the efficient processing
of twig joins.

For processing full-text constraints, each keyword in
the context is also given a global position, which is as-
signed across elements. For example, the first “Database”
under the leftmost title element is encoded as 1, while
the first “Database” under the leftmost remark element
is encoded as 14.

2.2 The Structure-First Approach

Figure 2: The Query Tree with Streams and
Termlists

In the SF approach, an input query is first constructed
as a query tree to clearly show its structural constraint.
The query tree is built based on all the path expressions
specified in the query, where the component elements
are illustrated by nodes and the location steps are de-
noted by edges. The node with a double circle indicates
the answer node. After the query tree is built, the SF
approach first identifies the elements which match the
tag constraint for each leaf node of the query tree and
represents them in a sorted order, which are called the
stream of the associated node. For each element in the
stream, the SF approach then represents the component
keywords along with their positions in a sorted order,
which are named as the Termlists. Figure 2 illustrates
the result of processing Q1 against the sample XML tree
at this stage.
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The SF approach then examines each element in the
stream, and uses a variant of the merge-sort algorithm,
to see if the associated Termlist represents the queried
keywords in the required ordered or distance sequence.
For example, in the stream of the node name, the el-
ements 1.1.2.1, 1.2.2.1, and 1.3.2.1 all satisfy the or-
dered constraint for the keywords Peter and Rob. After
identifying all the elements which satisfy the full-text
constraint from each individual stream, the SF approach
applies a twig join algorithm, called TJFast [9], to find
the correct answers which satisfy the whole twig con-
straint.

2.3 The Keyword-First Approach

















  



 


 

 

 


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 







 


 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 3: An Example of the KF Approach

In contrast to Termlists, the underlying data structure
of the KF approach is the SCU (Smallest Containing
Unit) [1]. An SCU consists of a list of items, where
each item represents the element and the position which
matches the pattern (keyword or full-text constraint). For
example, in Figure 3(a)-(b), we can see the SCU ta-
bles for the keywords “database” and “design”, where
the position is represented by attaching the global posi-
tion to the extended Dewey encoding of its parent ele-
ment. Another difference from the SF approach is that
the items in an SCU table are sorted based on the pos-
torder of nodes, instead of preorder.

The KF approach starts by processing the full-text
constraints. For each full-text constraint which consists
of the keywords K1 and K2, it will first create the cor-
responding SCU tables (Figure 3(a)-(b)). It then calcu-
lates the LCAs which represent both keywords K1 and

K2, as seen in Figure 3(c). To identify those elements
which satisfy the full-text constraint, the algorithm first
determines if an LCA satisfies the given constraint. If it
does not, the matched position will be sent to its near-
est ancestor to check next. For example, as shown in
Figure 3(d), element 1.1 does not satisfy the first or-
dered constraint in Q1, because the matched position
for “database” (1.1.8.14) is bigger than the matched po-
sition for “design” (1.1.1.3). Therefore, these informa-
tion will be propagated to its ancestor (element 1) for
further checking. Note that in this approach, it is com-
parably easy to check the full-text predicates ordered
and distance, since we can directly retrieve the matched
positions for the keywords from the SCU, and a simple
arithmetic calculation will suffice. After obtaining those
elements which satisfy the full-text constraints, the KF
approach will represent them as streams of the corre-
sponding leaf node in the query tree, and find answers
by invoking the TJFast algorithm.

3. COST-BASED OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we discuss how we combine the SF

and KF approaches into an integrated system, and how
to perform cost-based optimization.

3.1 Operators
Table 1: Operators

operator cost model
T(t) c1 ! |T (t)|
K(k) c2 ! |K(k)|
Ct1,t2

op (.) c3 ! |I|; I: input Termlist
c4 ! |I|; I: input SCU

Pp(.) c5 ! |I|; I: input Termlist
TJqt(stream*) c6 ! |input| + c7 ! |output|
L(s1, s2) c8 ! (|s1| + |s2|) + c9 ! |output|
O(s) c10 ! |s|

By analyzing all components of the SF and KF ap-
proaches, we define a set of operators for the integrated
system, as summarized in Table 1. Among the seven op-
erators, the first two operators are classified as I/O oper-
ators, the following two operators are filters, and the last
two operators are introduced because they are required
during the process of the KF approach. Specifically, op-
erators T and K identify elements based on the given
tag t and keyword k, respectively. Operators C and P
return elements satisfying the full-text constraint based
on op, t1 and t2, and the path constraint p, respectively.
Operator TJ identifies a set of match trees from the
given streams. A match tree is a set of elements, where
each component satisfies individual constraints, and the
whole set satisfies the structural constraint imposed by
the twig query. Finally, the L operator is applied to iden-
tify the LCAs which consist of the input keywords. The
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O operator is required since the elements represented in
an SCU table are in postorder, while the elements repre-
sented in a stream should be in preorder. This operator
will perform the required order transformation.

We can apply these operators to represent different
execution plans. The following expression describes a
possible execution plan for Q1 based on the SF approach,
where the keywords and tag names are represented in
shorthand, and qt represents the sample query tree de-
picted in Figure 2:

TJqt(P/c/i/r(C
dat,des
dis>=2(C

dat,des
ord (T (remark)))),

P/c/i//n(CPet,Rob
ord (T (name)))) (1)

Specifically, this plan first processes the leaf nodes of
the query tree and identifies those elements representing
the given tag names. It then examines each element in
the associated stream and determines if the correspond-
ing Termlist satisfies the specified full-text predicates.
Finally, it picks those elements satisfying the path con-
straints to form match trees and return answers.

The following expression represents another possible
execution plan based on the KF approach:

TJqt(O(P/c/i/r(C
dat,des
dis>=2(C

dat,des
ord (L(K(dat), K(des)))))),

O(P/c/i//n(CPet,Rob
ord (L(K(Pet), K(Rob)))))) (2)

Note that the L and O operators are additionally re-
quired in the KF approach.

3.2 Rewriting Rules
Table 2: Rewriting Rules

No Rule

1 Ct1,t2
op1 (Ct3,t4

op2 (.)) = Ct3,t4
op2 (Ct1,t2

op1 (.))

2 Pp(C
t1,t2
op (.)) = Ct1,t2

op (Pp(.))

Ct1,t2
op1 (Ct3,t4

op2 (L(L(s1, s2)), (L(s3, s4)))) =
3-1 Ct1,t2

op1 (Ct3,t4
op2 (L(L(L(s1, s2), s3), s4))) =

3-2 Ct3,t4
op2 (L(Ct1,t2

op1 (L(s1, s2)), (L(s3, s4)))) =
3-3 L(Ct1,t2

op1 (L(s1, s2)), Ct3,t4
op2 (L(s3, s4))) =

Table 2 lists several rewriting rules designed for this
system. Rule 1 indicates that two C operators are com-
mutable; rule 2 indicates that a C operator and a P op-
erator are commutable. These two rules are applicable
to both SF and KF approaches. There are certain rewrit-
ing rules which are only applicable in one approach. For
example, rules 3-1 to 3-3 represent that the C operator
can push before or after the LCA operation, which only
function in the KF approach.

We then explain how to produce different execution
plans. First, for each leaf node of the query tree, we de-
rive the default-SF plan and the default-KF plan. The
default-SF plan is produced by enforcing the follow-
ing processing sequence: the ordered constraint, the dis-
tance constraint, and the path constraint. The default-KF

plan performs the LCA operation first, and then follows
the same sequence as in the default-SF plan.

After getting the default plans, as the sample execu-
tion plans (1)-(2) presented in Section 3.1, we then apply
the rewriting rules to produce all possible plans. For ex-
ample, rewriting rule 2 can be applied to execution plan
(1) and make path filtering performed before the full-
text constraint. Finally, we consider possible combina-
tions among all leaf nodes to produce the set of complete
execution plans.

3.3 The Cost Model
Table 3: Coefficients in the Cost Model
coefficient c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

value 12 15 1.56 1.33 4.24
coefficient c6 c7 c8 c9 c10

value 1 4 1 5 0.1

In our cost-based optimization system, we estimate
the cost of each possible execution plan and choose the
plan with the least cost. To do so, we design the cost
model for each operator, as shown in the last column of
Table 1. They are derived based on the time complex-
ity of the corresponding algorithms, which are basically
linear to the input (and/or output).1

The coefficients in the cost model, i.e., c1 through c10,
are obtained empirically based on representative datasets
and queries. Briefly speaking, we divide the execution
time of a query into several portions based on the opera-
tors which constitute the execution plan, and also record
the amounts of data operated (and produced) within each
portion. By simple calculation we get the values of co-
efficients. We execute each query twenty times and get
the average values of coefficients. The values got from
all test queries are again averaged and normalized. The
final result is summarized in Table 3. In addition, we
also collect several types of statistic data, which include
the occurrences of each tag name and the occurrences
of each keyword in an XML document, to calculate the
estimated cost of an execution plan.

4. EXPERIMENT
We have designed several experiments to evaluate the

performance of our integrated system. All the experi-
ments are performed on a personal computer with Intel
Core i7 3.7GHz CPU and 16GB memory, with the Mi-
crosoft Windows 7 operating system. The test queries
are summarized in Table 4, where the XPath-like syntax
is applied to save space. Besides, “cnt” is the shorthand
1We build two indices to support the two I/O operators. The
first one is a hash index designed for operator T , which has the
tag-name as the key, and will return the information: (encod-
ing, keyword, position). The second one is an inverted index
designed for operator K, which utilizes the keyword as the
keys, and returns the encoding and position information.
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Table 4: The Test Queries
No Query Statement
Q1 /dblp/inproceedings[./title cnt (“system”, “system”), (“advanced”,

“course”), (“algorithm, “application”), (“base”, “computer”),
(“information”, “image”) and ./booktitle cnt (“language”,
“language”), (“conference”, “conference”), (“data”, “performance”),
(“model”, “management”), (“design”, “design”)]

Q2-5 similar to Q1 and omitted due to space limitation
Q6 /dblp/inproceedings[./booktitle cnt (“air”, “air”) and

./title cnt (“consider”, “consider”)]
Q7 /dblp/inproceedings[./booktitle cnt (“architecture”, “architecture”)

and ./title cnt (“knowledge”, “knowledge”)]
Q8 /dblp/inproceedings[./booktitle cnt (“system”, “system”) and

./title cnt (“us”, “us”)]
Q9 /dblp/inproceedings[./school cnt (“university”, “university”) and

./note cnt (“conference”, “conference”)]
Q10 /dblp/inproceedings[./editor cnt (“John”, “John”) and

./publisher cnt (“Germany”, “Germany”)]
Q11 /dblp/inproceedings[./title cnt (“System”, “System”) and

./author cnt (“Jerry”, “Jerry”)]
Q12 /site/reqions/asia/item[.//description//text//keyword cnt (“master”,

“attend”, <=, 500) and .//shipping cnt (“ship”, “see”)]
Q13 /site/reqions/asia/item[.//description//text cnt (“master”, “attend”,

<=, 500) and .//shipping cnt (“ship”, “see”)]
Q14 /site/reqions/asia/item[.//description cnt (“master”, “attend”,

<=, 500) and .//shipping cnt (“ship”, “see”)]
Q15 /site/reqions/asia/item[.//desciption//text cnt (“master”, “attend”,

<=, 5) and .//shipping cnt (“see”, “see”)]
Q16 /site/reqions/asia/item[.//desciption//text cnt (“master”, “attend”,

<=, 50000) and .//shipping cnt (“see”, “see”)]
Q17 /site/reqions/asia/item[.//desciption//text cnt (“master”, “attend”,

<=, 50000000000) and .//shipping cnt (“see”, “see”)]
Q18 /site//item[.//desciption//text cnt (“master”, “master”) and .//keyword

cnt (“bound”, “bound”) and .//shipping cnt (“description”,
“description”)]

Q19 /site//item[.//desciption//text cnt (“master”, “master”) and .//keyword
cnt (“bound”, “bound”) and .//shipping cnt (“description”,
“description”) .//location cnt (“Netherland”, “Netherland”)]

Q20 /site//item[.//desciption//text cnt (“master”, “master”) and .//keyword
cnt (“bound”, “bound”) and .//shipping cnt (“description”,
“description”) .//location cnt (“Netherland”, “Netherland”) and
.//from cnt (“june”, “june”)]

of contains text, (A, B) represents “A ftand B ordered”,2

and the distance constraint is represented as a quadruple.
These test queries are designed to consist of a variety of
cases. Q1-Q5 have the same query tree structure, but
with 10, 14, 18, 22, 26 full-text constrains, respectively.
Q6-Q8 also have the same query tree structure, but the
constrained keywords have different frequencies, where
those in Q6 have the lowest frequencies, and those in
Q8 have the highest frequencies. In contrast, Q9-Q11
have different tag frequencies, where those in Q9 have
the lowest frequencies, and those in Q11 have the high-
est frequencies. Q12-Q14 have the same full-text con-
straint, but the length of the root-to-leaf path decreases.
The difference among Q15-Q17 is that the distance be-
tween the constrained keyword increases. Finally, Q18-
Q20 have increasing numbers of path constraints.

We apply three datasets, which are two DBLP col-
lections with the size 107MB and the size 872MB, re-
spectively, and the XMark data set with the size 116MB.
Each query is executed three times, and we calculate the
average of the last two execution time.

2When using the same word in an ordered constraint, e.g.,
(“system”, “system”), we only require the word to appear
once.
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Figure 5: Effectiveness of Cost-Based Optimization

4.1 Effectiveness of Cost-based Optimiza-
tion

First, we evaluate the overhead of performing opti-
mization. Normally, when a query consists of more con-
straints, more alternative plans will be produced and need
to be explored. However, the query might also need
more time to evaluate. In Figure 4, we show the ratios of
the optimization time and the execution time of selected
plans. Observe that they are all below 4.5%, which are
quite minor and acceptable.

Next, we evaluate the performance of our cost-based
optimization system.3 For each query, we record the
execution time of the real best plan, the plan selected
by our system, the default-KF plan, the default-SF plan,
and the worst plan. We applied queries Q1-Q11 to the
two DBLP datasets and applied queries Q12-Q20 to the

3Experimental results of the smaller DBLP dataset are similar
to those of the larger one, and are omitted in Figures 5-6.
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Figure 6: Effectiveness of the Heuristic Rules

XMark data set. As shown in Figure 5, for the vast ma-
jority (over 90%) of queries, our cost-based system will
choose the best plan. If not, the selected plan whose
execution time is all less than 8% above the cost of the
actual best plan. This shows the effectiveness of our
system.

Based on the execution time of each query, we ob-
serve that the KF approach usually outperforms the SF
approach. The reason is that the costs of those operators
comprising the KF approach and SF approach do not
differ a lot. The only exception is that coefficients c1 and
c2, i.e., the costs of the input operations, are larger than
others by an order of magnitude (See Table 3). There-
fore, the amount of the input dominates the total cost.
Since a document usually consists of more keywords
than tags, keyword frequencies tend to be less than the
tag frequencies. Therefore, it is reasonable that the KF
approach is commonly more efficient than the SF ap-
proach when the query is not very complex. However,
recall that the KF approach needs to do extra LCA com-
putation and order transformation. Therefore, we can
see that the KF approach will be defeated when there
are many full-text constraints, as shown in Q5.

4.2 Effectiveness of the Heuristic Rules
Based on the above discussion and observing that the

best plan is usually the default plan (Figure 5), we de-
rived two heuristic rules as listed below:

1. If sum(Km) < sum (Tm), choose the default-KF plan.
2. If the number of full-text constraints (N ) is bigger

than 20, choose the default-SF plan.

In short, our heuristic system will not apply the rewrit-
ing rules discussed in Section 3.2, but directly choose
the most appropriate plan based on the following rule:

If (sum(KM) < sum(Tm)) or N < 20 then choose the
default-KF plan; else choose the default-SF plan.

As shown in Figure 6, our heuristic system works cor-
rectly in about 80% cases. When additionally consid-
ering the optimization time required by the cost-based
system, our heuristic system runs faster than the cost-
based system in more than 90% cases. This shows the
effectiveness of our heuristic rules.
5. CONCLUSION

For an XQuery with structural and complex full-text
constraints, we first design a cost-based optimizer and
then derive a heuristic system to avoid performing rewrit-
ing. The experimental results show that the two ap-
proaches are both effective. In the future, we plan to
explore more optimization techniques such as described
in [5, 6] to further improve querying performance.
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ABSTRACT
With a multitude of data sources available online, data
consumers might find it hard to select the best combina-
tion of sources for their needs. Aspects such as price,
licensing, service and data quality play a major role in
selecting data sources. We therefore advocate quality-
aware data services as a natural data source model for
complex data integration tasks and mash-ups. This pa-
per focuses on requirements, state of the art, and the
main research challenges on the way to the realization
of such services.

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of transferring data between and

answering queries over heterogeneous information
systems has been one of the key topics of database
research over the past fifteen years. Various ap-
proaches have been intensively studied. Perhaps the
most popular approach is data federation [9, 34],
where many sources are encapsulated in a virtual
global database that translates queries against the
single mediating schema into queries on the sources
[35, 43].In data exchange, the data is actually mate-
rialized in the target database; the data sources are
no longer needed and, possibly, no longer available
for query answering [24]. Peer data management
advances these basic approaches, allowing many-
to-many, bi-directional mappings between the data
schemas of systems participating in data integra-
tion. Queries posed against one such system are
normally answered by using the local database of
this system and by retrieving data from other sys-
tems in the network, which in turn may also have
to contact other systems [8, 14, 37]. In [28] it was
shown that all these three approaches can be con-
sidered as special cases of a general information in-
tegration framework which we refer to as data net-
work in this paper. Such a data network consists
of autonomous systems – data peers – which may
have both data exchange relationships and virtual

mappings between each other. Moreover, data ex-
change constraints as well as virtual mappings may
exist locally on each data peer.

The semantics of answering queries in such data
networks is now well understood [14, 24, 37, 43].
Further aspects, where a lot of progress has been
made in recent research, include performance issues
and identifying the barrier between tractability and
intractability of query answering [1, 57, 24] and im-
portant data exchange tasks [24, 30]; providing and
using information on provenance [33, 32]; privacy
in a data integration environment [49]; dealing with
various forms of uncertainty [7, 23], and query an-
swering in the presence of inconsistencies [2, 19].

However, the needs of many real-world applica-
tions are still by far exceeding these current devel-
opments. Consider, for instance, the case when an
enterprise wants to provide some of the data accu-
mulated in its internal data network to third par-
ties for a fee. With recent introduction of data
marketplaces like Windows Azure Marketplace or
Infochimps, such practice is becoming routine for
many companies, with millions of data sources be-
ing offered for querying already. Currently, data
marketplaces aid their customers by providing a
unified interface to a multitude of data sources, in-
cluding support for certain query languages, online
schema browsing tools, and schema documentation
and licensing information in legal English. Fur-
thermore, marketplaces offer reliable payment pro-
cessing, cloud storage facilities for improved query-
ing performance, format conversions, and greatly
streamlined step-by-step processes for data publish-
ers and data consumers. With a large number of
datasets available in the marketplaces, the need for
their comprehensive specification becomes especially
apparent for users trying to identify the best data
sources matching their requirements. As the exam-
ple of conventional e-commerce platforms shows, ex-
tensive product descriptions (that is, metadata) and
quality of the information products is crucial. Sim-
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— Several data sources for the same species are provided by
different organizations, differing in structure and
semantics, how do I best use them?

— Which sources should I use, given that I am doing
a non-commercial research?

— It is so difficult to correlate species, publications, and
climate data! But I have to do this in order to find out
why this species starts leaving this area.

Environ-
ment data

Species
data

Species
data

Free, low quality
information from government agencies

Water
resouce

information

Confidential,
sensitive
data

Climate
data

High-quality, non-free
for commercial purposes

Books

Proceed-
ings

Journals
High-quality,
non-free information
from publishers

Species
data Species

data

High-quality,
free for non-
commercial
use data from

international research organizations

Figure 1: Challenges faced by the user when using biodiversity data for researching species

ilarly to Amazon customers checking other users’
reviews when considering a purchase, customers of
data marketplaces will rely on the quality metrics
and community ratings of the information prod-
ucts offered to them. Moreovoer, mash-up appli-
cations will require most of this metadata, along
with licensing and pricing terms to be machine read-
able. Such requirements might translate into com-
plex measures for assessing, e.g., data quality at
the data publisher side. Thus, a means for au-
tomatic generation and maintenance of metadata
from a data network at hand will be greatly benefi-
cial for both data publishers and data consumers.

In this paper we take a quality-aware service-
oriented approach to data integration and consider
Data Services (DSs) built on top of conventional
databases or data networks. The main task of DSs
is to provide online access to its data and metadata
while meeting certain quality standards, known as
service contracts. We believe that data quality must
be a core of service contracts, along with further
service-related quality criteria, data license and pric-
ing [67]. We will discuss the challenges associated
with building DSs and align those challenges with
the state-of-the art in research in information inte-
gration and service-oriented architectures.

2. A CASE FOR DATA SERVICES
To elaborate possible requirements for quality-

aware data services outlined in the introduction, let
us consider the case of biodiversity data integration,
illustrated in Figure 1. As described in [69], biodi-
versity data have several properties which strongly
impact data integration: (i) Biodiversity data can
have complex structure, describe a large number
of species and observations, with broadly varying

degrees of quality. (ii) Many organizations are in-
volved in providing and continuously updating the
data. Data sources of different origin vary in se-
mantics and formats. (iii) Similar and/or comple-
mentary data is provided by different organizations.
There are many data owners who can set different
data access policies. (iv) Intellectual property rights
(IPRs) or other disclosure concerns may apply, for
example, to data acquired by commercial research.

Biodiversity data is available from the Global Bio-
diversity Information Facility (www.gbif.net). De-
pending on specific research goals, it may need to
be enhanced, e.g., with climate or water resource
information.

Assume that a user wants to determine why a
specific type of species starts to disappear from a
particular area. She probably needs to access and
integrate the data from multiple sources scattered
over the Internet (see Figure 1). These sources can
be free for non-commercial purposes or completely
free, and sensitive or associated with some com-
plex IPRs. Similar data can be offered by different
providers, with varying structure and quality. For
the user, it can be difficult to select the optimal
combination of data sources for a task at hand.

This scenario poses several research questions. To
aid the user in her job, one would need to know,
e.g. how to support the discovery of data services
based on quality and licensing aspects, and how to
support the composition of the data from different
quality-aware data services?

From the data publisher point of view, the related
questions are: How to choose the quality, licensing
and pricing models for the data service? How to
align these models with the underlying data net-
work, and how to perform the necessary measure-
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ments? Is it possible to optimize the data network
(which is most likely in use for quite a few enter-
prise tasks) for data publishing, so that the service
contracts are observed?

We will discuss some of the research issues associ-
ated with the implementation of the above scenario
in the next section.

3. ENABLING DATA SERVICES
One of the most general architectural models for

data integration considered in the literature is a
peer data network, in which nodes are independent
databases (data peers) and links between nodes rep-
resent schema mappings or other specifications of
data dependencies. Our goal is to provide an in-
frastructure for publishing the data from a data
network, through a thoroughly specified interface,
which we have introduced before as data service.
In this section, we subdivide such an infrastructure
into three conceptual levels:

• Data Network Level, concerned with the data
network management tasks, such as querying
and updating data and metadata (e.g., data
lineage) and collecting the quality and perfor-
mance metrics.

• Service Interface Level, concerned with the pre-
sentation of the distributed enterprise data to
the user through a single service interface, in-
cluding formal specification of the service, data
and quality models.

• Meta-Service Level, performing discovery and
integration of multiple services (possibly, other
data services).

The set of specific issues that would arise in prac-
tice is largely determined by such factors as the
data model used by data peers, expressiveness of
mappings and ETL operations used to transfer the
data, the nature and volume of the published infor-
mation, required query capabilities, and countless
further considerations. However, as we point out
in the remainder of this section, already catering
for a basic data service functionality with relational
databases as peers leads to a number of open issues
and research opportunities.

3.1 Managing metadata in data networks
To enable the data service interface, the data net-

work must be able to to store, maintain, and provide
access to the metadata describing the data quality,
licensing and pricing properties. This functionality
is by no means straightforward, as we will argue
shortly. For example, during updates or caching,
both data and metadata changes must be propa-
gated through the network. For many classes of

metadata, already the basic rules of propagation
through the schema mappings have to be defined.
For instance, what does it mean to propagate the
data quality descriptors. Even a comparatively sim-
ple completeness metric depends crucially on the
semantics of the schema mappings, namely if the
closed- or open-world assumption is taken [60]. Here,
we discuss such questions for several types of meta-
data relevant for the functionality of data services.

Provenance, often also called “lineage”, is the
key type of metadata on which the derivation of
other metrics in data networks depends. Usually,
one distinguishes the “why-” and “where-” prove-
nance [13], where the former gives a comprehensive
justification for creation of a data item, while the
latter references the origins of the values used in a
derived data item. A unified way of treatment of
annotations propagated through data dependencies
was presented in [33], with the examples of handling
incompleteness, probabilities, why-provenance, and
mulitplicities of tuples. No similar work considering
the unified treatment of metadata relevant for data
services (i.e., related to quality, licensing or pricing)
is known to us.

Data quality (DQ) was identified as an intrinsic
issue for information systems in the early 90-s [63].
Since then, it has become a subject of a huge body
of publications (see [5] for a survey). The main
problem addressed in research is the construction of
frameworks and methodologies for assessment and
continuous improvements of the enterprise DQ. For
data services, the following issues play a crucial role:
(i) measurement and propagation of DQ through
the data network, (ii) extraction of a concise char-
acterization of DQ as part of the data service de-
scription, (iii) quality-aware query answering, and
(iv) maintenance of the DQ model associated with
the data network (e.g., accommodating updates).

The typical DQ dimensions considered by the ma-
jority of authors are accuracy, completeness, time-
liness and consistency [55, 5]. Each dimension can
be represented by one or several quality metrics.
The metrics and further quality dimensions heavily
depend on the application domain, or context : the
quality of data is often identified with its “fitness for
use” [59]. Formalizing the notion of context in data
quality is an interesting challenge, which only re-
cently received attention [10]. However, even within
a fixed context, assessing data quality is commonly
recognized as a highly non-trivial problem, often re-
quiring human intervention (in the form of expert
evaluation or rating by the community of data users
[54]). Such aspects as heterogeneity of the data add
to the intricacy of the issue [4]. Still, for some qual-
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ity metrics, unsupervised measurement algorithms
have been studied in the literature [3, 29] and ap-
proved in practice [46]. This line of research and
industrial usage, supported by tools from the ma-
jor vendors of enterprise data management software,
has gained a lot of momentum in recent years.

For data services offering information products
composed from disparate enterprise data, an ability
to derive the quality metrics of the product based
on the quality metrics of the data sources is de-
sired, instead of performing the assessment anew.
The foundation for such a derivation has been laid
by Wang et al. in [72], where computing the DQ
metrics of the basic SQL operators’ results is consid-
ered, and further extended by Sarkar et al. [51, 52].
For data networks, with multiple data flows and
expressive schema mappings between the peers, the
problem of deriving DQ metrics becomes increas-
ingly complex, leaving an ample space for future
research.

One of the dimensions often identified with data
quality is the existence of object duplicates, which
do not agree on all attribute values. Deduplica-
tion, or record linkage, is especially important for
cases where data is distributed over several sources
(which is our assumption in this paper). In a simple
case, duplicates may result in violations of primary
key constraints (and then correlate with the con-
sistency DQ dimension). This case is often stud-
ied in the database literature, under the tile consis-
tent query answering. For an inconsistent database
state, a minimal set of updates (a minimal repair)
is constructed, and certain answers – present in the
query results under each repair – are computed.

However, there may be cases where conflicting
duplicates do not lead to constraint violations: for
instance, if inaccurate key values are present. More-
over, defining repairs through simple operations of,
e.g. tuple deletion can lead to undesirable informa-
tion loss. More sophisticated and domain-dependent
record linkage techniques are then used, giving rise
to the data fusion process [11]. Object linkage al-
gorithms are often complex and can hardly be cap-
tured by simple logical formalisms like the language
of database constraints.

As far as quality-driven querying of data is con-
cerned, the main reference so far remains the work
of Naumann [50], who proposed a framework for
taking quality-related metrics into account when
answering queries against web sources (i.e., in a
data federation setting). More recent advances on
quality-aware query answering can be found in [10,
6]. The quality metadata in XML are considered
in [61, 47], where a decentralized architecture of

“quality brokers”, or quality-aware query media-
tors, is proposed. Such an architecture is well suited
for data networks. However, so far only the sim-
plest mappings between the sources and the global
schema have been considered [50, 61]. Taking more
expressive mappings into account, including those
between data peers, can be seen as a reasonable
next goal for quality-aware data querying.

The study of maintenance of data quality metrics
has been merely initiated [45]. Here again, the data
federation model rather than a data network with
complex patterns of update propagation is consid-
ered (see also Section 3.3).

Licensing metadata, to the best of our knowl-
edge, has received only little attention in database
research. One of the most important developments
is the Open Data license [48], which allows one to li-
cense a published dataset under various conditions.
An overview of further real world data contracts in-
cluding licensing terms can be found in [67]. How-
ever, such questions as combining the differently li-
censed data in the same information product and
checking for licensing conflicts still wait for further
exploration.

Pricing in conjunction with query processing is
a typical instrument in query optimization: all re-
sources needed to evaluate the query are general-
ized as monetary cost (per byte transferred, per disk
read operation etc.). A total cost of a query plan
is then computed. Many cloud services nowadays
implement such cost models literally by charging
users for actual resource consumption. Such ap-
proaches are not the ultimate answer for data ser-
vices though, since this kind of pricing is content-
and quality-independent. Query optimization un-
der per-tuple fees or fees depending on DQ can be
seen as viable directions for research. For instance,
one can ask for best quality-dependent query plans
for a given price range, or optimize data pricing for
a set of typical user queries.

Quality of service (QoS) describes the properties
of the data service, which are not specific for the
content it serves. Typical QoS aspects are reliabil-
ity, availability, security, and performance. These
properties are an important part of the data service
specification as well, and have to be aligned with
capabilities of the underlying data network. For in-
stance, the reliability and availability of the data
service depend on the queries that can be answered
at a given time instant, which in turn depends on
the availability of data peers.

For data service discovery and selection (see Sec-
tion 3.4) the underlying data network must be able
to characterize its ability to support data services in
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terms of a schema or ontology of the data as well as
the above mentioned quality and licensing criteria.
Such a characterization has to be given in princi-
ple (if the design of the data network supports a
specified service) as well as for the current state of
the network characterized by quality metrics (e.g.,
logical consistency and data availability).

Data network models are typically built using log-
ical formalisms [28, 14, 37]. To support data ser-
vices, such models must take metadata as part of
their basic concepts: For example, consistency of
sources equally depends on the data and on the
metadata (e.g., sources might disagree on the li-
cense of a data item). Moreover, the sources must
adhere to the same definition of quality metrics.

Further extensions of the foundations are needed
as well. One extension concerns the type of map-
pings between the data peers. In contrast to dis-
tributed databases, there is an independent appli-
cation behind each data peer, employing process-
ing mechanisms that are generally hard to formal-
ize declaratively. Therefore, the notion of uncertain
mappings (based on [23]) with possible adaptations
has to be studied to approximate the data process-
ing rules. Such mappings are important both as a
means of expressing the dependencies between the
local and global schemas, but also as a way of sim-
ulating the application logic at the data peers. An-
other issue is concerned with the data format het-
erogeneity in the data network: The data with vary-
ing levels of structure (as addressed in [36]) could
be integrated (in particular, semi-structured and
even unstructured data) provided that the under-
lying data peers are able to formulate and support
a certain level of data and service quality.

3.2 Publishing a data service
A data service must provide a comprehensive spec-

ification of the information products it offers. This
specification will then allow data consumers to make
informed decisions when searching for and compar-
ing data sources for their applications.

Currently, QoS models for Web services are well
developed and various techniques and tools support
engineers modeling QoS for Web services [42, 58,
73]. However, the data-specific aspects of service
description have not yet received proper support.
In [66], various data-related aspects of service spec-
ifications – called data concerns – are identified and
analyzed, and then in [65, 71] a service engineering
process for publishing those concerns is developed.

Given the considerable effort spent on data qual-
ity from the database perspective, as outlined in the
previous section, there is a lack of integration be-
tween DQ metrics and parameters commonly used

to specify data services. In fact, no standard model
of data quality that could serve as a basis for the
data service specification is available so far. Fur-
thermore, since the data quality notions are often
domain-specific, actually a hierarchy of quality mod-
els will be desirable, whereby the general quality
metrics like completeness can be extended by or
mapped to the specialized ones (like “number of
OCR failures” for an electronic library), allowing
the customer to better compare similar services and
still have compatible service descriptions for the
case of data mash-up. Similarly, existing service
licensing [26] and service level agreements (SLAs),
see e.g, [39], are mainly based on “operational” QoS
models. Some data licensing models exist [21], but
are neither standard nor formalized to allow auto-
matic processing, and thus cannot be used in the
service model. Typical data rights that license mod-
els have to support include derivation, collection, re-
production, attribution and restriction to noncom-
mercial use [67].

To date, these types of metadata have not been
combined in a single service model [71], and there
exist no specifications to support the publishing and
discovery of data services based on such informa-
tion. This calls for a new research focus on the
development of publishing and discovery of quality
aspects of data services. The data publishing not
only requires an appropriate description of the se-
mantics of the data (e.g. a schema or an ontology),
but also a more general specification reflecting the
data quality, QoS, and data service licensing. In ad-
dition to languages and specifications for modeling
these types of information together, we also need
a scalable and extensible framework to manage the
lifecycle of this information. Existing SOA tech-
niques can address many aspects in the modelling,
publishing and management of data services. In
our view, existing QoS and service licensing models
can be extended with data quality metrics. Then,
quality-related metadata can be linked with other
types of service information, for instance, integrated
into the Web services information model [64].

3.3 Optimizing the design and operation
of the data network

To provide a certain quality of service with min-
imal cost, various kinds of optimization – both at
design time and at run time – are required. This
leads to the following issues.

The first issue is network optimization. Network
topologies are characterized by the data stored on
each data peer and the inter-peer mappings. Hence,
the optimality of a network topology and also the
equivalence of several network topologies depend on
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the quality parameters of the service. Various kinds
of optimization of the design of a data network have
to be considered – taking the formalization of QoS
in a data network into account. The concrete val-
ues of the QoS metrics are influenced by the design
of the network topology, which heavily depends on
data aspects like data allocation, data replication,
and inter-peer mappings. Thus, a number of op-
timization problems naturally arises from the QoS
metrics like, e.g., minimizing the cost of the data
network while guaranteeing a certain QoS level. An-
other interesting research question concerns equiva-
lence between network topologies (understood, e.g.,
as a set of schema mappings between peers, together
with local data constraints), with respect to cer-
tain quality metrics. This is in spirit of the recent
work by Fagin et al. [25], where several notions
of equivalence between schema mappings have been
proposed, in particular, relative to a given class of
queries. A study of replication in data networks
[62], but taking QoS into account is also a promis-
ing research direction.

Second, query optimization is an important is-
sue in all data management systems – no matter
whether they are considered in the context of data
services or not. In a data network, traditional ap-
proaches to query optimization (see, e.g., [31, 41])
have to be extended so as to take the inter-peer and
intra-peer mappings into account. Two important
sub-problems that deserve further study are query
routing and load distribution (see, e.g., [56]).

Finally, the optimization of updates, i.e., update,
insert, or delete operations in a data network is an
important issue. The modification of data at one
peer normally leads to the violation of the inter-
and intra-peer mappings, which are re-enforced by
performing the chase procedure. Update optimiza-
tion in a data network has two important facets.
First, minimizing the propagation time or minimiz-
ing the impact on the other data peers is critical.
Second, there may exist many possible states of the
data network such that all constraints are fulfilled
again after the update. In this case, an important
optimization problem is concerned with finding the
“smallest” one, which is usually referred to as the
core. In [28], core computation has been extended
from data exchange to a data network. In addition,
core computation methods should be made incre-
mental, i.e., be able to “locally repair” the core after
an update, rather than recompute it from scratch.

Updating the data network brings about the prob-
lem of transaction support. A discussion of transac-
tions in a service-oriented distributed environments
can be found in [68]. In the context of data services,

the mapping from the inter-service transaction se-
mantics to the underlying data network transac-
tions must be investigated.

3.4 Selecting and mixing data from quality-
aware data services

With published quality- and licensing-related meta-
data, the data consumers will have a chance to de-
cide if the data from a given data service fits their
intended usage scenario. This is in clear contrast
with a situation where only descriptions of syntax
(format) and semantics (ontology) of the data are
available.

Rich data service specifications are especially im-
portant when discovery, comparison, and selection
of data sources are computer assisted. Users should
be able to automatize such tasks as comparing and
checking compatibility of data service contracts, or
determining trade-offs between quality, licenses and
costs associated with information products from a
certain set of data services.

To support the composition of data sources on
the Internet, in particular in the collaborative Web
2.0 context, many tools have been developed [22,
38]. However, existing techniques mainly focus on
selecting data sources based on data structures and
on dealing with syntax and semantics of the data
[22, 40, 53]. In the area of Web data mash-ups,
a need of considering data quality has been under-
stood [17], and the study of DQ models initiated
[16]. More comprehensive data mash-up models,
including licensing and pricing in conjunction with
data and service quality, are yet to be developed.

Similarly, most of the contemporary service selec-
tion and combination techniques are built around
the QoS, cost, and the semantics of service opera-
tions [58, 73], rather than content-related aspects.
This is true, in particular, for concepts such as ad-
hoc flows [70]. For service mash-ups [44], a need for
data quality support has been recently realized. In
particular, the Mashup Services System [12] takes
information quality metrics into account when gen-
erating and managing service mash-ups.

Service selection techniques currently do not deal
with the compatibility between different license mod-
els [27] when integrating data from different ser-
vices. A recent work has supported the evaluation
of service contracts, but its support of data-related
concerns is limited [20].

Hence, we envisage a proliferation of new tech-
niques and algorithms for composition of data ser-
vices (be it a mash-up Web application for end users,
or a new data service) taking the full spectrum of
data concerns and QoS aspects into account. Such
algorithms and techniques should extend current
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service contract compatibility evaluation [20], syn-
tax mismatching [40], and QoS-aware and semantic
workflow composition [18, 15] with data quality and
contract aspects. Moreover, unlike current tech-
niques which require user interaction for selection
and maping of the data sources [53], mixing data
services should be possible with minimum involve-
ment (or no involvement at all) of the end user.

4. CONCLUSION
We have presented the concept of data services

which takes a quality-aware service-oriented view on
data integration, and identified the main research
challenges on the way to its realization.

The main benefit of this approach comes from the
cross-fertilization of the database and distributed
systems fields: The peer data management con-
cept [8, 14, 28, 37] was a first step in this direction
by making P2P technology available to data man-
agement and vice versa. We consider combining
service-oriented computing techniques with database
technology as an important second step. This will
lead to a better understanding and interesting ex-
tensions of the frameworks and methods on both
sides: On the one hand, SOA key concepts like qual-
ity, licensing, service selection, and service compo-
sition must be extended so as to take data aspects
into account. On the other hand, the concept of
data networks must be significantly enhanced by
integrating quality considerations into it and by de-
veloping new methods of data network optimization
with respect to the various quality criteria.
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ABSTRACT
Materialized view selection is a critical problem in many
applications such as query processing, data warehous-
ing, distributed and semantic web databases, etc. We
refer to the problem of selecting an appropriate set of
materialized views as the view selection problem. Many
different view selection methods have been proposed in
the literature to address this issue. The present paper
provides a survey of view selection methods. It defines
a framework for highlighting the view selection problem
by identifying the main dimensions that are the basis in
the classification of view selection methods. Based on
this classification, this study reviews most of the view
selection methods by identifying respective potentials
and limits.

1. INTRODUCTION
The view selection issue has been investigated in

several contexts: query optimization, warehouse de-
sign, data placement in a distributed setting, web
databases, etc. Many diverse solutions to the view
selection problem have been proposed and analyzed
through surveys [13, 21, 32]. The survey [21] con-
centrates on methods of finding a rewriting of a
query using a set of materialized views. The study
presented in [32] focuses on the state of the art in
materialization for web databases. A critical analy-
sis of methodologies for selecting materialized views
in data warehousing is provided in [13]. However,
none of the above mentioned surveys provides a
classification of view selection approaches in order
to identify their advantages and disadvantages. Our
survey fills this gap.

This paper aims at studying the view selection in
relational databases and data warehouses as well as
in a distributed setting. First, we define a frame-
work for highlighting the view selection problem.
Thus, we present a classification of view selection
methods based on the main view selection dimen-
sions that we have identified. This study also re-
views existing view selection methods by identifying

respective potentials and limits.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion 2 gives some definitions. Section 3 identifies the
main view selection dimensions along which view se-
lection methods can be classified. Section 4 presents
a critical survey of existing view selection methods.
Section 5 contains the conclusion and discusses open
issues.

2. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

2.1 Preliminaries
Here, we introduce the main notions used in this

paper and related to the view selection context.
View: A view is a derived relation, defined by a

query in terms of base relations and/or other views.
Materialized View: A view is said to be ma-

terialized if its query result is persistently stored
otherwise it is said to be virtual. We refer to a set
of selected views to materialize as a set of material-
ized views.

Workload: A workload or a query workload is
a given set of queries Q = {Q1, Q2, · · · , Qq}. Each
query Qi has an associated non-negative weight fQi

which describes the query frequency. The set of ma-
terialized views is dependent on the query workload.
In a distributed scenario, the queries are executed
on different computer nodes. Each computer node
has an associated query workload.

View Selection: Given a database schema and
a query workload, the objective is to select an ap-
propriate set of materialized views to improve query
performance. The process of selecting a set of ma-
terialized views is known as view selection.

View Maintenance: Whenever a base relation
is changed, the materialized views built on it have
to be updated in order to compute up-to-date query
results. The process of updating a materialized view
is known as view maintenance. Different mainte-
nance policies (deferred or immediate) and mainte-
nance strategies (incremental or rematerialization)
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can be applied [17, 18, 38, 58].

2.2 Problem Definition
The use of materialized views is a common tech-

nique to reduce query response time [6]. Indeed,
materializing an appropriate set of views and an-
swering queries using these views can significantly
speed up the query processing since the access to
materialized views can be much faster than recom-
puting the views. Therefore, materializing all the
input queries can achieve the lowest query process-
ing cost but the highest view maintenance cost since
materialized views have to be maintained in order
to keep them consistent with the data at sources.
Besides, the query result can be too large to fit in
the available storage space. Hence, there is a need
for selecting a set of views to materialize by tak-
ing into account three important parameters: query
processing cost, view maintenance cost and stor-
age space. The problem of choosing which views to
materialize which have a desirable balance among
the three costs is known as the view selection prob-
lem. This is one of the most challenging problems in
data warehousing [50] and it is known to be a NP-
complete problem [26]. In a distributed environ-
ment consisting of many heterogeneous nodes with
different resource constraints, the distributed view
selection problem is that which view has to be ma-
terialized at which node of the network. The view
selection problem in a distributed case is much more
difficult than the view selection problem in a central
case because of the immense challenges associated
to distributed settings [16] (i.e., data granularity,
degrees of replication, heterogeneity of information
sources, etc.).

Problem Formulation: The problem of view
selection can be formulated as follows. Given a
database schema R = {R1, R2, · · · , Rr}, a query
workload Q = {Q1, Q2, · · · , Qq} defined over R, the
problem is to select an appropriate set of materi-
alized views M = {V1, V2, · · · , Vm} such that the
query workload is answered with the lowest cost
under a limited amount of resources, e.g., storage
space and/or view maintenance cost.

The view selection problem in a distributed con-
text consisting of a set of nodes N = {N1, N2, · · · , Nn}
in which each node has an associated query work-
load, is to choose a set of views M = {V1, V2, · · · ,
Vm} and a set of nodes Nv ⊆ N at which M should
be materialized. The distributed view selection is
designed so that the full query workload is answered
with the lowest cost subject to resource constraints.
Resources may be storage space per node, view main-
tenance cost, communication costs or a combination

of them.

2.3 Cost Model
The cost model is an important issue for the view

selection process [9]. The main objective in view se-
lection problem is the minimization of the weighted
query processing cost, defined by the formula:

QueryProcessingCost =
�

Qi∈Q

fQi ∗ Qc(Qi, M)

where fQi
is the query frequency of the query Qi

and Qc(Qi, M) is the processing cost correspond-
ing to Qi given a set of materialized views M .

Because materialized views have to be kept up to
date, the view maintenance cost has to be consid-
ered. This cost is weighted by the update frequency
indicating the frequency of updating materialized
views. The view maintenance cost is computed as
follows:

V iewMaintenanceCost =
�

Vi∈M

fu(Vi)∗Mc(Vi, M)

where fu(Vi) is the update frequency of the view Vi

and Mc(Vi, M) is the maintenance cost of Vi given
a set of materialized views M .

The cost model is extended for distributed set-
ting by taking into account the communication cost
which is the cost for transferring data from its origin
to the node that initiated the query. Given a query
Qi which is asked at a node Nj and denoting by Vk

a view used to answer Qi, the communication cost
is zero if Vk is materialized at Nj . Otherwise, let Nl

be the node containing Vk, then the communication
cost for transferring Vk from Nl to Nj is:

CommunicationCost(Vk,Nl→Nj) = CNj ,Nl
∗size(Vk)

where CNj ,Nl
is the network transmission cost per

unit of data transferred between Nj and Nl and
size(Vk) is the size of the view Vk.

2.4 Static View Selection vs. Dynamic View
Selection

A static view selection approach is based on a
given workload and chooses accordingly the set of
views to materialize. Whereas, in a dynamic view
selection approach, the view selection is applied as
a query arrives. Therefore, the workload is built
incrementally and changes over time. Because the
view selection has to be in synchronization with the
workload, any change to the workload should be re-
flected to the view selection as well. Indeed, in a
system of a dynamic nature [4, 5, 29], the set of
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materialized views can be changed over time and re-
placed with more beneficial views in case of chang-
ing the query workload. In order to reduce view
maintenance cost and storage space requirements,
[57] aims at materializing the most frequently ac-
cessed tuples of the view rather than materializ-
ing all tuples of the view. The set of materialized
tuples can be changed dynamically as the queries
change, either manually or automatically by an in-
ternal cache manager using a feedback loop. How-
ever, the task of monitoring constantly the query
pattern and periodically recalibrating the material-
ized views is rather complicated and time consum-
ing especially in large data warehouse where many
users with different profiles submit their queries.

A dynamic view selection is often referred to as
view caching. With caching, the cache is initially
empty and data are inserted or deleted from the
cache during the query processing. Materialization
could be performed even if no queries have been
processed and materialized views have to be up-
dated in response of changes on the base relations.
A detailed comparison of these two techniques is
given in [27]. Traditional caching approaches aim
at caching the results of queries, in other words to
cache views. Another alternative is to cache only a
part of a view. Indeed, a chunk based scheme has
been introduced in [12] for fine granularity caching.
Chunk based caching allows caching of only few,
frequently used tuples of views. To facilitate the
computation of chunks required by a query but not
found in the cache, a new organization for base re-
lations has been proposed which they called a chun-
ked file. Caching has been adopted in data ware-
housing [43], distributed databases [28] and peer to
peer systems [25]. Dynamic view indexing has also
been considered in [44]. In this paper, we focus
only on static view selection methods because most
of existing view selection approaches are of static
nature.

3. VIEW SELECTION DIMENSIONS
In order to identify the advantages and disadvan-

tages of view selection methods, we propose two
main dimensions along with they can be classified:
(i) Frameworks; and (ii) Resource Constraints.

3.1 Frameworks
Generally, approaches to the view selection prob-

lem consist of two main steps. The first step iden-
tifies the candidate views which are promising for
materialization. Techniques based on multiquery
DAG, syntactical analysis of the workload or query
rewriting have been used to obtain the candidate

Figure 1: The AND-OR view graph of the
two queries Q1 and Q2.

views. Based on the set of candidate views, the sec-
ond step selects the set of views to materialize under
the resource constraints and by applying heuristic
algorithms.

3.1.1 Multiquery DAG
Most of the proposed view selection methods op-

erate on query execution plans. The plans can be
derived from multiple query optimization techniques
or by merging multiple query plans. The main in-
terest of such techniques relies in detecting com-
mon sub-expressions between the different queries
of workload and capturing the dependencies among
them. This feature can be exploited for sharing up-
dates and storage space. The dependence relation
on queries (or views) has been represented by using
a directed acyclic graph also called a DAG. How-
ever, these methods require optimizer calls which
can be expensive in complex scenarios.

The most commonly used DAGs in literature are:
AND/OR View Graph: The union of all pos-

sible execution plans of each query forms an AND-
OR view graph [40]. The AND-OR view graph de-
scribed by Roy [42] is a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) composed of two types of nodes: Operation
nodes and Equivalence nodes. Each operation node
represents an algebraic expression (Select-Project-
Join) with possible aggregate function. An equiv-
alence node represents a set of logical expressions
that are equivalent (i.e., that yield the same result).
The operation nodes have only equivalence nodes as
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children and equivalence nodes have only operation
nodes as children. The root nodes are the query re-
sults and the leaf nodes represent the base relations.
A sample AND-OR view graph is shown in figure
1. Circles represent operation nodes (Op-Nodes)
and boxes represent equivalence nodes (Eq-Nodes).
For example, in figure 1, view V1 corresponding to
a single query Q1, can be computed from V6 and
V3 or R1 and V4. If there is only one way to an-
swer or update a given query, the graph becomes
an AND view graph. In the data cube which is a
specific model of a data warehouse, the AND-OR
view graph is an OR view graph, as for each view
there are zero or more ways to construct it from
other views, but each way involves only one other
view [19]. In other words, an OR view graph is an
AND-OR view graph in which any node is an equiv-
alence node that can be computed from any one of
its children.

Multi-View Processing Plan (MVPP): The
MVPP defined by Yang et al [52] is a directed acyclic
graph in which the root nodes are the queries, the
leaf nodes are the base relations and all other in-
termediate nodes are selection, projection, join or
aggregation views that contribute to the construc-
tion of a given query. The MVPP is obtained after
merging into a single plan either individual opti-
mal query plans (similar to the AND view graph)
or all possible plans for each query (similar to the
AND-OR view graph). The difference between the
MVPP representation and the AND-OR view graph
or the AND view graph representation is that all in-
termediate nodes in the MVPP represent operation
nodes. A sample MVPP is shown in figure 2.

Data Cube Lattice: Harinarayan and al [22]
propose modeling data in multiple dimensions. It
is built from the queries involved in the data ware-
house application, e.g., OLAP-style queries. The
Data Cube Lattice is a DAG whose nodes represent
queries (or views) which are characterized by the
attributes of the Group by clause. The edges de-
note the derivability relation between views. That
is, if there is a path from view Vi to a view Vj (see
figure 3), then grouping attributes on Vj can be cal-
culated from grouping attributes on Vi. The node
labeled none corresponds to an empty set of group-
by attributes (tuples are not grouped). The benefit
of this representation is that a query can be used
to answer or update another query. An extension
of the data cube lattice in order to adapt it to a
distributed case was proposed in [3, 53]. Indeed,
the cube has been modified by adding edges that
mark the derivation relationship between views on
different computer nodes.

Figure 2: The MVPP of the two queries Q1

and Q2.

Figure 3: Sample Data Cube Lattice for eight
views.

3.1.2 Query Rewriting
Query rewriting based approaches not only com-

pute the set of materialized views but also find a
complete rewriting of the queries over it. Here, the
input to the view selection is not a multiquery DAG
but the query definitions. The view selection prob-
lem is modeled as a state search problem using a
set of transformation rules. These rules detect and
exploit common subexpressions between the queries
of the workload and guarantee that all the queries
can be answered using exclusively the materialized
views. Query rewriting based approaches not only
compute the set of materialized views but also find
a complete rewriting of the queries over it. Nev-
ertheless, the completeness of the transformation
rules may make the complexity of state space search
strategies exponential.

3.1.3 Syntactical Analysis of the Workload
Some view selection methods are based on syntac-

tical analysis of the workload to identify candidate
views. These approaches analyze the workload and
pick a subset of relations from which to materialize
one or more views, if only if has the potential to
reduce the cost of the workload significantly. How-
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ever, the search space for computing the optimal set
of views to be materialized may be very large.

3.2 Resource Constraints
Resource constraints considered during the view

selection can be taken into account when classify-
ing view selection methods. There are three main
models presented in literature: unbounded, space
constrained and maintenance cost constrained.

3.2.1 Unbounded
In the unbounded setting, there is no limit on

available resources (storage, computation etc.). Thus,
the view selection problem consists in choosing a
set of views to materialize that minimizes the query
processing cost and the view maintenance cost. For-
mally thus, the problem is:

minimize
��

Qi∈Q fQi
∗ Qc(Qi, M)

+
�

Vi∈M fu(Vi) ∗ Mc(Vi, M)
�

However, this approach may lead to two kinds
of problems. First, sometimes the selected views
may be too large to fit in the available space. Sec-
ond, the cost of the view maintenance may offset
the performance advantages provided by the view
materialization.

3.2.2 Space Constrained
Due to the storage space limitation, materializing

all views is not always possible. In this setting, a
useful notion is that of a view benefit (or query ben-
efit). This is defined as the reduction in the work-
load evaluation cost, that can be achieved by mate-
rializing this view. Also relevant in this context is
the per-unit benefit, obtained by dividing the view
benefit by its space occupancy. It has been shown
[19] that the per-space unit benefit of a view can
only decrease as more views are selected (monotonic
property). The space constrained model minimizes
the query processing cost plus the view maintenance
cost under a space constraint.

minimize
��

Qi∈Q fQi
∗ Qc(Qi, M)

+
�

Vi∈M fu(Vi) ∗ Mc(Vi, M)
�

under
�

Vi∈M size(Vi) ≤ S

where S is the storage space capacity.

3.2.3 Maintenance Cost Constrained
This model constrains the time that can be al-

lotted to keep up to date the materialized views in

response to updates on base relations. In the main-
tenance cost constrained model, the maintenance
cost of a view may decrease with selection of other
views for materialization. Therefore, the query ben-
efit per unit of maintenance cost of a view can in-
crease [20]. This non monotonic nature of mainte-
nance cost makes the view selection problem more
difficult. The maintenance cost constrained model
minimizes the query processing cost under a main-
tenance cost constraint.

minimize
��

Qi∈Q fQi ∗ Qc(Qi, M)
�

under
�

Vi∈M fu(Vi) ∗ Mc(Vi, M) ≤ U

where U is the view maintenance cost limit.

The models that we have presented in section
3.2 can be extended to the distributed setting by
taking into account the distributed specific features
(i.e., the communication cost between the computer
nodes).

4. REVIEW OF VIEW SELECTION METH-
ODS

In this section, we classify the view selection meth-
ods according to several dimensions characterizing
their algorithms (i) resource constraints they con-
sider during the view selection process and (ii) frame-
works they use to obtain the candidate views (see
figure 4). Based on this classification, we review
most of the view selection methods. The best-known
heuristic algorithms proposed in litterature to solve
the view selection problem, namely: determinis-
tic algorithms, randomized algorithms, hybrid al-
gorithms or constraint programming.

4.1 Deterministic Algorithms Based Meth-
ods

Much research work on view selection uses de-
terministic strategies to address the view selection
problem. [41] is the first paper that provides a so-
lution for materializing view indexes which can be
seen as a special case of the materialized views. The
solution is based on A* algorithm [37]. An exhaus-
tive approach is also presented in [31, 39] for finding
the best set of views to materialize. Nevertheless,
an exhaustive search cannot compute the optimal
solution in a reasonable time.

The authors in [22] present and analyze algo-
rithms for view selection in case of OLAP-style queries.
They provide a polynomial-time greedy algorithm
to select a set of views to materialize that mini-
mizes the query processing cost subject to a space
constraint. However, this approach does not con-
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Figure 4: A Classification of view selection methods.

sider the view maintenance cost. The work in [51]
is dealing with more general SQL queries which in-
clude select, project, join, and aggregation opera-
tions. A greedy algorithm has been designed to
select a set of materialized views so that the com-
bined query processing and view maintenance cost
is minimized. However, the view maintenance cost
has been overrated since the maintenance cost for
a materialized view is the cost used for construct-
ing this view. Besides, the view selection is done
without any resource constraint.

A theoretical framework for the view selection
problem in data warehousing setting has been de-
veloped in [19]. Their work provides a near-optimal
exponential time greedy algorithm for the case of
AND-OR view graph and near-optimal polynomial
time greedy algorithm for the cases of AND view
graph and OR view graph. This approach was ex-
tended in [20] to study the view selection under a
maintenance cost constraint.

The authors in [42] demonstrate that using multi-
query optimization techniques in conjunction with a
greedy heuristic is practical and provides significant
benefit. The greedy heuristic is used to iteratively
pick from the AND-OR view graph the set of views
to materialize that minimizes the query processing
cost. This study was extended in [36] to consider
how to optimize view maintenance cost. In addi-
tion to speed up the query workload by selecting
materialized views, algorithms exploit common sub-
expressions between view maintenance expressions
to compute an efficient plan to the maintenance of
the materialized views. However, the view selection
has been studied without any resource constraint.

The view selection algorithm proposed in [2] is
based on the notion of level in the query tree (each
view of the query tree is associated to a level). In
this approach, the view selection problem is studied
under a space constraint and solved in two phases.
The first phase depends on local optimization by
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taking each query and pre-selecting a set of views
which reduce the query processing cost without in-
creasing significantly the view maintenance cost.
The second phase computes the cost for each level
of the query graph and selects the one which has the
minimal sum of query processing and view mainte-
nance cost.

The view selection has been studied in [34, 45, 46,
47, 48] under the condition that the input queries
can be answered using exclusively the materialized
views. An exhaustive algorithm has been designed
in [47] to select a set of materialized views while
minimizing the combination of the query process-
ing and view maintenance cost. This work was ex-
tended in [34] by developing greedy algorithms that
expand only a small fraction of the states produced
by the exhaustive algorithm. The view selection
problem in [45, 46, 48] is addressed under a space
constraint. However, their view selection algorithm
is still in exponential time. A survey of work on
answering queries using views can be found in [21].

The study in [1] is based on a syntactical analysis
of the workload to address the problem of selecting
both views and indexes to be materialized. This
approach proceeds in three main steps. The first
step analyses the workload and chooses subsets of
base relations with a high impact on the query pro-
cessing cost. Based on the base relations subsets,
the second step identify syntactically relevant views
and indexes that can potentially be materialized. In
the third step, the system runs a greedy enumera-
tion algorithm to pick a set of views and indexes to
materialize based on the result of the second step
by taking into account the space constraint. Nev-
ertheless, this approach does not take into account
the view maintenance cost.

The works published in [3, 53] address the view
selection problem in a distributed data warehouse
environment. An extension of the concept of a data
cube lattice to capture the distributed semantics
has been proposed. Moreover, they extend a greedy
based selection algorithm for the distributed case.
However, the cost model that they have used does
not include the view maintenance cost. Further-
more, the network transmission costs are not con-
sidered which is very important in a distributed con-
text. Indeed, the communication cost is computed
only from the size of the query result.

The above methods take a deterministic approach
either by exhaustive search or by some heuristics
such as greedy. However, greedy search is sub-
jected to the known caveats, i.e., sub-optimal so-
lutions may be retained instead of the globally op-
timal one since initial solutions influence the solu-

tion greatly. As a result, many paradigms and pro-
gramming techniques have been developed to im-
prove the solutions of the view selection problem:
randomized algorithms, hybrid algorithms and con-
straint programming which we describe in next sub-
section.

4.2 Randomized Algorithms Based Meth-
ods

Typical randomized algorithms are genetic [14]
or use simulated annealing [30]. Genetic algorithms
generate solutions using techniques inspired by the
natural evolution process such as selection, muta-
tion, and crossover. The search strategy for these
algorithms is very similar to biological evolution.
Genetic algorithms start with a random initial pop-
ulation and generate new populations by random
crossover and mutation. The fittest individual found
is the solution. The algorithms terminate as soon
as there is no further improvement over a period.

A genetic algorithm has been used in [23, 55]
in conjunction with the MVPP framework to solve
the view selection problem. The materialized views
have been selected according to their reduction in
the combined query processing and view mainte-
nance cost. However, because of the random char-
acteristic of the genetic algorithm, some solutions
can be infeasible. For example, in the maintenance
cost constrained model, when a view is selected, the
benefit will not only depend on the view itself but
also on other views that are selected. One solution
to this problem is to add a penalty value as part
of the fitness function to ensure that infeasible so-
lutions will be discarded. For instance, a penalty
function has been applied in [33] which reduces the
fitness each time the maintenance cost constraint is
not satisfied. This approach minimizes the query
processing cost given varying upper bounds on the
view maintenance cost, assuming unlimited amount
of storage space. In order to let the genetic al-
gorithm converge faster, they represent the initial
population as a favorable configuration based on
external knowledge about the problem and its solu-
tion rather than a random sampling, i.e., the views
with a high query frequency are most likely selected
for materialization. However, the genetic algorithm
may tend to get stuck at a poor local optimum fairly
early. A solution was provided in [54] to avoid pre-
mature convergence and keep improving the solu-
tion by incorporating constraints into the algorithm
through a stochastic ranking procedure where no
penalty functions are used.

The study presented in [8] which is based on a
syntactical analysis of the workload deals with the
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distributed view selection problem. This approach
consists of three main steps. The first one extends
the base relations selection algorithm described in
[1] for the distributed scenario. Based on the result
of the first step and the similarity between queries,
the second step generates the candidate views which
are promising for materialization. In the third step
a genetic algorithm is applied to select a set of ma-
terialized views and the nodes of the network on
which they will be materialized that minimize the
query processing and view maintenance cost. How-
ever, this approach does not take into account ei-
ther the space constraint or the maintenance cost
constraint.

The approaches proposed in [10, 11, 24] use sim-
ulated annealing algorithms to address the view se-
lection problem. These algorithms are motivated
by an analogy to annealing in solids. Simulated
Annealing algorithms start with an initial configu-
ration, generate new configurations by random walk
along the different solutions of the solution space ac-
cording to a cooling schedule and terminate as soon
as no applicable ones exist or lose all the energy in
the system.

Materialized views have been selected in [10] so
that the combined query processing and view main-
tenance cost is minimized. The view selection prob-
lem is solved in [24] under the case where either the
space constraint or the maintenance cost constraint
is considered. Further, randomized search has been
applied to solve two more issues. First, they con-
sidered the case where both space and maintenance
constraints exist. Next they applied randomized
search in the context of dynamic view selection.

In order to support the scalability when the num-
ber of views and queries become large, a new ap-
proach has been introduced in [11] using Parallel
Simulated Annealing (PSA) for materialized view
selection. By performing simulated annealing with
multiple inputs over multiple compute nodes con-
currently, PSA is able to improve the quality of ob-
tained sets of materialized views. Moreover, PSA
is able to perform view selection on MVPP having
a much larger number of views, which reflects the
real data warehousing environment. However, the
view selection problem is solved without any bound
neither on the storage space nor on the view main-
tenance cost.

Randomized algorithms can be applied to com-
plex problems dealing with large or even unlimited
search spaces. Thus, the use of randomized algo-
rithms can be considered in solving large combina-
torial problems such as the view selection problem.

However, the quality of the solution 1 depends on
the set-up of the algorithm as well as the extremely
difficult fine-tuning of algorithm that must be per-
formed during many test runs.

4.3 Hybrid Algorithms Based Methods
Hybrid algorithms combine the strategies of de-

terministic and randomized algorithms in their search
in order to provide better performance in terms of
solution quality. Solutions obtained by determinis-
tic algorithms are used as initial configuration for
simulated annealing algorithms or as initial popu-
lation for genetic algorithms.

A hybrid approach has been applied in [56] which
combines heuristic algorithms i.e., greedy algorithms
and genetic algorithms to solve three related prob-
lems. The first one is to optimize queries. The sec-
ond one is to choose the best global processing plan
from multiple processing plans for each query. The
third problem is to select materialized views from
a given global processing plan. Their experimen-
tal results confirmed that hybrid algorithms provide
better performance than either genetic algorithms
or heuristic algorithms i.e., greedy algorithms used
alone in terms of solution quality. However, their al-
gorithms are more time consuming and may be im-
practical due to their excessive computation time.

4.4 Constraint Programming Based Meth-
ods

Constraint programming is a descendant of declar-
ative programming. This programming technique
has been exploited in many applications for solv-
ing combinatorial problems [49]. The success of us-
ing constraint programming for combinatorial op-
timization is due to its combination of high level
modeling, constraint propagation and facilities to
control the search behavior.

A constraint programming based approach has
been presented in [35] to address the view selection
problem. More specifically, the view selection prob-
lem has been modeled as a constraint satisfaction
problem. Its resolution has been supported auto-
matically by constraint solver embedded in the con-
straint programming language. The authors proved
experimentally that a constraint programming based
approach provides better performances compared
with a randomized method i.e., genetic algorithm
in term of cost savings. The view selection has been
studied under the case where (i) only the mainte-
nance cost constraint is considered and (ii) both
1The solution quality represents the quality of the set
of materialized views found by the algorithm. For ex-
ample, the solution quality may be measured in term of
cost savings.
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maintenance cost and space constraints exist. They
have also shown that their approach is scalable.

5. CONCLUSION
This study provides a critical survey of different

approaches in which the view selection has been
studied in relational databases and data warehouses
as well as in a distributed setting. We have defined
formally the view selection problem and identified
the main view selection dimensions along with view
selection methods have been classified. Based on
the classification, we have discussed most of view
selection methods.

Analysis of state of the art of view selection has
shown that there is very few work on view selection
in distributed databases and data warehouses [3,
8, 53] and no effective solution for peer to peer sys-
tems. Indeed, [16] seems to be the only paper which
deals with the view selection problem in peer to peer
environment. In fact, it is provided a full definition
of the problem but without providing any algorithm
or detail on how to select an effective set of views
to materialize and place them at appropriate peers.
Thus, one of challenging directions of future work
aims at addressing the view selection problem in
a distributed setting. More recently, materialized
view selection has been explored in semantic web
databases [7, 15] in order to facilitate efficient pro-
cessing of RDF queries and updates. However, they
consider a static workload which contradicts the dy-
namic nature of the web. Indeed, any change to
the workload should be reflected to the view selec-
tion as well. This issue will be the future aspect
while studying the view selection in semantic web
databases.
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David Lomet Speaks Out  
On database recovery, logs, versions and more… 

 
by Marianne Winslett and Vanessa Braganholo 

 

David Lomet 
http://research.microsoft.com/~/lomet/	  	   

Welcome to this installment of ACM SIGMOD Record Series of Interviews with Distinguished 
Members of the Database Community. I am Marianne Winslett, and today we are in Providence, 
site of the 2009 SIGMOD and PODS conference. I have with me today David Lomet, who has 
been a principal researcher and the manager of the Database Group at Microsoft Research 
since 1995. Before joining Microsoft, Dave worked at Digital Equipment Corporation, Wang 
Institute, and IBM Research in Yorktown. Dave’s research interests lie in access methods, 
concurrency control, and recovery. He has received two SIGMOD Best Paper awards, and he is 
an ACM Fellow and an IEEE Fellow. Dave’s PhD is from the University of Pennsylvania. So 
Dave, welcome!  

Thanks, it’s nice to be here. 

Dave, I read that you are one of the people who invented transactions. I have to ask – how many 
people invented transactions? 

Well, it is really very hard to count. The first people who really used something similar to a 
transaction were the IMS folks -- Ron Obermark, and the IMS program isolation feature. But 
even before that, there was old master and new master tapes, where in fact the rollback was the 
old master and the committed transaction was the new master. So, there is a lot of people who 
played a roll. I went to Newcastle [University in Britain working on Brian Randell’s Reliability 
Project] early in my career, and they had something called recovery blocks, which was a 
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mechanism, but it actually implemented transactions. So I sort of provided the abstraction there 
for that. Jim Gray and his colleagues in San Jose provided the abstraction for the IMS program 
isolation facility. So, there are many inventors of transactions, but I was a contributor. 

You have over 40 patents. So you must write patents at the rate that many of us write papers. 
Can you compare the effort involved? 

It is much more tedious, actually. It is not as much of an effort as writing a paper, because, what 
I frequently do is I write the paper, attach the front piece patent form that goes with it, and hand 
that in. And that is sort of the easy part. That initiates the process. The more tedious part is 
having to interact with the lawyers, sometimes over an extended period of time. Some of the 
lawyers are marvelously good. In fact, one of them was so good that after he wrote up a 
description of the invention, he didn’t discover a bug, but I discovered a bug having looked at his 
write-up. But other patent attorneys do what might be called syntactic transformation and don’t 
always get it quite right, so it is kind of tedious sometimes. It is a mixed bag, but I think the 
patenting process is important if you are an industrial researcher because it is something which 
the company gets out of your efforts in some sort of a direct fashion, and so I believe that’s a 
really important part of industrial research. 

I think a lot of universities now would like the professors to be patenting at the same rate that 
you guys are. 

It’s expensive. It’s tens of thousands of dollars. It’s not a few thousands of dollars. It’s tens of 
thousands of dollars, so it is expensive, so even Microsoft has a budget. We get budgeted for 
patents. So it is expensive. 

Let’s talk about wrong directions and missed opportunities. Where have we gone wrong in the 
past?  
 
Well, I have a long career, dating back to a pre-database era in my career. One effort that I was 
involved with at IBM research was on a taskforce to take a look at an area called provably secure 
operating systems. It was an initiative by the government to make managing their multi-level 
secure systems somewhat easier by permitting people to run jobs at multiple security levels 
simultaneously on a time sharing system. But they were very concerned about the security 
aspects, and information leaking from the more secure side to the less secure applications. So 
they had a program to do provably secure operating systems, where they wanted to be able to 
prove that the operating system was secure. That was much simpler than trying to prove that it 
was correct in all its aspects, and security requirements were very well defined. But even so… So 
we went around, and we looked at a bunch of people who were doing program proving 
technology, a lot of interesting stuff. But we concluded that the prospect of any near term success 
in proving something as a large operating system to be secure was decidedly misguided. So we 
wrote a report. The end result of that report was that work in the area pretty much ceased. So that 
was one of my bigger negative accomplishments -- to redirect people away from that area. 
 
All that stuff in the MOS databases must have come after that, because that was in the ‘80s. A lot 
of money went down that drain. Did people listen to your report then? 
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At the time, which was in the early ‘80s, yes. So people don’t do provable secure operating 
systems now, surprise, I know. There is some work in multilevel secure database systems. 
 
Not anymore, though. 
 
Yeah. That’s right, but there was some. It is a hard problem. We will probably revisit it again, 
and maybe at some point the state of the art of program proving will be sufficient to really do the 
job. My guess is that we’re still not there yet. 
 
So that would fall under the category of wrong directions rather than missed opportunities. Do 
you have missed opportunities also? 
 
I’ve always been a big fan of something akin to capability machine hardware. It was explored in 
the ‘70s. I’ve also been a fan of strongly typed, low-level programming languages, in which you 
might be able to actually write an operating system or to write a database system in, but 
nonetheless, you had the type checking safety of the full mechanisms where there was no escape. 
We haven’t pursued that. We haven’t pursued that with any real vigor, and the end result is that I 
think we pay for it in systems which have mistakes that could have been caught had we just used 
the tools that we already know how to do. But we continue with these less optimal solutions, in 
part because we have a lot of historical code, and nobody really has the money or the time to go 
back and do it again, but that is a missed opportunity. 
 
So are you a fan of these more secure versions of operating systems (like SELinux)? 
 
I don’t have very much exposure to them. I am sort of in the Microsoft community, and we have 
some efforts within Microsoft research exploring some of these directions, but they have yet to 
have real impact on the products. 

You worked on product development, in architecture, programming languages, and distributed 
systems. Looking back, do you consider that time well spent?   

I thought that all the times that I spent actually was pretty well spent. Even though actually not 
too much came from it, in terms of products (interesting commentary isn’t it?). But, I learned a 
lot. I learned a lot from the developers. I met the developers, and that is really an important thing 
to do. Especially if you are in industrial research, because the more ties you have with the 
developers, the more likely you are to be able to influence what they do, and get your research 
into product, which is part of what we are supposed to be doing. And so I’ve always thought 
that… In fact, let me combine this with the answer to a later question which you might ask, 
which is my advice to younger researchers, which is: spend some time in industrial 
organizations, even as a visiting researcher or whatever. Spend some time with developers 
learning what they do, seeing what they do, understanding how they make decisions, and 
understanding the problems that they’re facing and you’ll be better for it. You’ll be able to take 
that more into account in your research, and your research will be more well-grounded on things 
which might actually have impact. 
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For performance reasons, traditionally the DBMS code for recovery, concurrency control and 
access methods is tightly bound together. In your Deuteronomy project, you have been working 
on unbundling that functionality and pulling it apart into pieces. How can you do that now, when 
people couldn’t before? 

So it’s not just for performance reasons that we do it. We really did not understand how to do it. 
We do it because the locking and the logging are both done when the code is in the page looking 
at the records. So you know exactly what page you are on, you know exactly what record you are 
dealing with, you can look at surrounding records, and you already have the page latched, so you 
know that what you do in that page is already protected by a lock. We didn’t know how to split 
those things apart.  

Don Batory had a project years ago called GENESIS in which he explored putting various 
architectural pieces of database systems into sort of an erector set of database pieces, which he 
put together. But he never succeeded in separating the concurrency control and recovery from 
the data management of this. “I had this blinding insight”, he says, “that if you looked at a 
database kernel as a distributed system, and thought about as a maintaining the state on the log, 
and in the database, and that that state had to be reconciled, then you could apply the kind of 
architectural principles, recovery principles, that we had used in a previous work that we had 
done on distributed recovery”. We could use that to in fact solve the problem of having to be 
able to pull apart the database kernel. It is still an open question whether or not we’ll get 
performance which is good enough, which is one of the reasons why we have projects going on, 
and we’ll have another one this summer on exploring this area, but we couldn’t even do it before. 
We really didn’t have the underlying technology and understanding to be able to do it before, 
and now we can, and we are going to see. We’re going to see how it works out. 

Let’s talk about time travel databases: databases that keep all past versions of their tuples. Why 
would we want to do that, (I think many of our readers won’t know why we would want to keep 
all that stuff) and can we afford to do that? 

So let me do the “can we afford to do it” first, because that is really easy. We’ve got this capacity 
running out of our ears, right. We have disks sitting idle with unused capacity, and this is 
especially true for all OLTP systems, where people buy additional disks to get the access arms. 
So there is just this enormous storage which is going to waste. The wonderful thing about 
keeping history is that you can keep it, and it is relatively cold data, it is not accessed all that 
often. So it doesn’t really interfere that much with the access patterns for the current data. So, 
keeping it is an easy thing, it’s a cheap thing. It’s frequently just unused capacity. So that’s one 
thing. So why might we do it? Well people like to do run ups of business trends, people like to 
do analysis of stock trends, people like to do audit compliance (a very big aspect of this), so they 
have to keep historical data. I think my research has shown that you can actually do the 
transaction time database stuff with minimal impact on the performance of the current system. 
So, it’s just a natural and it’s a useful function that people will have, and they’ll do even more 
with it once they have it. I’m hopeful, though nothing has been carved in stone yet. 

In the olden days, how did the detailed data get from the production database to data 
warehouse? 
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People would run scripts, which would funnel the data (frequently from multiple sources), 
cleaning it up, bringing it into the warehouse, as a separate, sort of offline process, for the most 
part.  

But they were lacking the level of detail that they will have now, with all the past versions? 

You could always do what I’ve just described by keeping the log. The log has all the information 
on it. The question is one of convenience, and I remember Bruce Lindsay one time saying that 
the database is the log -- what we keep in terms of state is simply an optimization. So you can 
think about the transaction time stuff in exactly the same way -- it is an optimization. You can 
use it to do online backups, and have the additional facility of having it be a queryable backup. 
So there is a lot of things you can use it for. You can use it to recover from bad user transactions, 
and do that without the enormously expensive operation of point-in-time recovery, which 
requires you to install a backup, grow it forward, de-commit scores of transactions. And you can 
do all that, and having a transaction time database makes that easy. So there’s a lot of reasons: 
functional reasons, infrastructure reasons, and it’s cheap. The capacity is there anyway, and the 
cost is modest. 

Ok, so, how do you keep all those old cold historical tuples from clogging up your hot pages, and 
messing up your performance on your hot pages? 

You use the time-split B-tree, and you do page splits, and move them to historical portions of the 
disk. That works really easily. In fact, Mike Carey had a paper1, probably in the early ‘90s, I 
think, on using multi-versions, and he described the number of properties of how you migrate 
versions out of the current page. His was a more generic statement of it, but the time-split B-tree 
does exactly what he did, move it in bulk. You move it periodically, and you keep the versions 
close for a while, but you age them out of the current database. And with the time-split B-tree 
you can index them as well. So it works pretty well. 

Many companies desperately need dependable systems – for example, Amazon, with their 
website for purchases, Travelocity, and Wall Street firms. So why haven’t we computer scientists 
been able to give them dependable systems?  
 
Well, they have reasonably dependable systems. Most of what they have sort of grew 
organically. The way a lot of development works is people build a system, they try to get the 
functionality right, it starts operating… They then realize that they’ve got some sort of 
dependability problem, and so they start adding it. It sort of grows much like the genetic code. 
You know, systems fail, and they fix them, and they get more reliable over time.  
 
Computer scientists have the luxury of stepping back and looking at the process and trying to 
understand what general principles work and what can guide that sort of activity. They have been 
doing that for a while. I mean, there were TP systems years ago that had a strategy called 
stateless applications, and you ran everything inside of a transaction. The line of work that we 
were pursuing doesn’t require that you run everything inside of a transaction. In fact, it solves 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Paul	  M.	  Bober,	  Michael	  J.	  Carey:	  Multiversion	  Query	  Locking.	  VLDB	  1992:	  497-‐510.	  
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some of the problems that running things inside of a transaction have trouble dealing with, such 
as, what do you do when a transaction refuses to commit? In our systems, because we keep 
applications persistent without using transactions, there is a place where you can write a 
programmable piece of code which will deal with those kinds of errors, whereas in the TP 
systems there tends to be no place where you can be sure that it’s going to be stably available, 
because stability is guaranteed by the transaction mechanism itself. So we think that the Phoenix 
project, which is the earlier project that I did at Microsoft, is a way of dealing with some of these 
issues. And it’s also a way of making the process a little less expensive, because, transactions are 
a rather expensive mechanism when what you really want is just to keep the application running 
across crashes. 
 
So how do you allow the application to survive system crashes if you don’t have transactions? 
 
Well, it’s like the redo part of transaction recovery. You log the nondeterministic actions that 
interrupt the flow of the application, and you make some assumptions, which of course you have 
to enforce, that applications are what are called piece-wise deterministic, which is to say they’ll 
execute deterministically between these interactions that you’ve captured. Then, if the 
application fails, you can use the log, which has captured the nondeterministic activities, and 
replay those instead of the actual activities at the appropriate points when the application calls 
for them. And so, you can recreate the application state simply by the replay of the logged events 
against the re-executed application. 
 
Is that transparent to the application developer in the way that the transaction almost are? 
 
You can make it transparent. There are a lot of efforts that people have made, some of which are 
not entirely transparent, but what we did in the Phoenix project was, we intercepted messages 
between the distributed components of the systems. We logged those messages -- that was the 
source of the nondeterminism. That interception mechanism was all captured inside of the .NET 
remoting runtime system, and so all the user saw was the normal .NET remoting, and all our 
logging was done sort of transparently. So this was truly transparent to the application. The only 
thing they need to do was to declare that their application was to be persistent, and then put it in, 
if you will, the persistent directory, and then we made sure that it was. 
 
Has that made it into any products? 
 
It’s a sad story; a sad story of almost, but the answer is no. We came very close. In fact, we 
demoed the system at one of Microsoft’s TechFests, and a guy from the Gardner group was there 
and predicted that with 70% probability it would appear in a product by 2007. We didn’t quite 
make that. But it was close. 

Are database researchers paying enough attention to multicore architectures? 

Oh, I think the answer is yes, they are paying plenty of attention to it. It is hard to get leverage on 
it, in fact it is a very hard problem, and we’ll be working on it for a long time. 

What do you think about cloud computing and databases? 
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So unlike the situation with multicore, where everybody has access to multicore machines, not 
everybody has access to a cloud infrastructure. So, it is much harder to do research on the cloud. 
In fact, in our research group, we really don’t do research specifically oriented towards the cloud. 
My participation in cloud computing involved an effort to help a product group do something on 
a cloud database system, and that’s become an offering for SQL data services. But it is very hard 
for people outside of industrial organizations to have access to the kind of infrastructure that you 
need to really do research on cloud databases. You can sort of play with the Amazon type of 
infrastructure, and things of that sort, but it is really hard to do a fully robust database system of 
the sort that you might want to have taken seriously as a database system. So cloud computing is 
much harder, cloud databases is much harder to do research on. So we probably aren’t doing 
enough, but there are technical difficulties in being able to do it, which I don’t really have any 
advice or suggestions as to how to deal with it. 

Well maybe we should say, so what do you think are the main research issues for database 
computing in a cloud? 

I think we’ve got to change the way we think about making transactions stable. I think we have 
to move to a replication model, not simply a commit the log and put it on disk, because the 
availability requirements are such that you need instant fall over.  

Does that mean replicated logs, or do you mean replicating the things that are actually doing the 
work? 

Replicating the database, so that in fact the only outage you have is the amount of time that it 
takes to switch you from one replica to the other. 

Do we already know how to do that from Tandem? 

We know a little bit about it, but that is not to say we know as much as we should. We know a 
little bit about quorum protocols, and things of that sort. But we’re going to be living in a world 
where one of the features of the cloud is the intense desire to try to control the costs of the 
infrastructure; which means that people are going to be buying what we refer to as el-cheapo 
machines. El-cheapo machines have el-cheapo disks on them, and el-cheapo disks fail at 
somewhat higher rates than the sort of the higher powered, more expensive disks do. We need to 
be able to have the strategies for coping with those, and making failure operations be a normal 
event as opposed to an extraordinary event. 

So do we also need to replicate at higher levels, or you are only worried about the storage itself? 
What about the servers themselves? 

I anticipate that in a system where people are really concerned about having a high availability 
all the time, that we’ll replicate the applications. 

What role do you see flash memory playing in the database world over the next ten or so years? 
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Well, people are certainly working on it, and again, this does not pose the same problems that 
cloud computing does. I mean, people have easy access to flash. What they don’t have access to 
is raw flash, but they certainly have access to flash disks. The trick will be to see how we can 
successfully exploit it. I’ve seen a number of papers in which we’ve started to make some 
inroads on the problem, but it seems pretty clear to me that there is a lot more to be done. With a 
little bit bolder re-architecting, I think we’ll exploit it more effectively. Right now we are sort of 
nibbling at the edges, I think. 

Well, I’ve heard people argue that you can’t just insert into your memory hierarchy memory 
flash disk, that that’s not going to work, because of the cost performance, and that it will always 
take way longer to write to flash than to read, so this asymmetry makes it a little awkward for 
many uses. So do you think there is a right way to use flash? 

I think the simplest way, one of the ways you will see people using it initially is just as a 
replacement for disks, for high performance disks. Flash is much more expensive in terms of its 
cost per byte, but in terms of its cost per IOPS, it’s in fact quite competitive, and in fact does a 
lot better than disks. You can in fact buy IOPS more cheaply with flash than you can with disks. 
So those people who were buying large disks and more disks than they needed for the access 
time may be tempted to use flash instead.  

That makes good sense. So that, in the memory hierarchy, that’s replacing the bottom rung, well, 
depending on what you consider to be the bottom rung, it is replacing one of the rungs by flash. 
Is there any obvious way to add it as an additional rung somewhere, or is it just too tricky? 

One of the things that I think is a bit appealing is to implement (bringing it back to my own 
work) a time-split B-tree where you keep the current database in flash, but when you do a time-
split, you move the time-split page, the history page, to disk. That sort of gives you plenty of 
capacity for the keeping of the history, but it gives you very high performance and high IOPS for 
the current data. 

And still you are not treating it as a cache for the disk, it’s like a special disk. 

Yes, but I think there’s a bunch of stable main memory technologies which are coming along, 
which might in fact have the effect of replacing main memory -- currently volatile with stable 
main memory. That poses another interesting set of problems. This is one of these things where 
the hardware base seems to go along forever with the same technology, and then all of a sudden 
you find that there’s a phase transition and everybody’s using something else. It will take a little 
bit of getting used to. But there is an enormous commercial pressure to be out there with a 
database system which exploits the new technology to get a commercial edge. This is bound to 
be something of great interest and researchers should be taking a look at it. 

 You have been involved with ACM and SIGMOD and VLDB, but even more involved with the 
IEEE. In particular, you have been the editor-in-chief of the Data Engineering Bulletin since 
1992, you are an IEEE Golden Core Member, and you received IEEE Outstanding Contribution 
and Meritorious Service Awards. So I think you are a good person to ask about IEEE, which I 
don’t think we’ve talked about in previous interviews. 
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How is the Data Engineering Bulletin different from the SIGMOD Record? 

That is one of my favorite topics in fact. Rakesh Agrawal was the one who recruited me as the 
editor of the Bulletin. Something that he emphasized, but I think it is really true, is that every 
issue that we do is a special issue. It is a special issue on ongoing research. It is not the kind of 
work that you see in the published papers -- it is more work in progress. So in some sense, it 
gives you a window into what’s actually going on now, so that’s relatively unique. Then another 
factor is that I try to give it an industrial slant. I try to involve people who don’t usually write 
papers, and let the rest of the world know what they are up to as well. It’s a combination of those 
things, plus, the set of editors I have more or less cover the field, or at least interesting areas that 
are now of real interest. We try very hard to keep it current, keep it with some industrial focus, 
and it’s a great place if you are looking or want to start looking in an area and do some research 
in an area -- it’s a great place to start to look. 

How is the IEEE Technical Committee on Data Engineering different from ACM SIGMOD? 

Well, that’s a long, and in some sense, a sad story. SIGMOD has a budget. They have money 
that they roll over from one year into the next. Technical Committee within the IEEE, at the end 
of the year, any surplus that they have reverts to the IEEE. So the end result is that we have much 
less discretion in terms of what we can do, much less discretion in terms of how we run our 
operations, and that’s by design. I’m not a big fan of that, but that’s the way it is. I happen to like 
the ACM model better, but when you end up being involved in an organization, you sort of end 
up with the rules of the organization… The Technical Committee does a pretty good job, I think, 
in terms of sponsoring conferences and things of that sort, and they are of course the sponsor of 
the Data Engineering Bulletin as well, but it’s more a limited role than SIGMOD would have.  

If you magically had enough extra time to do one additional thing at work that you are not doing 
now, what would it be? 

You mean aside from napping?  

I think napping is a good answer!  

It is a good answer! In the back of my mind I have the outlines of a paper on a full theory of 
recovery, which I need a co-author to do, because I am not really a theorist, but it requires 
somebody who’s comfortable at theory. Mark Tuttle was great in that respect with the other 
work, but the idea here is to apply some of the work that Mark Tuttle and I had done but in the 
broader setting of covering application recovery type stuff as well as database type stuff. 

Maybe you’ll get a volunteer who reads this or sees this. 

Maybe, that would be good! 

If you could change one thing about yourself as a computer science researcher, what would it 
be? 
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I’ll mention two things. I’ve seen people have success, if you will, seizing the moment, and 
being first in an area, and in some respects, I’ve recoiled from that. Maybe it’s a little bit of 
timidity on my part, but I like to think things over, and make sure that I know what I’m doing 
before I rush out. It’s not that these people don’t necessarily know what they are doing, but 
usually there’s a certain first cut aspect to that, which I tend to recoil from. I want a little bit 
more solid footing underneath myself. So that’s one thing. Another thing is I probably made a 
mistake in getting a little too far away from programming. I don’t do very much programming. 
It’s probably a mistake, I probably should do more. 

Among all your past research, do you have a favorite piece of work? 

No single favorite piece, but I’ll tell you what I like, and what I like is some combination of 
things which have an abstract aspect, a theoretical aspect, and a pragmatic engineering aspect, 
and hopefully some practical application. So things like some of the recovery work that I’ve 
done, the recovery theory that I did with Mark Tuttle, or the application recovery principles that I 
did with Roger Barga and Gerhard Weikum. Things of that sort have a real appeal to me, 
because they have both a practical flavor, but there is some abstract principles involved, and 
there’s some hard engineering as well. So it sort of has it all, and I like the areas where you can 
bring these things together. I like the Deuteronomy project which I’m doing now exactly for the 
same reason. It’s not always easy to bring everything together in one piece, but I like it when that 
happens. 

We were talking earlier about your favorite plant in your yard, which you said was the redwood 
tree, and in many ways the redwood tree is that -- it has all the historical significance, it is 
esthetically beautiful, it smells good, it has it all! 

In my yard, it also has a rather unique role because there are not that many redwood trees in 
Washington State, and I have 3 of them in my back yard. 

Three! Well if they start reproducing, it could be the beginning of a whole new forest. 

And my house will become a tree house!  

Thank you very much for talking with me today! 

It’s been a pleasure, thanks. 
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Catriel Beeri Speaks Out  
On his favorite pieces of work and on the importance of Sabbaticals  

 
by Marianne Winslett and Vanessa Braganholo 

 

Catriel Beeri 
http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~beeri/	  	   

 

Welcome to ACM SIGMOD Record Series of Interviews with Distinguished Members of the 
Database Community. I am Marianne Winslett, and today we are in Providence, the site of the 
2009 SIGMOD and PODS conference. I have with me Catriel Beeri, who is a professor of 
computer science at Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Catriel’s research interests lie in database 
theory. He is a former member of the editorial board of ACM Transactions on Database 
Systems, and he is an ACM Fellow. Catriel’s PhD is from the Hebrew University. So Catriel, 
welcome!  
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I understand that you are interested in programming languages. What do you think of our own 
community’s programming language, SQL? 

It’s a nice language. I think it was nice from the beginning. Of course, now we have very thick 
manuals – the language has evolved in many different directions and I think that we… at least I 
don’t find it so interesting now to read very thick manuals of SQL. But I think that the basic idea, 
the basic principle of SQL is the right one, and it is a very successful one. Obviously, this is the 
foundation for the success of database systems in the last few decades. 

What do you think of this new push-for map-reduce-based programming? 

I am all for it. You may know that I have been interested in functional programming languages 
specifically, not just in programming languages, for various reasons. One of them is because 
functional languages can actually express operations like map and reduce, which in some sense 
are more general than relational algebra, and they have very nice properties. They are completely 
declarative, they allow you to parallelize… So, the idea is not new... The idea of using map and 
reduce, or using functional languages as the basis for parallelization, it is not new, and maybe it 
has been waiting for the right time. And the right time is now, because we have multi-core 
processors, and programming languages like JAVA or C# are not going be up to the challenge of 
exploiting the parallelism of new hardware.  

On the other hand, database people have been exploring the power of relational algebra -- not 
always in parallelization, of course. There have been some efforts on, you know, doing database 
work on many CPUs, but I think the main effort was optimization. But now, it is time to think 
about doing parallel optimization, I think… using parallelization for database that run on a single 
unit of hardware, because a single unit is going to contain many, many processors. So map-
reduce and the relational algebra, I think, fit together and for me it is one paradigm. It is not that 
this is a new paradigm and SQL is an old paradigm. I have been looking at map-reduce at 20, 25 
years ago. 

I guess the map-reduce guys might argue with you and say that one of the differences SQL tries 
to hide from the programmer, what’s efficient and what’s easy to do, versus what’s hard to do, 
like join ordering or something, and that map-reduce exposes what can be done efficiently and 
encourages people to program in a way that’s efficient. 

Maybe, but of course, once you have a nice paradigm, you can exploit the paradigm in different 
ways. You can try to embed the paradigm in different approaches to programming, so that they 
are good for different kinds of programmers or users. SQL was originally written with the 
intention to be used by people who don’t know much about programming. It is still true that 
database programmers, or people who use databases, do not necessarily know much about 
programming. Sometimes they do, but they don’t know much about query optimization, and they 
are not supposed to, because query optimizers are so much better than human optimizers. In this 
sense, I think the database story has been a success.  Databases can optimize queries much better 
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than humans, and this obviously will be true for map-reduce. Map-reduce is parallelizable. This 
is one part of the new buzz word. Map-reduce runs on many, many CPUs -- it is parallelizable. 
And again, it is not something that a programmer is supposed to do. It is done by the machine. 
The machine decides how to parallelize it.   

What about impedance mismatches? 

As far as I know, this has not been yet solved in a satisfactory manner. Originally, people 
thought that object-oriented databases would do the job, and of course, lots of work went into 
this new kind of new systems. And then they disappeared, almost disappeared from the 
marketplace. Relational systems are still there. There was a lot of talk about object-relational 
systems, but the basis for data storage is still relational systems. From what I see on the internet, 
from what I hear from my students, the impedance mismatch is still there. Work is still being 
done. For example, the new product LINQ from Microsoft seems to be very promising because it 
is embedded into the programming language. It is part of the programming language, and it has 
some features, which are very similar to SQL. So maybe it is not the ultimate solution, but it 
shows that people are still trying very hard to bridge the gap, and allow seamless programming. 
General programming on one side, which today is object oriented, and database programming, 
which is relational, and somehow the effort to combine the two is still ongoing. This solution, for 
example, does not come from the database community. It comes from the programming language 
community, and most of the talk on the internet (on this issue) seems to come from people with 
interest in programming language design, not from the database community. 

I’ve heard from people in industry that a lot of people use those database programming 
environments. They start by extracting all the data into the programming language, and then 
they just compute on it, so they use the database like an object store, and they don’t even issue 
any queries at all, which I find kind of amazing. 

Well, yes, but of course it depends on the expertise of the people, and the size of the system. You 
cannot really expect all people to use database systems in the same way. In particular, the fact 
that you can express so many things in SQL, so many computational processes, so that you can 
delegate a lot to SQL, is not something that most programmers know. Programmers in large 
companies, they are normally either C# or JAVA programmers. They do not know much about 
database programming or SQL. There use SQL to store data, simple queries, but this is it. 

At SIGMOD this year, we have the Celebration of 40 Years of the Relational Model, so I think it 
is a good time to look back at what we’ve accomplished. So, among the database theory results 
of the past 40 years, what would you single out as having had the most impact?  

Well, that is difficult to say. I think one important result, important for the database theory 
community, it is not clear to me whether it has been really used in the general database 
community, but obviously, the idea of acyclicity in queries is important. It means that queries 
that cannot be efficiently computed, in general, can be efficiently evaluated if they are acyclic. 
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So this is the general idea, and then you know, there are additions and extension, and a lot of 
work. Query containment, and conjunctive query evaluation are very important for many other 
areas of database research in general, like data exchange, data integration, evaluating queries on 
views, etc. So, many, many different areas actually rely on being able to evaluate conjunctive 
queries. So knowing about the largest sub-class, which is efficiently computable, is a nice 
tractable computational problem, is important.  

In a completely different direction, I think that transaction management is very important. The 
original paper is about two phase locking. I think this is a very nice result, very interesting, very 
nice, very important result, even though the paper originally appeared in, I think, the 
Communications of the ACM, if I remember correctly.  

That’s ok.  

Certainly, not in a database theory forum. But there has been a lot of work in the general 
database community and in database theory about transaction management. I think this was one 
of the first, maybe the first paper that showed us that you can do interesting theory. Maybe not 
the first one, but the one that actually attracted a lot of attention, and obviously it had a lot of 
practical impact. OK, so if you are talking about important results, I think that acyclicity is 
important, for me, data dependencies and the chase are important. 

OK, tell our younger readers about data dependencies and the chase. 

Well, the story actually started when I was a visitor at Princeton, in ’78. I worked on multivalued 
dependencies at the time, and I got Jeff Ullman involved also in the story. Then, we started to 
look on the subject of lossless decompositions. I think the chase came up in a very small way 
even in the paper we wrote at that time on lossless decompositions, but then Jeff involved other 
students, like Alberto Mendelzon, David Maier, Sagiv and Yannakakis. The first three wrote a 
paper about the chase1, and I think this was the first time the chase formally appeared in print.  

Then I went back to Jerusalem and I was very lonely, nobody to talk to: nobody in databases, and 
very few people in computer science. I was trying to continue the work in data dependencies, and 
database design. I did some work on design, some materialized, some not… The work on data 
dependencies slowly evolved into the idea that actually you can generalize it and talk about 
general dependencies. So I was one of the people that found out that actually you can first of all 
express the dependencies in first order logic, and then you can generalize and find out more 
general formulas which have nice properties. Essentially very closed in spirit to horn formulas 
and this is why they are so nice and have nice properties.  

Then, when Moshe Vardi came along as a student, we formulated the chase (for this general 
class). Obviously, there were other groups that were working in a similar direction. Fagin was 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  David Maier, Alberto O. Mendelzon, and Yehoshua Sagiv. Testing Implications of Data Dependencies. ACM Transactions on 
Database Systems 4(4):455-469, 1979.	  
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working on data dependencies in a very similar direction. But, for me, this was an important 
period. On one side, I was lonely, but on the other hand, I managed to come up with a nice idea 
and the chase, and the paper I authored with Moshe Vardi2 at the time about the properties of the 
chase, I think was important. I remember it very fondly, and I think other people have found it as 
a very useful paper. It provides the fundamental properties of the chase in the general 
framework. I am very happy to see that now the chase and data dependencies are being used in 
other contexts. For example, they are being used by Val Tannen and his students for query 
optimization, and more recently for the work in IBM Almaden on data exchange, which seems to 
attract a lot of attention and I think it shows that data dependencies are, in some sense, a general 
idea that can be used in many different directions. 

So that’s the CLIO and the CLIOLLO project? 

That’s the Clio project, and I understand that IBM was planning to come up with a product 
Cliollo, for data exchange, which essentially is based on these ideas. So this is very satisfactory 
for me. 

Among other potential major results of the past 40 years, did you want to say anything about 
schema design? 

Well, schema design was actually my first work on database theory. Historically, I finished my 
PhD in Jerusalem. It was on automata theory, like almost everybody else at the time, because 
Jerusalem had the world experts on automata theory at the time, like Shamir and Rabin. So I 
worked on automata theory. Then I came to Toronto as a post-doc, and I shared the room with 
somebody named Phil Bernstein, who was a post-doc in Toronto. He stayed in Toronto for 
another year as a postdoc, we shared the room, and my first step was to read his thesis. So I was 
introduced to data dependencies, then we had some discussions about his thesis, about database 
normalization, and we worked further on the subject. A few months later, I was able to prove 
some NP completeness results about schema design, which at the time was quite new. I was not 
the first one. Sylvia Osborne, I think, wrote the first NP completeness results.  But of course, NP 
completeness nowadays is mundane, but at that time, it was still exciting.  

Then I moved to Princeton for the second year of my postdoc. I gave a database course, and I 
talked about database design, and dependencies, and Jeff Ullman got involved, and then 
Yannakakis, and Dave Maier, and Sagiv, and everybody got involved with data dependencies, so 
there was a bloom of research a lot of research. For me, this was a very difficult period, I must 
tell you, because, again, I had a family, I was a young postdoc… I didn’t know what I was going 
to do next year, so personally I was under pressure, and I was not sure that data dependencies 
was the right subject to work on. And I wasn’t sure if, you know, tomorrow I could come up with 
additional results -- typical problems of a young postdoc. But it turns out that yes, the area 
bloomed, and there was quite a flurry of activity, and PODS was started after I came back to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Catriel Beeri, Moshe Y. Vardi: A Proof Procedure for Data Dependencies. Journal of the ACM 31(4): 718-741, 1984   	  
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Jerusalem, by the people that essentially studied in Princeton at the time, and got also interested 
in database theory. Database theory at that time was dependencies, there was almost nothing else 
in database theory. 

So it must have been hard, because it seems like back then all these people were in Toronto as a 
real hotbed of database activity, and to a lesser degree, Princeton, and then, from what you said, 
you went back to the Hebrew University and not only were there not any database people, there 
weren’t very many computer scientists, and of course, we didn’t have the web and the internet 
like we do now. 

We did have email. Our department was the first one in Israel to have email connection, when I 
came back, we already had email in Jerusalem. 

So you could collaborate. 

So actually, I finished my paper with Jeff Ullman via email, I added some additional results, I 
wrote them down and I simply emailed them. This was done via email. So email was very useful, 
because otherwise, the paper would have been much shorter.   

Did you want to say anything about datalog, what about all that effort on datalog, magic sets? 

Maybe we should try to go chronologically, because we talked about my first visit to the States, 
which was in Toronto and Princeton, and then I came back, and of course, ok, I worked on 
dependencies. But, you know, people worked on other subjects, and I kept looking at what Phil 
Bernstein was doing, and he was working on something which I never knew about, which was 
transaction management. I didn’t know what it was. And again, being in Jerusalem, I mean, there 
was almost no way I could start working on it. I read the papers, but if you are not at the center 
of action, and you don’t talk to people, then you don’t really know what are the interesting 
problems.  

So, my first sabbatical was in Harvard, with Phil Bernstein. This was the time when I got 
introduced to transaction management, and I did some work with Phil, and Nathan Goodman 
about transaction management. And another one of my very favorite papers3… I actually wrote 
only 4 or 5 papers about transaction management, but the first one was the outcome of this year 
of work. It is the J. of ACM paper, a very long one, very difficult. I think that maybe not too 
many people have read the paper, but it’s a fundamental one, in terms of providing the theory of 
how you prove correctness of, let’s say, non-simple transaction systems. In other words, systems 
which have layers or which are complex, how can you go about proving their correctness? For 
me this was also very interesting, and in a completely different direction, completely different -- 
another one of my very favorite papers. I took a long time to get it done. It took a long time to 
get it accepted by J. of ACM, but I still think it is a very good piece of work.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Catriel Beeri, Philip A. Bernstein, Nathan Goodman: A model for concurrency in nested transactions systems. Journal of the 
ACM 36(2): 230-269 (1989). 
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Then I went back to Jerusalem, and after a few more years, I went to another sabbatical to MCC, 
and this was about a year after the first paper on datalog by Jeff Ullman and Yehoshua Sagiv 
appeared, about magic sets. The word magic sets actually appeared first in their paper in ’86. 
And I came to MCC, and that was also a very intense, and a very satisfying piece of work. The 
language was LDL: logic data language4. It contained sets, and negations, and of course, if you 
have sets and negations, you can express paradoxes. So the problem was how to come up with 
satisfactory semantics, and I think in the end, we managed to come up with a nice semantics 
based on stratification. So it’s another nice piece of work, and with it some other nice papers in 
this period, it was the MCC team, and also Paris Kanellakis came down and we did some work 
together. 

So it seems in this story, the way you are telling it, sabbaticals played a really important role. 

For me, yes. Every time I went on a sabbatical, I was lucky enough to get into an environment 
where there were new problems, and people were working on systems, and theory, and this 
interaction in systems and theory, and a group of people working on a new subject was 
important. Sitting alone and giving lectures in a university without interacting with a lot of 
people is not a good way of finding new problems or new areas. 

Yes, it seems a lot of people now file for a sabbatical but then they don’t actually go anywhere, 
they say the kids have to stay in school, or whatever, and they don’t actually leave their home 
institution. Does that matter now, now that we have such good internet? 

I think of course the internet has changed a lot, I mean, first of all, it is much easier to get papers. 
At that time, if you really wanted to look at a paper, you needed either a personal contact, or to 
be on the mailing list of an institute, and even then, it took time before you got the paper. Even if 
you get the paper, say you read the paper, the paper is not the full interaction with people. There 
is a lot of difference between reading a paper and talking to people in the corridor or room, and 
then being involved in the process of asking questions and getting answers, and trying to find out 
what is it all about. It is completely different. So actually, when I went to Harvard, I went with 
my family. But when I went to MCC, I went alone. My wife and the kids stayed in Jerusalem. 
My wife came for a short visit for a couple of weeks, but most of the time I was alone. And since 
then, in all of my sabbaticals, I was alone. So instead of taking full year sabbaticals, I took 6 
months,  or 3 months. So sabbaticals, to me, were always important, because they gave me the 
opportunity to visit people, to see a different approach, new problems, talk to people, talk to 
students, and develop. I am not sure I could have developed the same if I had just stayed in 
Jerusalem and tried to read papers to see what is going on. I think sabbaticals are important. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  Catriel Beeri, Shamim A. Naqvi, Oded Shmueli, Shalom Tsur: Set Constructors in a Logic Database Language. Journal of 
Logic Programming, 10(3&4): 181-232 (1991). 
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Thinking about another aspect of technology, I understand you collect music, and that has 
changed a lot.  

Yes. I am not sure I am a serious collector, but in all my sabbaticals, in all my visits to the United 
States, or when I come to conferences, until a couple of years ago, I always go out to find music 
stores and try to find records that I don’t have, or sometimes records that I have 
recommendations for. Now it is of course CDs. It has always been CDs in the last 20 years. So I 
remember there was the PODS conference in San Diego a few years ago, and I took Tova Milo 
along and we went to a record store because I had the recommendation for a certain set of CDs 
of Haydn which I was looking for and I couldn’t find in Israel. 

Can’t you just order everything from Amazon? 

Nowadays, yes, but, Amazon didn’t exist 10-15 years ago. Nowadays, everything has changed of 
course. I understand that now it is very difficult to find in New York a store that sells classical 
music. Somebody told me this yesterday. I came to New York, and all the record stores were 
closed because of Tower, now Tower is closing down5, and you can’t find real classical records 
anymore. 

I didn’t realize Tower was closing down. 

I don’t know if this is true or not, but obviously the world is changing, but you know, I 
remember that I used to go out in different small communities and towns and look for record 
stores, and you could find, you know, usually you don’t find a lot of classical music in the 
suburban music stores, but you find a little bit. So my first Jascha Heifetz, I found in such a 
music store, in New Jersey. So I have a large collection. It is limited, I cannot afford to buy much 
more. I don’t have place. 

Space limited. 

Yes. 

So as soon as they change the technology to a smaller form factor, then you can expand again. 

Then I can expand, yes. 

Do you have any words of advice for fledgling or midcareer database researchers? 

Well, I think there are two advices. First of all, be open. Look out in different directions, and talk 
to people. Try to see what people are doing, and what is bothering people, and maybe you can 
find some model or answer or formulation that will make life easier and of course advance your 
research credit. I think I’ve always benefited from being involved with other people and trying to 
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understand what was bothering them. In other words, I never thought that theory for theory is the 
right approach. Of course, there are people who do theory for theory who are very successful, but 
I thought theory for helping formalize what other people are doing is the interesting part. 

Among all your past research, do you have a favorite piece of work? I guess you have mentioned 
several favorite pieces of work, but maybe there is one that we haven’t already talked about. 

I mentioned a few, but every time I think about it, there is another one. Of course, the paper 
about transaction management in J. ACM is one that I like very much. There were quite a few. I 
mean, there was a paper about magic sets with Raghu Ramakrishnan6 that at the time was very 
nice, a very nice piece of work. There is another paper with Raghu that was never published, that 
I did when I visited him in Wisconsin. Because they wanted just a little more, and just a little 
more, and when I actually did this, well, the paper just never got published. So this is one 
direction. Then the LDL paper was a nice paper at the time. The LDL language was actually 
used by Dick Tsur and others for many years to come, and this paper about the language and the 
semantics was nice. I mentioned the dependencies, the chase the paper about the properties of the 
chase was a nice piece of work that I really liked, and it seems like some people actually like it 
even today. So there are quite a few. 

If you magically had enough extra time to do one additional thing at work that you are not doing 
now, what would it be? 

That is difficult. I guess I would like to do a good piece of research in programming languages. 
Because I have always been reading programming language theory papers, but I somehow never 
got around to actually solve an interesting problem in programming languages. So I teach 
programming languages, and I read, but this one last step of doing actual research and providing 
a good solution to some interesting problem is something I never got around to do. So I would 
like to do that. 

If you could change one thing about yourself as a computer science researcher, what would it 
be? 

I guess I would have tried to be a much better programmer earlier. 

Why? 

Well, I am not sure I have a good reason. I always feel that my students know programming so 
well, so they can develop all sorts of interesting programming systems, and I cannot. So I do 
theory. Is it because I am good at theory, or because I cannot do implementations? It is not clear. 
I always think that maybe next year I will sit down and devote a few months to actually just 
writing programs, and see what happens. Then I can supervise students doing more interesting, 
maybe systems work. But I am not sure this is a good reason. I think altogether, I have done 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  Catriel Beeri, Raghu Ramakrishnan: On the Power of Magic. PODS 1987: 269-284. 
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some good theory, and I know theoreticians who don’t know how to program in even one 
language. 

Well, we won’t name their names here, they are to remain anonymous! 

No! But they are very good, so it is nothing to be ashamed of. You cannot really be a professor 
and a good programmer, and I think this is the truth. You cannot be a researcher, and a 
theoretician, and a professor, and a teacher, and devote 5 hours a day to programming. 

That’s true, it is very time consuming. 

It is time consuming. So there is a trade-off. 

Well, thank you very much for talking with me today. 

You’re welcome. 
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ABSTRACT
Query languages for graph databases started to be inves-
tigated some 25 years ago. With much current data, such
as linked data on the Web and social network data, be-
ing graph-structured, there has been a recent resurgence
in interest in graph query languages. We provide a brief
survey of many of the graph query languages that have
been proposed, focussing on the core functionality pro-
vided in these languages. We also consider issues such
as expressive power and the computational complexity
of query evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are widely used for representing data, with

the result that a number of query languages for
graphs have been proposed over the past few decades.
In the 1980s motivating applications came from ar-
eas such as hypertext systems [17, 63]. When semi-
structured data [2, 12] and object databases [34] be-
came prominent in the 1990s, these provided fruitful
areas for the study of graph models and query lan-
guages. In the last decade, the semantic web [9, 57]
and social networks [5, 24, 60, 61] have taken over
as key areas amenable to graph-based approaches.
Further application areas for graph querying include
transportation networks [11], semantic associations
as part of criminal investigations [62] (also called
link analysis), biological networks [46, 47, 48], pro-
gram analysis [50], workflow and data provenance
[6, 39].

Each of the above application areas has its own
requirements in terms of an appropriate graph data
model. In its simplest form a graph G is a pair
(V, E), where V is a finite set of nodes and E is
a finite set of edges connecting pairs of nodes. Of
course, edges can be directed or undirected, although
we will consider only the directed case here (which
is more general). In most applications it is also the
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Pablo Barceló, Department of Computer Science, Uni-
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case that edges are labelled in some way, sometimes
with sets of attribute-value pairs. Similarly, in gen-
eral nodes may be labelled with sets of attribute-
value pairs. However, we will mostly limit our dis-
cussion to graphs in which each node is identified by
a distinct label (identifier) and each directed edge
is labelled with a symbol drawn from some finite
alphabet Σ; hence E ⊆ V × Σ× V .

Some application areas require graph structures
that are more elaborate than the simple model de-
scribed above. For example, hypergraphs have been
used to model hypertext [63], while the hypernode
model [58] allows for nodes that can themselves
comprise graphs. In contrast, the so-called blobs
of the Hy+ system [19] comprise sets of nodes and
share some similarities with the blobs of higraphs
[35]. In addition, a number of graph data models
require that each graph conforms to a schema. How-
ever, for the purposes of this paper, we will assume
only the simple model described above; for details
on more elaborate graph data models, we refer the
reader to the survey by Angles and Gutiérrez [7].

Figure 1 shows an example of a graph G con-
forming to our simple definition, inspired by an
example from NAGA [43, 64]. Node labels in G
denote names of authors, literary prizes and loca-
tions. Edge labels denote the hasWon relation-
ship between authors and prizes (abbreviated w),
the bornIn relationship between authors and places
(abbreviated b), the livesIn relationship between
authors and places (abbreviated i), and the located-
In relationship between places. Note that there can
be paths comprising locatedIn edges: for example,
Bacchus Marsh is a town locatedIn the state of Vic-
toria which is locatedIn the country Australia.

A typical query Q on graph G might ask to find
authors who have won both the Booker and Nobel
prizes—a simple conjunctive query (CQ) returning
a set of nodes as answer. Query Q might be ex-
pressed using the following syntax

ans(x) ← (x, hasWon, Nobel), (x, hasWon, Booker)

where x is interpreted as a node variable, while
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Figure 1: A graph of authors, prizes they
have won, and places where they were born.

hasWon, Nobel and Booker are constants. This
syntax is reminiscent of Datalog, except that atoms
in the body do not have predicate names since only
a single graph is being queried; indeed, the atoms
are similar to the triple patterns used in SPARQL
[36], the W3C query language for RDF [44].

It is common in querying graphs that users may
want to find pairs (x, y) of nodes such that there is
a path from x to y whose sequence of edge labels
matches some pattern. One way of specifying such
a pattern is by using a regular expression defined
over the alphabet of edge labels [52]. Such a query is
called a regular path query (RPQ). So, using the ex-
ample of Figure 1, an RPQ using the regular expres-
sion citizenOf | ((bornIn | livesIn) · locatedIn∗)
asks for pairs of author x and place y such that
x is a citizen of y or was born in or lives in y, or
where x was born in or lives in some place which
is connected to y by a sequence of any number of
locatedIn relationships.

CQs and RPQs can be combined to form con-
junctive regular path queries (CRPQs). For exam-
ple, the following query Q adds the conjuncts from
the example CQ to those of the RPQ as follows:

ans(x, y)

← (x, hasWon, Nobel), (x, hasWon, Booker)

(x, (citizenOf | ((bornIn | livesIn) · locatedIn∗)), y)

CRPQs formed the basis of the languages G [21]
and GraphLog [17], although those languages used
a syntax of graph patterns. Figure 2 shows how the
CRPQ Q above would be expressed in GraphLog,
where there is an obvious mapping between the
edges in the graph pattern and the atoms in the
body of Q. The thick edge in Figure 2 is called the
distinguished edge, representing edges which occur
in the answer of the query; hence, it corresponds to
the head of Q.

CRPQs were much studied with respect to query-
ing semistructured data in languages such as Lorel

Nobel x Booker

y

hasWonhasWon

citizenOf |
((bornIn | livesIn) · locatedIn∗)

ans

Figure 2: Query to find places related to
authors who have won both the Nobel and
Booker prizes.

[2], StruQL [26] and UnQL [13], as well as in terms
of query containment [16, 28], query rewriting [15]
and so on. CRPQs reappeared more recently in
NAGA [43], for example, in a form similar to that
in Figure 2. The ability to query paths using regu-
lar expressions, and hence provide the functionality
of CRPQs, has only very recently been introduced
in SPARQL 1.1 [36].

However, for a number of problems arising in
graph querying CRPQs are insufficiently powerful
[10]. These problems include comparing semantic
associations in RDF graphs [8], comparing biologi-
cal sequences [31], and so on. In such settings, we
want to be able to express relations among paths.
For example, the following query Q finds entities x
and y such that the same sequence of edge labels π
connects x and y as connects Coetzee and y:

(x, y) ← (Coetzee,π, y), (x,π, y),Σ∗(π) (1)

Here, π is a path variable, and Σ∗ denotes any se-
quence of edge labels. Q is an example of an ex-
tended conjunctive regular path query (ECRPQ),
as proposed in [10].

We might also want to include paths themselves
in the output of a query. This has been proposed,
for example, as an extension to SPARQL [45], and
is also provided by ECRPQs; to return the paths
as part of the answer to query Q above, one simply
includes the path variable π in the head. Of course,
if there are cycles in the input graph, the answer to
a query may be infinite. In such cases a compact
representation of the set of answers to an ECRPQ
can be returned in the form of an automaton [10].
ECRPQs are described in more detail in Section 3.3.

Requirements arising from querying and analysing
social networks bring the need for further capabili-
ties to be provided by graph query languages [5, 24,
60, 61]. In particular, aggregation functions play an
essential role in network analysis, while the ability
to transform networks by creating new nodes based
on (aggregations of) sets of existing nodes is also
crucial. We discuss these requirements further, and
provide examples, in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
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With the proliferation of data on the Web (e.g.,
in the form of linked data), it is less likely that users
will be familiar with the terms and structure used,
which in any case will also be more heterogeneous.
In such situations, queries that permit flexible [42,
51] or approximate matching [30, 40] of data may
be helpful. We consider this further in Section 3.6.

After a brief survey of many graph query lan-
guages in the next section, we focus on the core
functionality provided by such languages in Section
3. This section covers subgraph matching (Sec-
tion 3.1), finding nodes connected by paths (Sec-
tion 3.2), comparing and returning paths (Section
3.3), aggregation (Section 3.4), node creation (Sec-
tion 3.5), and approximate matching and ranking
(Section 3.6). Section 4 covers the expressive power
of languages and the computational complexity of
query evaluation. We conclude the paper in Sec-
tion 5. We do not cover a number of other topics
of interest such as query containment or query op-
timisation or evaluation in general.

2. A BRIEF SURVEY
In this section we give a brief overview of some of

the graph query languages developed over the past
25 years or so. In particular, we highlight the dif-
ferent syntax used by various languages, as well as
their proposed area of application. Section 3 dis-
cusses the functionality underlying these languages
in more detail, while the expressive power and com-
plexity of evaluating queries in some of the lan-
guages is presented in Section 4.

We have already mentioned the query languages
G [21] and GraphLog [17]. The data model used by
these languages is that of a labelled, directed graph.
In G, a query is a set of pairs of graphs, each pair
comprising a pattern graph and a summary graph.
This pair of graphs essentially represents a CRPQ,
with a set of such pairs being interpreted as dis-
junction. GraphLog replaced the summary graph
with a distinguished edge, as shown in Figure 2.
GraphLog also added edge inversion, negation and
aggregation functions (Section 3.4), while defining
a semantics different from that of G. The semantics
of G was defined in terms of matching simple paths
in the graph being queried (Section 3.2), whereas
the meaning of a GraphLog query was given by the
meaning of the stratified Datalog program to which
it was translated (examples are given in Sections 3.2
and 3.4).

Other early graph query languages include GRAM
[4] and GraphDB [32]. The data models of both
require the presence of a graph schema. Both pro-
vide regular expressions defined over alternating se-

quences of node and edge types. GraphDB includes
object-oriented features such as classes for nodes
and edges, as well as paths. The intended area of
application for GRAM was Hypertext, while that
for GraphDB was spatial networks such as trans-
portation systems. As a result, GraphDB provides
built-in operators such as one for shortest path.

GOOD is another graph query language based on
an object-oriented model [33, 34]. GOOD’s query-
ing mechanism is via graph transformations: node
addition/deletion and edge addition/deletion. Also
provided is an abstraction mechanism to group ob-
jects by means of their properties, as well as meth-
ods for defining sequences of operations. GOOD
gave rise to a number of successor languages, such
as G-Log [56] and the update language GUL [38].

A number of query languages were developed to
query graphs represented in the Object Exchange
Model (OEM) [55] or one of its variants/derivatives.
OEM was developed to model semistructured data
which had no predefined schema and could be het-
erogeneous. The Lore (Lightweight Object Repos-
itory) graph data model and its associated query
language Lorel [2] distinguish two types of nodes:
complex objects and atomic objects (values) which
have no outgoing edges. A graph must have a num-
ber of named nodes (or entry points), and every
node must be reachable from a named node.

In common with many graph query languages,
Lorel uses a syntax based on OQL, allowing regular
expressions over edge labels. A distinctive feature
of Lorel is the availability of path variables.

Say we wish to formulate a Lorel query Q equiva-
lent to the ECRPQ shown in (1). In Lore, each node
has an oid rather than a label as in Figure 1, so au-
thors’ names, for example, would be represented by
separate atomic objects connected to author nodes
by an edge labelled name, say. We also assume that
Winners is a named entry point, with edges labelled
author to author nodes. Then Q can be written as

select X, Y
from Winners.author A, Winners.author X

A.#@P.Y , X.#@Q.Y
where A.name = ‘Coetzee’
and path-of (P ) = path-of (Q)

where # denotes a path of any length, so is equiv-
alent to the regular expression Σ∗ used earlier. @P
binds the path (of oids and labels) to variable P ,
and path-of returns a sequence of edge labels.

Strudel is another system whose data model is
based on the OEM data model [26]. Its intented
area of application is the implementation of data-
intensive web sites, whose content and structure is
specified using the query language StruQL. The
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language is compositional; the result of a query on
a site graph is another site graph. Once again, reg-
ular path expressions are used, but because there
is a need to create graphs corresponding to web
sites, new constructs are needed. These include the
link clause which creates a new graph from existing
graphs, using Skolem terms for new nodes.

UnQL is a functional query language for semistruc-
tured data based on structural recursion [13]. The
data model used somewhat different to that of OEM,
being value-based rather than object-based. UNQL
queries are translated to an internal algebra, Un-
CAL, which allows for optimisation. Once again,
regular path patterns are provided, but the func-
tional nature of UnQL means that graphs can be
constructed, using data constructors, rather than
only queried. UnQL’s data model includes special
symbols called markers, which are related to object
identifiers in models such as OEM, except that not
every node in a graph has to have a marker. Each
graph also has certain nodes designated as inputs
and certain nodes designated as outputs.

YAGO/NAGA combines database and informa-
tion retrieval techniques to provide a semantic search
engine for web derived knowledge [64]. The NAGA
data model is a directed, weighted multigraph in
which nodes represent entities, edges represent re-
lationships, and weights represent confidence of ex-
tracted facts. A query is a connected, directed
graph in which each edge is labelled with a regu-
lar expression over edge labels or a variable or the
connect keyword (similar to Figure 2). A query
using connect returns the paths connecting the cor-
responding nodes. Answers to queries are ranked in
terms of informativeness, confidence and compact-
ness (e.g., short paths rank higher than long paths).

SocialScope [5] aims to provide information dis-
covery and presentation from social content sites
such as Yahoo! Travel. To do this, it proposes a
uniform algebraic framework operating on the so-
cial content graph, a graph in which both nodes
and edges have attributes. The algebra provides
operations of node selection, edge selection, graph
union, intersection and difference, graph composi-
tion and semi-join, and aggregation functions for
node aggregation and edge aggregation.

Other query languages for social networks include
SoSQL [60], BiQL [24] and SNQL [61]. The two ba-
sic query structures in SoSQL are paths and groups
(sets of nodes). Paths can have predicates and ag-
gregate functions applied to them. Path predicates
can include path operators such as all or at most n,
specifying that all or at most n nodes or edges sat-
isfy a given predicate. Groups can also have aggre-

gation operators applied to them. BiQL [24] uses an
SQL-like syntax to query and transform networks.
New networks are formed using a CREATE clause.
Aggregation functions can be used in the WHERE

clause to restrict results, as well as in the SELECT

clause to define new attribute values. SNQL [61]
uses a data model comprising actors, relationships
and attribute values (all represented as nodes), with
edges associating attribute values with actors or re-
lationships and associating actors with the relation-
ships in which they participate. The query language
is based on GraphLog, adding Skolem functions in
order to create new nodes in the output. These new
nodes are based on grouping or aggregating nodes
or attribute values in the input (see Section 3.5).

3. QUERY LANGUAGE FUNCTIONAL-
ITY

In this section, we focus on the functionality pro-
vided by typical graph query languages. The follow-
ing subsections will consider functionality in terms
of the following broad categories: subgraph match-
ing, finding nodes connected by paths, comparing
and returning paths, aggregation, node creation,
and approximate matching and ranking. Of course,
many languages offer operations such as union (dis-
junction), composition and negation of queries, but
we will not cover these separately.

We start with some general notation and defini-
tions. Let G = (V, E) be a graph as defined in
Section 1. Given a query expression Q and a graph
G, the evaluation of Q on G is denoted Q(G).

Let us call the following question the query eval-
uation problem (QEP). Given a query expression Q
and a graph G, is Q(G) non-empty? As usual, one
can consider the complexity of this problem by pos-
sibly fixing one of the two inputs. Combined com-
plexity corresponds to when both Q and G are part
of the input. Query complexity is when the input
is Q, with G being fixed, while data complexity is
when the input is G, with Q being fixed. We often
consider data complexity to be the most relevant
measure since graphs are assumed to be large and
query expressions short.

3.1 Subgraph matching
In some sense, the simplest form of graph query

supported by all languages is one which finds sub-
graphs within a graph. This corresponds to a con-
junctive query (CQ). Let us fix a countable set of
node variables (typically denoted by x, y, z, . . .). A

We will from now on not usually distinguish between
an expression in a query language and the query (func-
tion) it denotes, simply using the term “query” for both.
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conjunctive query (CQ) Q over a finite alphabet Σ
is an expression of the form:

ans(z1, . . . , zn) ←
�

1≤i≤m

(xi, ai, yi) (2)

such that m > 0, each xi and yi is a node variable
or constant (1 ≤ i ≤ m), each ai ∈ Σ (1 ≤ i ≤ m),
and each zi is some xj or yj (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m).
The atom ans(z1, . . . , zn) is the head of the query,
while the expression on the right of the arrow is its
body. The query Q is Boolean if its head is of the
form ans(), i.e. n = 0.

Let x̄ = (x1, . . . , xm), ȳ = (y1, . . . , ym) and z̄ =
(z1, . . . , zn). The semantics of CQs Q of the form
(2) are defined as follows. Let σ be a mapping from
x̄, ȳ to the set of nodes of a graph G = (V, E) which
is the identity on constants. We define a relation
(G,σ) |= Q which holds iff (σ(xi), ai,σ(yi)) ∈ E,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then Q(G) is the set of tuples σ(z̄)
such that (G,σ, ) |= Q. If Q is Boolean, we let Q(G)
be true iff (G,σ) |= Q for some σ.

Using the example graph G from Figure 1, the
following CQ finds authors born in South Africa
who have won both the Nobel and Booker prizes:

ans(x) ← (x, hasWon,Nobel),
(x, hasWon,Booker),
(x, bornIn, SouthAfrica)

Each CQ of the form shown in (2) is formulated
with respect to a single graph and returns a set of
bindings for each node variable mentioned in the
head of the query. However, in some application
areas, the database to be queried comprises a set of
graphs, and the answer to a query is the subset of
graphs in which a match is found (e.g., in biolog-
ical applications). Other languages allow single or
multiple graphs to be queried and return the set of
matching subgraphs [37, 43].

Although CQs are in some sense the simplest
form of graph queries, they have been the subject of
much study, particularly in terms of finding efficient
ways of evaluating them on large graphs. This is be-
cause the combined complexity of the QEP for CQs
is the same as the problem of subgraph ismorphism,
which is well-known to be NP-complete. Because of
this, Fan et al. have been investigating an alterna-
tive semantics for graph pattern matching based on
graph simulation [25].

3.2 Finding nodes connected by paths
Let G = (V, E) be a graph over alphabet Σ, with

v0, vm ∈ V . A path ρ between nodes v0 and vm in
G is a sequence v0a0v1a1v2 · · · vm−1am−1vm, where
m ≥ 0, vi ∈ V (1 ≤ i ≤ m), ai ∈ Σ (1 ≤ i <
m), and (vi, ai, vi+1) ∈ E (1 ≤ i < m). The label

of such a path ρ, denoted by λ(ρ), is the string
a0 · · · am−1 ∈ Σ∗. The length of ρ is m. We also
define the empty path as (v, ε, v) for each v ∈ V ;
the label of such a path is the empty string ε.

Regular path queries Determining reachability
between nodes in a graph is a querying mechanism
found in most graph query languages. The class of
regular path queries [15, 21, 49, 52] provides queries
which return all pairs of nodes in a graph connected
by a path conforming to some regular expression. A
regular path query (RPQ) Q is an expression of the
form

ans(x, y) ← (x, r, y) (3)

where x and y are node variables, and r is a reg-
ular expression over Σ. Here we use | for alter-
nation (disjunction) and · for concatenation. We
also allow the shorthands of r+ for (r · r∗), r? for
(r|�), and Σ for (a1| · · · |an). We may also use a−

to match an edge labelled a in the reverse direc-
tion, i.e., from head to tail rather than from tail
to head [16]. For example, the regular expression
citizenOf | ((bornIn | livesIn)·locatedIn∗) is used
in the example query in Figure 2.

Let G be a graph, r be a regular expression, and
ρ be a path in G. Path ρ satisfies r if λ(ρ) ∈ L(r),
the language denoted by r. Given an RPQ Q of the
form given in (3), the answer of Q on G, denoted
Q(G), is the set of all pairs of nodes (x, y) in G such
there is a path from x to y which satisfies r.

The Regular Path Problem is, given a query
Q of the form given in (3), a graph G and a pair of
nodes x and y, is (x, y) ∈ Q(G)? It is well known
that this problem can be solved efficiently [52]. One
algorithm is as follows: (i) construct a nondetermin-
istic finite automaton (NFA) Mr, with initial state
s0 and final state sf , accepting L(r); (ii) consider
G as an NFA with initial state x and final state y;
(iii) form the product automaton Mr×G of Mr and
G; and (iv) determine whether there is a path from
(s0, x) to (sf , y) in Mr ×G. Each step of this algo-
rithm can be performed in Ptime, so the Regular
Path Problem has Ptime combined complexity.

Alternatively, we can translate Q into a set of
Datalog rules. So if Q uses the regular expression
citizenOf | ((bornIn | livesIn) · locatedIn∗) from
Figure 2, the translation might be as follows:

ans(x, y) ← citizenOf(x, y)
ans(x, y) ← assoc(x, y)
ans(x, y) ← assoc(x, z), partOf(z, y)
assoc(x, y) ← bornIn(x, y)
assoc(x, y) ← livesIn(x, y)
partOf(x, x) ← locatedIn(x, x)
partOf(x, y) ← locatedIn(x, z), partOf(z, y)
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As an alternative to the semantics defined above,
we might instead want to match only simple paths
in G that satisfy the regular expression r. A path
ρ is simple if no node is repeated on ρ. The Regu-
lar Simple Path Problem can then be stated as,
given a graph G, a pair of nodes x and y in G and
a regular expression r, is there a simple path from
x to y satisfying r? It turns out, however, that the
Regular Simple Path Problem is NP-complete,
even for fixed regular expressions [52].

Conjunctive regular path queries Extend-
ing regular path queries by allowing conjunctions of
atoms yields the class of conjunctive regular path
queries [16, 28]. A conjunctive regular path query
(CRPQ) Q over Σ is an expression of the form

ans(z1, . . . , zn) ←
�

1≤i≤m

(xi, ri, yi) (4)

in which all variables are as for a CQ, except that
each ri is now a regular expression over Σ. The
query of Figure 2 corresponds to a CRPQ.

Let x̄, ȳ and z̄ be defined as for CQs, and G =
(V, E) be a graph. The semantics of CRPQs Q
of the form (4) are defined analogously to that for
CQs, with σ being a mapping from x̄, ȳ to V . The
relation (G,σ) |= Q holds iff, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, there
exists a path ρi in G from σ(xi) to σ(yi) such that
λ(ρi) ∈ L(ri). Now Q(G) is defined as for CQs.

3.3 Comparing and returning paths
As suggested in Section 1, there are a number in

situations in which we may want to specify relations
between paths as well as to have the actual path(s)
connecting two nodes returned as query answers,
whether to find connections in linked data on the
web (DBPedia, Freebase), for analysis in social or
other networks, or to determine data provenance.

Providing both of these capabilities gives rise to
the class of extended CRQPs (ECRPQs), introduced
in [10] from where most of the material in this sub-
section is derived. ECRPQs extend the class of CR-
PQs in two ways. Firstly, they allow free path vari-
ables in the heads of queries. Secondly, they permit
checking relations on sets of paths in the bodies of
queries, rather than simply conformance of individ-
ual paths to regular languages.

We first define the notion of regular relations over
Σ, which are used in ECRPQs. Let ⊥ be a sym-
bol not in Σ. We denote the extended alphabet
(Σ ∪ {⊥}) by Σ⊥. Let s̄ = (s1, . . . , sn) be an n-
tuple of strings over alphabet Σ. We construct a
string [s̄] over alphabet (Σ⊥)n, whose length is the
maximum of the sj ’s, and whose i-th symbol is a tu-
ple (c1, . . . , cn), where each ck is the i-th symbol of

sk, if the length of sk is at least i, or ⊥ otherwise. In
other words, we pad shorter strings with the sym-
bol ⊥, and then view the n strings as one string
over the alphabet of n-tuples of letters. An n-ary
relation S on Σ∗ is regular if the set {[s̄] | s̄ ∈ S}
of strings over alphabet (Σ⊥)n is regular (i.e., ac-
cepted by an automaton over (Σ⊥)n, or given by a
regular expression over (Σ⊥)n). We shall often use
the same letter for both a regular expression over
(Σ⊥)n and the relation over Σ∗ it denotes, as doing
so will not lead to ambiguity.

In additional to the set of node variables defined
for CRPQs, we now also fix a countable set of path
variables (denoted by π,ω,χ, . . .). An extended con-
junctive regular path query (ECRPQ) Q over Σ is
an expression of the form:

ans(z̄, χ̄) ←
�

1≤i≤m

(xi,πi, yi),
�

1≤j≤t

Rj(ω̄j), (5)

such that

(i) m > 0, t ≥ 0,

(ii) each Rj is a regular expression that defines a
regular relation over Σ,

(iii) x̄ = (x1, . . . , xm) and ȳ = (y1, . . . , ym) are tu-
ples of node variables,

(iv) π̄ = (π1, . . . ,πm) is a tuple of distinct path
variables,

(v) {ω̄1, . . . , ω̄t} are distinct tuples of path vari-
ables, such that each ω̄j is a tuple of variables
from π̄, of the same arity as Rj ,

(vi) z̄ is a tuple of node variables from x̄, ȳ, and

(vii) χ̄ is a tuple of path variables from those in π̄.

The semantics of ECRPQs is defined by a natu-
ral extension of the semantics of CRPQs. For an
ECRPQ Q of the form (5), a graph G = (V, E) and
mappings σ from node variables to V and µ from
path variables to paths, we write (G,σ, µ) |= Q if

• µ(πi) is a path in G from σ(xi) to σ(yi), for
1 ≤ i ≤ m, and

• for each ω̄j = (πj1 , . . . ,πjk
), the tuple of strings

consisting of labels of µ(πj1), . . . , µ(πjk
) be-

longs to the relation Rj .

The answer of Q on G is defined as

Q(G) = {(σ(z̄), µ(χ̄)) | (G,σ, µ) |= Q}.

We now present some examples, taken from [10].
In a query language for RDF/S introduced in [8],
paths can be compared based on specific semantic
associations. Edges correspond to RDF properties
and paths to property sequences. A property a can
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be declared to be a subproperty of property b, which
we denote by a ≺ b. Two property sequences u
and v are called ρ-isomorphic if and only if u =
u1, . . . , un and v = v1, . . . , vn, for some n, and ui ≺
vi or vi ≺ ui for every i ≤ n [8]. Nodes x and y are
called ρ-isoAssociated iff x and y are the origins of
two ρ-isomorphic property sequences.

Finding ρ-isoAssociated nodes cannot be expressed
using a CRPQ, not least because doing so requires
checking that two paths are of equal length. How-
ever, pairs of ρ-isomorphic sequences can be ex-
pressed using the regular relation R given by the
expression

��
a,b∈Σ: (a≺b∨b≺a)(a, b)

�∗
. An ECRPQ

returning pairs of nodes x and y that are ρ-iso-
Associated can then be written as follows:

ans(x, y) ← (x,π1, z1), (y,π2, z2), R(π1,π2)

Path variables in an ECRPQ can also be used to
return the actual paths found by the query, a mech-
anism found in the query languages proposed in [2,
8, 39, 45]. For instance, SPARQLeR [45] intro-
duces path variables and regular expressions into
the SPARQL query language, allowing paths to be
output. As an example, the SPARQLeR query that
returns every path between the RDF resources r
and s, provided the path includes the resource e,
can be expressed by the ECRPQ

ans(π1,π2) ← (r,π1, e), (e,π2, s)

where π1 and π2 are the actual paths matched.
Regular expressions with backreferencing (REBRs)

[3], as provided by egrep and Perl, for example, ex-
tend regular expressions by including expressions
of the form (r)%X, where r is a regular expres-
sion and X is a variable, which binds a string w ∈
L(r) to X. Subsequent uses of X in the expression
then match w. REBRs can denote non-regular lan-
guages [3]. Although ECRPQs can mimick some of
this functionality over paths in a graph, it was re-
cently shown that ECRPQs cannot express all RE-
BRs [29]. On the other hand, ECRPQs can match
patterns, such as anbncn, where a, b, c ∈ Σ and
n ∈ N, that cannot be denoted by REBRs, by using
an equal-length (el) predicate as follows:

ans(x, y) ← (x,π1, z1), (z1,π2, z2), (z2,π3, y),
a∗(π1), b

∗(π2), c
∗(π3),

el(π1,π2), el(π2,π3),

where el(π,π�) is shorthand for (
�

a,b∈Σ(a, b))∗(π,π�).

3.4 Aggregation
Determining various properties of graphs requires

computation that goes beyond matching and path
finding. Such properties range from simple compu-
tations to determine the degrees of nodes to more

y x count(y)
anshasWon

Figure 3: GraphLog query to count the num-
ber of prizes for each author.

x y
dist( )+(d)

sp(min(sum(d))

Figure 4: GraphLog shortest path query

complex ones for computing the eccentricity of a
node, the distance between pairs of nodes, or the
diameter of a graph. To formulate queries which
return the values of such properties, we need aggre-
gation operators such as count, sum, min and max.

Aggregation was available in early graph query
languages such as G+ [22] and GraphLog [20]. It is
also a feature of query languages for social networks,
such as [24, 60, 61]. GraphLog and SNQL [61] have
semantics that are based on Datalog with aggrega-
tion. For consistency with the rest of the paper,
we will use the language of CRPQs extended with
aggregation functions, denoted CRPQagg, without
giving a formal definition.

In GraphLog [20], aggregate terms are allowed
in the label of a distinguished edge or distinguished
node. The simple query in Figure 3 counts, for each
author x, the number of prizes y they have won.
The equivalent CRPQagg is:

ans(x, count(y)) ← (x, hasWon, y)

In general, GraphLog and SNQL queries are trans-
lated into recursive Datalog programs, and com-
bining recursion with aggregation can lead to non-
termination. Hence, care is taken to ensure that the
recursive rules that are produced perform transi-
tive closure computations over closed semirings [18],
such as formed by the operators min and sum in
computing shortest paths, as illustrated below.

Finding the length of the shortest path between
each pair of nodes requires that we summarise val-
ues (i.e., distances) along a path (by summing them)
and then aggregate these summarised values (by
finding the minimum). This is what the GraphLog
query Q in Figure 4 does. The variable d in Q is
a collecting variable, sum is a summarising func-
tion, and min is used to aggregate the summarised
distances. Query evaluation is in Ptime if sum-
marisation and aggregation operators form a closed
semiring [18]. Query Q might be translated to the
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following Datalog program [20]:

len(x, x, x, 0) ← dist(x, y, l)
len(x, x, x, 0) ← dist(y, x, l)
len(x, z, y, d) ← sp(x, z, s), dist(z, y, l), d = s + l
sp(x, y, min(d)) ← len(x, z, y, d)

Predicate len(x, z, y, d) specifies that there is a path
of length d = s + l from x to y via z, where the
length of the shortest path from x to z is s and the
distance from z to y is l.

As mentioned in Section 2, SocialScope [5] pro-
vides node aggregation and edge aggregation. The
result of aggregation can be represented as a new
attribute of a node or edge in the graph. With the
help of a user-defined function for defining similar-
ity between users, [5] shows how aggregate func-
tions can be used to express collaborative filtering
on travel recommendations.

3.5 Node creation
In languages such as GraphLog the answer to a

query is a graph, where the edges and their labels
can be new, but the nodes are drawn from those
of the graph being queried. However, in a number
of applications, there is a need for the output of a
query to contain nodes that were not part of the
input. This requirement appears in web site man-
agement (and hence in StruQL [26]) and in social
network analysis and transformation (and hence in
BiQL [24] and SNQL [61]), for example. More gen-
eral graph creation is also a feature of languages
that adopt a functional or algebraic approach such
as UnQL [13], GraphQL [37], and GOOD [34].

One approach to supporting node creation, fol-
lowed in a number of languages, is to adopt a mech-
anism equivalent to that of Skolem functions, first
used for semistructured data in the Mediator Spec-
ification Language MSL [54]. In a query language
supporting recursion, it is important to ensure that,
where possible, node creation and recursion do not
combine to yield non-termination.

Recall that BiQL [24] can create new graphs from
existing graphs. To do this new object identifiers
are needed. They define semantics of their basic
language in terms of a translation to Datalog, and
then extend this by means of a single Skolem func-
tion to represent new object identifiers.

As mentioned in Section 2, SNQL [61] also uses
Skolem functions to represent new nodes in the out-
put of a query. Assume that we have a network
representing people and the cities in which they
live. City names are represented as values of the
livesIn attribute associated with people. We want
to transform this network into one in which cities
become actors (rather than values), with name and

population attributes. Although SNQL provides a
graph-based syntax, the following Datalog-like pro-
gram shows a simplification of how such a query
might be translated

ans(f(c), isa, city) ← temp(p, c)
ans(f(c), name, c) ← temp(p, c)
ans(f(c), population, count(p)) ← temp(p, c)
temp(p, c) ← (p, isa, person), (p, livesIn, c)

Here, f is a Skolem function and count is an ag-
gregate function. In general, more than one Skolem
function may be needed in an SNQL query.

3.6 Approximate matching and ranking
In many applications, users may not be famil-

iar with the graph structure being queried, its con-
straints or edge labels. As a result, they may for-
mulate queries which return no answers or fewer
answers than they expected. Early work to address
such problems when querying semistructured data
was done by Kanza and Sagiv [42], who proposed a
form of flexible querying based on a notion of home-
omorphism between a query and a graph.

In this section, we will consider a more general
notion of approximate matching of paths [30, 40],
where the results can be ranked in terms of their
“closeness” to the original query. Consider a regular
path query Q of the form given in (3), using regu-
lar expression r. Approximate matching is achieved
by applying edit operations to L(r). Possible edit
operations include insertion, deletion, substitution,
transposition and inversion of symbols. For sim-
plicity, we will only consider the first three of these
here.

Let x, y ∈ Σ∗. Applying an edit operation to
x yielding y can be modelled as a binary relation
❀ over Σ∗ such that x ❀ y holds iff there exist
u, v ∈ Σ∗, a, b ∈ Σ, with a �= b, such that one of the
following is satisfied:

x = uav, y = ubv (substitution)
x = uav, y = uv (deletion)
x = uv, y = ubv (insertion)

Let
k
❀ stand for the composition of ❀ with itself k

times. The edit distance de(x, y) between x and y
is the minimum number k of edit operations such

that x
k
❀ y.

Each operation may have a different cost. In gen-
eral, different instances of the same operation may
have different costs. For example, a user may be
prepared to substitute taxi by train at a cost of
one, but taxi by bus at a cost of two.

More generally, Grahne and Thomo study ap-
proximate matching of RPQs in [30], where they
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assume that approximations are specified by means
of a weighted regular transducer. Such a transducer
can be represented by a regular expression defined
over triples of the form (a, k, b), which specify that
a can be replaced by b with cost k.

A weighted transducer T = (ST ,Σ,σT , S0T
, FT )

comprises a finite set of states ST , an input/output
alphabet Σ, a set of initial states S0T

, a set of final
states FT , and a transition relation σT ⊆ ST ×Σ×
N×Σ× ST . A transition (s, a, k, b, t) specifies that
if the transducer is in state s and reads symbol a,
it outputs symbol b at cost k and moves to state t.

As stated in Section 3.2, we can construct an NFA
Mr from the regular expression r in query Q and
can consider graph G as an NFA as well. Now we
can form the product automaton Mr × T × G (see
[30] for details). Then (a, b, k) ∈ ansT (Q, G) iff
the shortest path from an initial state ( , , a) to a
final state ( , , b) in Mr × T × G has cost k. As
noted in [30], if we are interested in nodes reachable
from a limited number of source nodes, we can use
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to return answers
in increasing order of cost. Furthermore, we can
construct the product automaton incrementally.

The simpler setting in which approximation is
captured by edit operations, all with cost one, can
be captured by a transducer T with a single state s
and transitions from s to s labelled:

• (a, 1, ε), for each a ∈ Σ (deletion),

• (ε, 1, a), for each a ∈ Σ (insertion), and

• (a, 1, b), for a, b ∈ Σ, a �= b (substitution).

Alternatively, in [40] ideas from approximate string
matching [65] can be used to construct an approx-
imate NFA MQ from Q, from which the product
of MQ and MG can be traversed. Extending ap-
proximate matching from RPQs to CRPQs, as well
as adding an inversion edit operation for reversing
the traversal of a graph edge, was studied in [40,
59]. Both the approximate NFA and the product
automaton can be constructed incrementally, while
any rank-join algorithm can be used on the con-
juncts in order to return answers in increasing over-
all distance from the original CRPQ. This results in
an algorithm with Ptime combined complexity if
the conjuncts are acyclic and there is a fixed num-
ber of head variables [40].

4. EXPRESSIVE POWER AND COMPU-
TATIONAL COMPLEXITY

We now consider some results on the expressive
power of graph query languages and the complexity
of the QEP for such languages. For simplicity of no-
tation, let us denote the classes of queries express-

ible by conjunctive queries, regular path queries,
conjunctive regular path queries and extended con-
junctive regular path queries by CQ, RPQ, CRPQ
and ECRPQ, respectively. Furthermore, let FO de-
note the class of queries expressible in first-order
logic (relational calculus or algebra). Then we have

CQ ⊂ FO

and

RPQ ⊂ CRPQ ⊂ ECRPQ.

For relating these latter classes with FO and with
Datalog, we need some further definitions.

The language of first-order logic with transitive
closure, denoted FO + TC (introduced by Immer-
man in [41]) extends first-order logic with formulas
of the form TC(λx̄, ȳ.φ(x̄, ȳ)), where x̄ are ȳ are k-
tuples, and φ(x̄, ȳ) is a formula in FO+TC denoting
a binary relation on k-tuples. Then TC(λx̄, ȳ.φ(x̄, ȳ))
denotes the transitive closure of φ.

A linear Datalog program is one in which each
rule has at most one recursive subgoal. A strati-
fied Datalog program is one in which use of negated
predicates is stratified. Let SL-Datalog and Graph-
log denote the sets of queries expressible as strat-
ified linear Datalog programs and in the language
GraphLog (without aggregation), respectively. Then
we have the following result [18]:

FO + TC = Graphlog = SL-Datalog

Similar expressive power is exhibited by StruQL
and UnQL. A theorem from [26] states that the clo-
sure of StruQL under composition expresses pre-
cisely the Boolean queries expressible in FO + TC,
while a theorem from [13] shows that all UnCAL
queries can be expressed in FO+TC (where UnCAL
is the algebra associated with UnQL). Now Immer-
man’s result tells us that all GraphLog, StruQL
and UnQL queries can be computed in NLogspace.

Adding aggregation operators to GraphLog in the
form of closed semirings leaves query evaluation in
NLogspace, as long as the summarisation opera-
tors are in {min, max, +} and aggregation opera-
tors are in {min, max}. However, when summari-
sation can include × and aggregation includes +,
as needed to express the parts explosion query for
example, then query evaluation is in NC2 [20]

Further study of the expressiveness of stratified
aggregation in Datalog was undertaken in [53]. They
show that (1) Datalog extended with stratified nega-
tion cannot express a query to count the number
of paths between every pair of nodes in an acyclic
graph, (2) Datalog extended with stratified nega-
tion and arithmetic on integers (the + operator) can
express all computable queries on ordered domains,
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and (3) Datalog extended with stratified negation
and generic function symbols can express all com-
putable queries (on ordered and unordered domains).

Recently, Fletcher et al. [27] considered the rel-
ative expressive power of navigational graph query
languages built from the operators identity, union,
composition, intersection, set difference, projection,
co-projection (values x such that there does not ex-
ist a y such that (x, y) is in the result of some ex-
pression), converse (i.e., inverse), transitive closure,
and the diversity relation (all pairs of unequal con-
stants in the active domain). They provide a com-
plete comparison in terms of expressive power, both
for path queries and Boolean queries.

The GOOD query language provides for greater
expressive power than the other languages consid-
ered above. In [33, 34], it is shown that GOOD
restricted to node addition/deletion and edge addi-
tion/deletion is relationally complete. Adding ab-
straction gives the expressive power of the nested
relational algebra, while the full language including
methods is Turing-complete.

The invention of values or object identifiers (oids)
also adds power, as shown in database query lan-
guages such as IQL [1] and ILOG [14]. By relying
on rules that use both recursion and oid invention,
it can be shown that such languages can express all
computable database queries [14]. However, when
recursion and invention are not allowed to interact,
queries can be evaluated in Ptime [1].

5. CONCLUSION
We have provided a survey of query languages

for graph databases, focussing on a number of im-
portant aspects of functionality. While many lan-
guage features/constructs have been the subject of
formal study, work remains to be done in terms of
an integrated and consistent framework in which
to study graph query languages. In particular, the
areas of approximate querying and graph transfor-
mations merit greater study.

The requirements of social network modelling and
analysis provide further opportunities to extend the
capabilities of graph languages. For example, many
aspects of social network analysis rely on some prob-
abilistic interpretation of graphs, so query languages
need to be adapted and studied accordingly. Work
in the area of expressive query languages for prob-
abilitic databases has recently been initiated [23].
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Institute for the Management of Information Sys-

tems (IMIS) is part of the “Athena” Research Center,
and was founded in 2007. IMIS is directed by Timos
Sellis, a Professor at the School of Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering in the National Technical University
of Athens.

The mission of IMIS is to conduct research in the
area of data management and large-scale information
systems. This report presents an overview of its ma-
jor research activities, which are currently headed by
senior researchers Theodore Dalamagas, Dieter Pfoser,
Yannis Stavrakas and Professor Panos Constantopoulos
(Athens University of Economics and Business), and
postdoctoral researchers George Papastefanatos, Dim-
itris Sacharidis, and Manolis Terrovitis. The institute
members cooperate also with several other faculty mem-
bers from universities in Greece.

2. DATA LIFECYCLES
Large data sets, and particularly curated scientific data-

banks, are often compared to living organisms, as they
continuously evolve and introduce additional manage-
ment requirements. A significant effort in IMIS is on
handling the lifecycles of such evolving data collections.

Data Evolution. The key problem in reasoning about
data evolution stems from the fact that information sys-
tems usually treat changes as distinct events. In reality, a
number of changes that occur at disparate and seemingly
unrelated pieces of data constitute conceptually a sin-
gle “complex” change event. Such high-level changes
are more meaningful than the individual changes they
encompass, and offer a richer interpretation of the evo-
lution process. In our approach, changes are discrete
objects that have complex structure and retain their se-
mantic and temporal characteristics, rather than being
isolated low-level transformations on data. Consider the
following simple example: the high-level change oper-
ation “move” is represented as a complex object com-
posed by the atomic change objects “remove” and “add”.

Evo-graph [37] is a novel model for data evolution

that describes successive snapshots and treats changes
as first-class citizens. A snapshot captures the state of
the database at a specific time instance, and is repre-
sented as a rooted directed graph. A change can be com-
pound, i.e., comprising disparate changes, and is associ-
ated with the data items it affects. Managing data evo-
lution with evo-graphs is particularly useful when the
provenance of the data needs to be traced, and past states
need to be re-assessed. [38] specifies how an evo-graph
can be reduced to the snapshot at a specified time in-
stance. Furthermore, it introduces an XML representa-
tion of evo-graph, called evoXML, and presents a method
to answer interesting evolution queries. A prototype,
called C2D1, records the history of data and the structure
of changes step by step, as the current snapshot evolves
[26]. Our current work is on a query language for evo-
graph expressing conditions on both changes and data,
and on evoXML storage optimization.

Schema Evolution. IMIS is also concerned with the
management of schema evolution in data-centric ecosys-
tems. Such systems, comprising a large number of ap-
plications and data stores, are highly vulnerable to sche-
ma changes. Hecataeus [27] is a set of tools for manag-
ing a data-centric ecosystem, i.e., the database schema
along with its dependent views and queries. It satisfies
the fundamental needs of the developer, administrator,
and designer of a data-centric ecosystem. The devel-
oper can create evolution scenarios in order to evaluate
the impact of a schema evolution event, and define rules
so that both syntactical and semantic correctness is re-
tained. The administrator can control the propagation of
the event’s impact to affected constructs. The designer
is given an extensible suite of objective metrics that re-
port crucial and vulnerable parts of the system regarding
potential evolution events.

Digital Curation. The need to ensure adequate rep-
resentation and long-term access to digital information
as its context of use changes, and to counter the risk

1http://web.imis.athena-innovation.gr/projects/
c2d
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of repositories becoming “data mortuaries”, introduces
a grand challenge for digital curation research: to de-
velop the conceptual and technological tools necessary
for maintaining and adding value to a trusted body of
digital information for current and future use, through
the active questioning, dynamic co-evolution and ad-
equate knowledge representation of its epistemic and
pragmatic content and context.

To address this challenge, IMIS adopts (a) a lifecy-
cle approach to the representation of curated informa-
tion objects as these evolve in interaction with changing
designated communities, (b) a cross-disciplinary scope,
so as to cater adequately for differences in digital cura-
tion requirements between diverse scientific and func-
tional (business, social, economic) contexts of use, (c) a
broader notion of digital curation actors, including those
involved in the production, public communication and
utilization of knowledge, and (d) event-centric structural
representations of digital information “life events”.

Current lines of work include: (a) modeling digital
curation processes, (b) representing domain knowledge
in the form of ontologies and reference models, (c) mod-
eling scientific and scholarly information behavior, pro-
cesses and user requirements, (d) developing and main-
taining knowledge resources and knowledge organiza-
tion systems, (e) streamlining the enrichment of these
resources from text by extracting relevant entities and
relations, (f) ontology-driven search and fact discovery,
(g) automatically generating text from databases as a
more human-oriented form of information, to be con-
sidered for preservation purposes in addition to com-
munication, (h) preserving contextual, schema and op-
erational information in conjunction with primary data,
so as to enable the use of databases containing valu-
able data over time, (i) user community modeling and
social tagging, (j) conceptualizations of epistemic dis-
course and communication genres (i.e., rhetorical struc-
ture) in specific disciplinary and pragmatic contexts, (k)
grounded research on the motives, activities and con-
texts of appraisal, knowledge enhancement and use of
digital resources by diverse interpretive communities,
and (l) cost-benefit assessment of preservation policies.

A significant part of IMIS work has contributed to a
number of European projects in digital humanities in-
frastructures2 and good practices3. Some results to date
are: a digital curation lifecycle model [10, 11], an evi-
dence-based process model of scholarly activity [3], user
requirements for digital scholarly research infrastruc-
tures [6, 2], an architecture and approach to asset rep-
resentation for aggregating cultural content [28], a cu-
ration-aware repository system that supports semanti-

2http://www.dariah.eu and
http://www.ehri-project.eu
3http://www.carare.eu

cally-enhanced preservation services [4, 17, 18], seman-
tic integration of collection descriptions [24], text gen-
eration from ontologies [21], ontology-based develop-
ment of query patterns and their exploitation in optimiz-
ing RDF queries [12, 13].

3. GEOINFORMATICS
The proliferation of location-aware devices, e.g., GPS

receivers, smartphones, etc., has resulted in an abun-
dance of spatiotemporal data, which, in turn, has re-
newed interest in geospatial data management methods.
IMIS has a long and strong interest in geoinformatics,
and its research activities include indices and algorithms
for road networks, as well as crowdsourcing approaches.

Road Networks. Road networks represent an interest-
ing showcase for geospatial data management algorithms.
IMIS research focuses on provision of network attributes,
e.g., dynamic travel times, and the design of efficient
transportation algorithms, e.g., dynamic and hierarchi-
cal routing, TSP, etc.

We introduce a hierarchical tiling scheme [16] that
benefits shortest-path computation. Somewhat related,
the HBA* algorithm [30] explores network hierarchies
to determine the shortest path. While typically GPS
technology is used to track location, our work in [5]
demonstrates that wireless networks can become a com-
plementary source especially for mobile phone users.

Optimization problems is another area of interest. In
the pickup and delivery with transfers problem, the goal
is to assign of a set of transportation requests to a fleet of
vehicles in a way that satisfies a number of constraints
and at the same time minimizes a specific cost function.
[7] studies its dynamic variant and proposes a solution
based on a label-setting search algorithm.

Geospatial Crowdsourcing. A research ambition of
IMIS is to utilize crowdsourcing and apply smart con-
tent extraction techniques to develop large, qualitative
geospatial datasets. In particular, our work [29] focuses
on (a) tools for intentional provision of user-contributed
spatiotemporal information (geoblogging), (b) identify-
ing and recording geospatial observation data contained
in existing content, (c) developing uncertainty as a means
to represent spatial and spatiotemporal relationship data,
(d) fusing data to derive an integrated geospatial datasets,
and (e) developing reasoning algorithms for an evolving
geospatial knowledge base.

IMIS has developed a tool [22] for collaborative search
and extraction of geospatial objects from point cloud
datasets such as flickr. The work in [14] summarizes
the content of travel blogs by means of user sentiment,
i.e., by geocoding and sentiment mapping travel blog
texts, we create a heat map indicating the user senti-
ment (ranging from positive to negative) in relation to
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geographic areas. [23] explores the annotation of travel
guide content with task and location information so as
to increase its usability. Narratives, in the form of travel
blog entries, provide a rich resource for geospatial data,
and [15] describes a method to extract geospatial route
information from texts. Rather than extracting geospa-
tial content, [31] presents a geoblogging Web-based tool
that provides a simple means to author geocoded travel
blog entries consisting of texts, images, video and audio.

Indexing Techniques. For a variety of problems, IMIS
has utilized specialized geospatial indices. One such
case is path queries over a large collection of geospatial
routes, which is a special case of reachability queries.
In particular, the goal is to construct a path between
two given locations, if one exists. To expedite query
processing, we introduce two complementary indexing
schemes that capture transitivity information among the
routes [9]. Based on these indices, our proposed algo-
rithms are significantly faster than conventional graph
traversal techniques. A more recent work [8] performs a
detailed asymptotic analysis of the indices, and presents
a methodology for efficiently updating them as routes
are added or deleted from the collection.

For the case of distributed geospatial data, we pro-
pose a novel inherently multidimensional index, termed
MIDAS [46]. MIDAS implements a distributed k-d tree,
whose leaves correspond to peers, and its internal nodes
dictate message routing. MIDAS requires that peers main-
tain little network information, and features mechanisms
that support fault tolerance and load balancing. For a
network of n peers, MIDAS is shown to process point
and range queries in O(logn) hops in expectance.

4. WEB OF DATA
An important research area of IMIS is Web technolo-

gies, and particularly the Web of Data, described as “a
Web of things in the world, described by data on the
Web”. IMIS has developed technologies related to Linked
Open Data, RDF stores, and Web Services.

Linked Open Data. IMIS is the premium national R&D
pole in Linked Open Data management and governance.
The Linked Data paradigm involves practices to pub-
lish, share, and connect data on the Web, and offers a
new way of data integration and interoperability. Linked
Data technologies enables the Web of Data, which ex-
tends current Web to a global data space connecting data
from diverse domains, and is impelled by the current
trend towards an open Web. The open data movement
is a significant and emerging force towards this direc-
tion. Open data is public data which are easily discover-
able, accessible, and available to people without any re-
striction. Linked Open Data (LOD) serve a great cause,
enabling transparency, accountability and good gover-

nance for public administrations.
IMIS has developed and launched various Open Data

services. The most significant project is geodata.gov4,
a leading effort on providing services for spatial data,
done in collaboration of the PM’s eGov office, and the
Ministry of Environment, Energy, and Climate Change.
Also, IMIS has designed Linked Open Data services for
microRNA databanks5 maintained by the “A. Fleming”
Biomedical Sciences Research Center (BSRC)6, where
information about biological entities are provided for
the scientific community of life sciences.

The goal of IMIS is to provide innovative technolo-
gies for best governance and curation practices to pro-
duce sustainable LOD ecosystems. Our research han-
dles the full lifecycle of LOD ecosystems, from data ex-
traction, storage and maintenance, to monitoring, pro-
tection and repair. We focus on the following scientific
and technological activities: (a) effective methods for
exposing large volumes of structured and unstructured
data as LOD, (b) efficient storage solutions for large vol-
umes of LOD, (c) query methods, retrieval algorithms
and ranking techniques, (d) methods for interlinking and
fusing LOD from different Web data sources, (e) mod-
els and query languages to represent and query changes
in LOD spaces, (f) provenance models and methods to
trace the origins and transformations in LOD spaces, (g)
design principles and best practices to expose LOD with
anonymity guarantees, and (h) models and methods to
ensure privacy for publishing LOD.

RDF Stores. In line with its LOD initiative, IMIS has
developed expertise in RDF storage engines. In particu-
lar, [47] proposes a distributed storage system for RDF
triples. The store is based on the distributed index of
[46] and utilizes a labeling scheme to encode transitiv-
ity information within the RDF subgraphs. As a result,
our store efficiently processes RDF pattern queries with
known performance guarantees, and also features a for-
ward chaining mechanism that supports RDF Schema
reasoning. To exemplify its functionality, a distributed
semantic content-based publish-subscribe service is im-
plemented on top of the distributed RDF store.

Semantic Web Services. Research in IMIS also ad-
dresses the matchmaking semantic Web services, i.e.,
how to retrieve the best service given a user’s request. If
the requested service is too specific and/or the number
of matching services is large, selecting the most appro-
priate service is a challenging task. There exist many
criteria to consider for ranking Web services, such as the
degree of match, quality of service, and moreover there
exist many methods to quantify them. However, no sin-

4http://geodata.gov.gr
5http://diwis.imis.athena-innovation.gr/mlod
6http://www.fleming.gr
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gle criterion or metric is ideal. In [35], we propose a
methodology that is able to combine multiple criteria in
an objective manner. To increase the utility and diversity
of the returned Web services, the work in [36] extends
this framework and proposes clustering method to better
capture trade-offs among criteria.

5. PERSONALIZED DATA
MANAGEMENT

Personalization refers to data management techniques
that are centered around the user’s interests, preferences,
and intentions. IMIS has studied several aspects, includ-
ing search and ranking, skyline queries, and indices.

Personalized Search. The general goal of personalized
search is to exploit historic search data and re-rank/filter
retrieved documents so as to better serve individual in-
formation needs. Traditionally, search engines have fo-
cused on improving the accuracy of results. However,
accuracy does not tell the whole story. Real user expe-
rience shows that search should take into account user’s
extent of interest in various topics when presenting the
search results. For example, this is the case when the
answer set includes many documents which are similar
to each other, and the resulting ranked list seems poor
due to lack of diversity. A better approach is to present
results in a way that covers a more diverse set of topics
capturing all possible interpretations of the user’s intent.

Research in IMIS includes orthogonal approaches for
re-ranking search results that do not share the above lim-
itation, and benefit all users equally [19, 20]. They are
based on the observation that existing techniques focus
on the retrieved content and on users search histories,
but leave an important aspect unaddressed: the analysis
of user search behavior. This behavior is directly ob-
servable by user feedback, by means of clicks on the
results, and allows reasoning about the user’s intent.

Our approach does not rely on user-specific models,
but captures the user intent by grouping queries entail-
ing similar behavior. Thus, the presented search results
consist of different document types (e.g., specifications,
promotion, reviews, etc.) that have been associated with
products in the past. In other words, our method re-
ranks the retrieved results, so that they represent the
broad spectrum of user behavior for a given query. The
aim is to diversify the search results in order to further
enhance the exploration of the document information
space. The underlying technique builds models for user
intent by clustering queries with respect to the user in-
tent, and then learns a ranking function for every cluster.
The clustering and the ranking function are jointly opti-
mized due to their dependencies.

Skyline Queries. The skyline operator has received con-
siderable attention over the past few years as a means

to retrieve tuples that are objectively good for a large
set of meaningful ranking functions. The vast majority
of methods are designed to efficiently process the case
when every ranking attribute is totally ordered. On the
other hand, our framework [34] allows the extension of
almost any existing technique to handle attributes that
are only partially ordered. This is quite useful for pref-
erences specified on nominal attributes, e.g., the Make
of a product, or on hierarchical attributes, e.g., an ontol-
ogy. Moreover, our framework naturally extends to the
dynamic case, where, for the same attribute, users may
have different and conflicting preferences.

Depending on the context or underlying task, the pref-
erences of a user may differ considerably. However, ex-
plicitly asking the user to specify her/his preferences for
each context is burdensome. Instead, [32] takes a dif-
ferent approach. Based on the information collected so
far about various contexts and user preferences, we pro-
pose a simple mechanism that uses probabilities to de-
fine preferences for the current context. Subsequently,
we appropriately redefine the skyline operator so as to
capture this uncertainty among preferences.

Indexing Techniques. Personalized data management
can benefit from low-level performance optimizations
of commonly encountered queries. One such example
is boolean containment queries, motivated by the case
of large set-valued tuples. Our research addresses the
problem from a traditional database perspective, and fo-
cuses on data management systems that use the sec-
ondary storage to keep the indices and the data. The
work in [41] proposes methods that reduce the I/O cost
in basic containment queries, like subset and superset.

6. BIOLOGICAL DATA MANAGEMENT
Advances in various life sciences’ applications have

led to an explosive growth of experimental and compu-
tational data. IMIS establishes collaborations with biol-
ogists and designs tailor-made tools to aid their research.

Biological Analysis Tools. Biologists used to consider
proteins and DNA as movers and shakers in genomics,
seeing RNA as nothing more than a messenger to carry
information between the two. This has changed, in early
2000s, after the discovery of the key role played in gene
expression by small RNA molecules, called microRNAs.
MicroRNAs can completely silence proteins by bind-
ing themselves to complementary sequences on mRNA
transcripts, called targets. However, there is a lack of
high-throughput experimental methods for identifying
microRNA targets. Thus, computational methods have
become increasingly important, and led to the experi-
mental identification of many microRNA targets.

IMIS and the DNA Intelligent Analysis group (DI-
ANA) of BSRC have designed and implemented an ad-
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vanced IT infrastructure for genomic data management,
oriented to processing, analysis and visualization of com-
putationally predicted microRNA targets [25, 1]. Fur-
thermore, IMIS and DIANA have developed a set of
advanced Web applications to provide access to com-
putationally predicted microRNA targets, including two
core services: (a) DIANA microT7 and (b) DIANA mir-
Gen8. Since its original launch, these services have been
one of the most widely used tool for microRNA analy-
sis, counting more than 1,500 users per month.

Sequence Alignment. Following the collaboration be-
tween IMIS and DIANA, we have worked on a novel
sequence alignment problem [48]. It has been observed
that a chemical association, known as binding, of a non-
coding RNA sequence, the pattern, with a gene usually
occurs around a key location of the pattern, called the
core (typically around the nucleotides near the start of
the non-coding RNA). The Approximate Regional Se-
quence Matching (ARSM) problem models this chemi-
cal phenomenon and is able to predict if and where bind-
ings occur. We have proposed an efficient algorithm that
outperforms existing techniques used by biologists.

Furthermore, IMIS examines next-generation high-
performance platforms for sequence alignment problems.
Particularly, we employ cloud computing to efficiently
detect approximate matching of pattern sequences on
data sequences. This research is related to subcontracted
pilot activities carried out for VENUS-C9, an FP7 Re-
search Infrastructures project.

7. PRIVACY PRESERVATION
Protection of privacy in information systems has at-

tracted significant interest in the last years. By combin-
ing research and applied activities, IMIS aims at trans-
ferring its expertise to industry and academia.

Research in IMIS focuses on privacy protection meth-
ods based on data anonymization. Unlike traditional ap-
proaches, where privacy is protected by regulating ac-
cess to the data, anonymization regulates the amount of
information that is released in each shared dataset. The
goal is to transform a dataset in a way that specific per-
sonal characteristics can no longer be discerned.

An important line of work in IMIS is privacy preser-
vation for highly dimensional data. Examples of such
data are transactional logs [40, 42, 45, 44], user move-
ment traces [43, 39], XML files and multi-relational data-
bases. To identify privacy threats to individuals or other
entities, their respective records have to be treated as
points in a multidimensional data space. The more in-
formation these records contain, the higher the dimen-
7http://diana.cslab.ece.ntua.gr/DianaTools/
index.php?r=microtv4
8http://diana.cslab.ece.ntua.gr/?sec=databases
9http://www.venus-c.eu

sionality. Anonymization in this context is challenging,
since adversaries can easily detect outliers, by exploit-
ing any dimension where a record has a unique value.

Another research direction is anonymization in the
presence of publicly available external knowledge. Pri-
vacy always comes at the expense of data usefulness.
An interesting result of our work [33] is that it is pos-
sible to release anonymized data that are less general-
ized than they would be using conventional methods.
We propose a generic framework that extends any ex-
isting k-anonymity algorithm so as to take into account
publicly available datasets in a manner that increases the
utility of the released anonymized data.

The privacy related work in IMIS is not limited to
basic research, but also includes consulting services for
the public and private sector and the creation of anony-
mization tools. IMIS is supporting the public sector in
its effort to release its data to the public, by providing
expertise and solutions on data anonymization.
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WHEN MATCHED AND 
  I.Action = 'Mod' 
  THEN UPDATE 
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  VALUES (C.Part, C.Qty)
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MERGE INTO Inventory AS I
USING Changes AS C
ON I.Part = C.Part
WHEN MATCHED AND 
  I.Action = 'Mod' 
  THEN UPDATE 
  SET Qty = Qty + C.Qty
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  I.Action = 'Dis' 
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WHEN NOT MATCHED AND
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  VALUES (C.Part, C.Qty)
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FROM NEW TABLE (UPDATE EMP
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C8HB"5%%JC#"#%2@%3/%]423+-%$#-1+%1+B-#^)%@/%1C#%F%>8B%
C8HB"%/012/3%'#"#-K%"+2@#@%+3%#_,#012/3%24%+3K%,+@L
,+$#$%"#4#"#312+-%+,12/3%/"%T!JOc%1"2EE#"%1/A,C#@%1C#%
1+"E#1%1+B-#5

F8'73..')("#(G)H)($&
JC#%48BB%@1+1#'#31)%231"/$A,#$%23%\+"1%Z%\8Q%23%

>SSR%+3$%@AB@#VA#31-K%23,/"0/"+1#$%23%\+"1%<%!/A3$+L
12/3%23%>SSS)%2@%A@#$%1/%23F/(#%+3%89:L23F/(#$%0"/,#L
$A"#5%%f#"#%2@%+3%#_+'0-#%/4%C/?%1/%,"#+1#%+3%89:L
23F/(#$%0"/,#$A"#%A@23E%4#+1A"#@%0"2/"%1/%89:;<=>>;

CREATE PROCEDURE P (
  IN A INTEGER,
  OUT B INTEGER ) ...
JC#%#--20@2@%/'21@%$#1+2-@%/4%1C#%@K31+_%1C+1%@0#,24K%

@A,C%1C23E@%+@%1C#%C/@1%-+3EA+E#%/4%1C#%0"/,#$A"#)%1C#%
0+1C%1/%A@#%1/%23F/(#%21)%#1,5%%JC2@%#_+'0-#%$#423#@%+%0"/L
,#$A"#%/%?21C%1?/%231#E#"%0+"+'#1#"@%8%+3$%H[%8%2@%+3%
230A1%0+"+'#1#"%+3$%H%2@%+3%/A10A1%0+"+'#1#"5%%N1%2@%+-@/%
0/@@2B-#%1/%$#,-+"#%+%0+"+'#1#"%1C+1%2@%B/1C%230A1%+3$%
/A10A1%A@23E%1C#%(#K?/"$%%>GEC5
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*3,#%/%2@%$#423#$)%21%,+3%B#%23F/(#$%A@23E%+%48BB%
@1+1#'#31)%-2(#%1C2@;

CALL P (1, :MyVar)
f#"#%!,L0+%'2EC1%B#%1C#%3+'#%/4%+3%#'B#$$#$%

F+"2+B-#%1C+1%?2--%"#,#2F#%1C#%F+-A#%+@@2E3#$%1/%1C#%
0+"+'#1#"%%H%/4%/5%%
89:;<=>>%0"/F2$#@%1?/%#3C+3,#'#31@%1/%89:L

23F/(#$%0"/,#$A"#@;%
b 3+'#$%+"EA'#31@)%+3$
b $#4+A-1%230A1%+"EA'#31@5
U+'#$%+"EA'#31@%+"#%2--A@1"+1#$%23%1C#%4/--/?23E%

#_+'0-#;
CALL P (B => :MyVar, A => 1)
JC2@%@1+1#'#31%2@%#VA2F+-#31%1/%1C#%42"@1%#_+'0-#%/4%+%

48BB%@1+1#'#315%%g@23E%3+'#$%+"EA'#31@)%1C#%A@#"%,+3%
@0#,24K%1C#%+"EA'#31@%23%+3K%/"$#"5%%
JC#%3#?%$#4+A-1%230A1%+"EA'#31%4#+1A"#%?2--%B#%2--A@L

1"+1#$%A@23E%1C#%4/--/?23E%0"/,#$A"#%$#423212/3;%%
CREATE PROCEDURE P (
  IN A INTEGER DEFAULT 2
  OUT B INTEGER ) ...
JC#%A3$#"-23#$%0C"+@#%A"F8EBC-M%2@%3#?%23%

89:;<=>>5%%JC2@%@K31+_%'+K%B#%A@#$%1/%@0#,24K%1C#%
$#4+A-1%F+-A#%/4%+3%230A1%0+"+'#1#"%G8%23%1C2@%#_+'0-#I5%%
*A10A1%0+"+'#1#"@)%23,-A$23E%23L/A1%0+"+'#1#"@)%$/%3/1%
@A00/"1%$#4+A-1%F+-A#@5%
d2F#3%1C#%0"#,#$23E%0"/,#$A"#%$#423212/3)%21%'2EC1%B#%

23F/(#$%-2(#%1C2@;
CALL P (B => :MyVar)
U/1#%1C+1%1C2@%23F/,+12/3%$/#@%3/1%@0#,24K%1C#%+"EAL

'#31%85%%823,#%8%2@%/'211#$)%1C#%$#4+A-1%F+-A#%<%?2--%B#%
A@#$)%@/%1C#%#_+'0-#%2@%#VA2F+-#31%1/

CALL P (B => :MYvAR, A => 2)
/"

CALL P (2, :MyVar) 

I8'.+H+$)E'J)$G"'G#C#K+D+$L
T%,/''/3%+00-2,+12/3%"#VA2"#'#31%2@%1/%4#1,C%+%@ABL

@#1%/4%+%VA#"K5%%!/"%#_+'0-#)%23%+%1+B-#%/4%@,/"#$%$+1+)%21%
'2EC1%B#%$#@2"#$%1/%4#1,C%/3-K%1C#%1/0%1C"##%"#@A-1@5%%*"%
$A"23E%+00-2,+12/3%$#F#-/0'#31)%21%'+K%B#%$#@2"#$%1/%
4#1,C%MA@1%1#3%+"B21"+"K%"/?@%+@%+%@+'0-#5%%*"%23%+%
$#0-/K#$%+00-2,+12/3)%21%'+K%B#%$#@2"#$%1/%4#1,C%/3-K%+@%
'+3K%"/?@%+@%421%23%+%-2'21#$%$2@0-+K%@0+,#5%%89:;<==H%
231"/$A,#$%@K31+_%1/%@A00/"1%@A,C%@,#3+"2/@[%1C2@%@K31+_%
C+@%B##3%#3C+3,#$%23%89:;<=>>5
T3%#_+'0-#%@A00/"1#$%BK%89:;<==H%2@
SELECT Name, Salary
FROM Emp
ORDER BY Salary DESCENDING
FETCH FIRST 10 ROWS ONLY
JC#%0"#,#$23E%#_+'0-#%?2--%/B1+23%1C#%1/0%1#3%?+E#%

#+"3#"@%4"/'%"IJ5%%N4%1C#"#%2@%+%12#%4/"%1C#%3231C)%1#31C%
+3$%#-#F#31C%0-+,#)%21%2@%3/3$#1#"'232@12,%?C2,C%1?/%/4%
1C#%1C"##%12#@%?2--%B#%"#1A"3#$5%%U#?%23%89:;<=>>)%/3#%
,+3%?"21#

SELECT Name, Salary
FROM Emp
ORDER BY Salary DESCENDING
FETCH FIRST 10 ROWS WITH TIES
JC#%A3$#"-23#$%(#K%?/"$@%K%CN-C%"D%G"#0-+,23E%

1C#%-+@1%(#K%?/"$%G>BO%23%1C#%42"@1%#_+'0-#I%23$2,+1#%
1C+1%+3K%"/?@%12#$%?21C%1C#%1#31C%"/?%@C/A-$%+-@/%B#%
"#1A"3#$)%'+(23E%1C#%"#@A-1%$#1#"'232@12,5
T3/1C#"%3#?%4#+1A"#%2@%1C#%+B2-21K%1/%4#1,C%+%0#",#31L

+E#%/4%"/?@)%+@%23%1C2@%#_+'0-#;
SELECT Name, Salary
FROM Emp
ORDER BY Salary DESCENDING
FETCH FIRST 10 PERCENT ROWS ONLY
JC#%/"#4">C%(#K?/"$%'+K%+-@/%B#%A@#$%?21C%1C#%

K%CN-C%"D%/012/35
JC#%423+-%3#?%4#+1A"#%2@%1C#%+B2-21K%1/%@1+"1%1C#%

"#1"2#F+-%+1%+%42_#$%/44@#1)%+@%23%1C2@%#_+'0-#
SELECT Name, Salary
FROM Emp
ORDER BY Salary DESCENDING
OFFSET 10 ROWS
FETCH NEXT 10 ROWS ONLY
JC#%A3$#"-23#$%%0C"+@#%GFFD"C-PQ-#GKD%@0#,2L

42#@%1/%@(20%1C#%42"@1%1#3%"/?@[%1CA@%1C2@%#_+'0-#%?2--%
"#1"2#F#%1C#%@#,/3$%1#3%C2EC#@1%?+E#%#+"3#"@%4"/'%"IJ5%
JC#%A3$#"-23#$%3/2@#%?/"$%>"RC%2@%+,1A+--K%+%@K3/3K'%
4/"%F%#DC%G@##3%23%0"2/"%#_+'0-#@I%?C2,C%1C#%A@#"%
'2EC1%0"#4#"%4/"%"#+$+B2-21K%?C#3%4#1,C23E%+1%+%0/@212F#%
/44@#15

M8'7NDD)G$+N('$LC)')("#(G)H)($&
89:%C+@%1?/%(23$@%/4%,/--#,12/3%1K0#@;%+""+K@%G231"/L

$A,#$%23%89:;>SSSI%+3$%'A-12@#1@%G231"/$A,#$%23%
89:;<==WI5%%./--#,12/3%1K0#@%+"#%A@#$%1/%"#0"#@#31%
C/'/E#3/A@%,/--#,12/3@%/4%#-#'#31@%G#F#"K%#-#'#31%/4%+%
,/--#,12/3%C+@%1C#%@+'#%$+1+%1K0#)%,+--#$%1C#%#-#'#31%
1K0#%/4%1C#%,/--#,12/3I5
T3%+""+K%2@%+3%/"$#"#$%,/--#,12/3%/4%F+-A#@)%1C#%#-#L

'#31@%/4%1C#%+""+K5%%JC#%,+"$23+-21K%/4%+3%+""+K%2@%1C#%
3A'B#"%/4%#-#'#31@%23%1C#%+""+K5%%T3%89:%+""+K%C+@%
F+"2+B-#%,+"$23+-21K)%4"/'%6#"/%A0%1/%+%$#,-+"#$%'+_2L
'A'%,+"$23+-21K5%JCA@%24%4%2@%+%,/-A'3%/4%+""+K%1K0#)%1C#%
,+"$23+-21K%/4%4%'+K%F+"K%4"/'%"/?%1/%"/?5%%T3%+""+K%
'+K%B#%+1/'2,+--K%3A--)%23%?C2,C%,+@#%21@%,+"$23+-21K%2@%
"#E+"$#$%+@%%3A--5%%T%3A--%+""+K%G,+"$23+-21K%3A--I%2@%$2@L
123EA2@C#$%4"/'%B/1C%+3%#'01K%+""+K%G,+"$23+-21K%=I%+3$%
+3%+""+K%?C/@#%#F#"K%#-#'#31%2@%3A--%G,+"$23+-21K%h%=I5%%
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N4%+3%+""+K%C+@%,+"$23+-21K%-#@@%1C+3%1C#%$#,-+"#$%'+_2L
'A')%1C#3%1C#%A3A@#$%,#--@%/4%1C#%+""+K%+"#%3/3L#_2@1#31%
G1C#K%+"#%3/1%1"#+1#$%+@%%2'0-2,21-K%3A--I5%%N3$2F2$A+-%#-#L
'#31@%/4%+3%+""+K%,+3%B#%"#4#"#3,#$%A@23E%@VA+"#%B"+,(L
#1@%1/%#3,-/@#%+%@AB@,"201[%4/"%#_+'0-#)%4STU%"#4#"#3,#@%
1C#%4241C%#-#'#31%/4%45
823,#%89:;>SSS)%1C#%,+"$23+-21K%/4%+3%+""+K%,+3%B#%

-#+"3#$%A@23E%1C#%48#A%>8B%CO%4A3,12/35%U#?%23%
89:;<=>>)%1C#%'+_2'A'%,+"$23+-21K%/4%+3%+""+K%,+3%B#%
-#+"3#$%A@23E%1C#%8##8OV!8RV48#A%>8B%CO%4A3,L
12/35%%JC2@%2@%A@#4A-)%4/"%#_+'0-#)%23%?"2123E%E#3#"+-L0A"L
0/@#%"/A123#@)%+F/2$23E%1C#%3##$%1/%C+"$L,/$#%1C#%
'+_2'A'%,+"$23+-21K5
89:;>SSS%+--/?@%+@@2E3'#31%1/%+%@AB@,"201#$%#-#L

'#31%/4%+3%+""+K)%?C2,C%?2--%#21C#"%"#0-+,#%+3%#_2@123E%
#-#'#31%/4%1C#%+""+K)%/"%23,"#+@#%1C#%,+"$23+-21K%/4%1C#%
+""+K5%%T3K%/1C#"%,C+3E#%1/%+3%+""+K%F+-A#%2@%$/3#%BK%
+@@2E323E%1/%1C#%+""+K%+@%+%?C/-#)%25#5)%"#0-+,23E%1C#%
#312"#%+""+K5%%JC2@%'#+31%1C+1%1C#"#%?+@%3/%?+K%#+@K%1/%
"#'/F#%#-#'#31@%4"/'%+3%+""+K5%%U#?%23%89:;<=>>)%1C#%
4A3,12/3%C#%!V8##8O%,+3%B#%A@#$%1/%"#'/F#%#-#'#31@%
4"/'%1C#%#3$%/4%+3%+""+K5
JC#%/1C#"%(23$%/4%,/--#,12/3%1K0#%2@%'A-12@#1)%?C2,C%2@%

+3%A3/"$#"#$%C/'/E#3/A@%,/--#,12/3%1C+1%0#"'21@%$A0-2L
,+1#@%+'/3E%1C#%#-#'#31@5%%JC#"#%2@%3/%$#,-+"#$%'+_2L
'A'%,+"$23+-21K%4/"%+%'A-12@#1)%1C/AEC%2'0-#'#31+12/3@%
?2--%C+F#%0CK@2,+-%/"%+",C21#,1A"+-%-2'21@5%%823,#%+%'A-12L
@#1%2@%A3/"$#"#$)%1C#"#%2@%3/%@AB@,"201%3/1+12/3%1/%+$$"#@@%
+3%23$2F2$A+-%#-#'#315
U#?%23%89:;<=>>)%21%2@%0/@@2B-#%1/%$#423#%$2@123,1%

1K0#@%1C+1%+"#%@/A",#$%4"/'%,/--#,12/3%1K0#@5%%\"#F2/A@-K)%
$2@123,1%1K0#@%+@%231"/$A,#$%23%89:;>SSS%+"#%A@#"L
$#423#$%1K0#@%@/A",#$%4"/'%+%0"#$#423#$%1K0#5%%!/"%
#_+'0-#)%+%A@#"%'2EC1%$#423#%D5*(7:W(%+@%+%$2@123,1%
1K0#%@/A",#$%4"/'%%>C"$"#5%%T%F+-A#%/4%D5*(7:W(%2@%
+3%%>C"$"#%F+-A#)%BA1%?21C/A1%1C#%BA2-1L23%@#'+312,@[%
4/"%#_+'0-#)%+$$212/3%2@%3/1%$#423#$%/3%D5*(7:W(5%%
N3@1#+$)%1C#%A@#"%,+3%$#423#%1C#%@#'+312,@%/4%D5*(7:W(%
BK%$#42323E%'#1C/$@%/"%/1C#"%A@#"L$#423#$%"/A123#@%1/%
'+320A-+1#%F+-A#@%/4%1K0#%D5*(7:W(5%%
N3%89:;>SSS)%1C#%/3-K%@/A",#%1K0#@%4/"%$2@123,1%1K0#@%

?#"#%0"#$#423#$%1K0#@5%%89:;<=>>%3/?%0#"'21@%,/--#,L
12/3%1K0#@%+@%@/A",#%1K0#@5%%!/"%#_+'0-#)%A3$#"%
89:;>SSS)%1C#%A@#"%,/A-$%,"#+1#%+%,/-A'3%/"%+3%89:%
F+"2+B-#%1C+1%2@%+3%+""+K%/4%D5*(7:W()%BA1%,/A-$%3/1%
,"#+1#%+%$2@123,1%1K0#%1C+1%2@%+""+K%/4%%>C"$"#5%%JC#"#%2@%
3/%$244#"#3,#%B#1?##3%+3%+""+K%/4%D5*(7:W(%+3$%+3%
+""+K%/4%%>C"$"#%+1%1C#%@1/"+E#%-#F#-)%BA1%@#'+312,+--K)%
89:;>SSS%C+$%3/%?+K%1/%$#423#%'#1C/$@%/3%1C#%+""+K%+@%
+%?C/-#)%/3-K%/3%1C#%#-#'#31@%/4%1C#%+""+K5%%89:;<=>>%
C+@%42--#$%1C2@%E+0%BK%+--/?23E%$2@123,1%1K0#@%@/A",#$%
4"/'%,/--#,12/3%1K0#@5

O8':N(P)(JNQG)E'$#KD)'GN(&$Q#+($&
J+B-#%,/3@1"+231@%+"#%$#,-+"#$%"#@1"2,12/3@%/3%1C#%0/@L

@2B-#%F+-A#@%23%"/?@%/4%+%1+B-#5%%JC#"#%+"#%1C"##%(23$@;%
A32VA#%,/3@1"+231@%G"#VA2"23E%1C#%F+-A#%23%+%,/-A'3%/"%
@#1%/4%,/-A'3@%1/%B#%A32VA#%+,"/@@%1C#%"/?@%/4%1C#%1+B-#I)%
"#4#"#312+-%,/3@1"+231@%G1/%#34/",#%0+"#31L,C2-$%"#-+12/3L
@C20@%B#1?##3%1+B-#@I%+3$%,C#,(%,/3@1"+231@%G1/%#34/",#%
+%`//-#+3%,/3$212/3%?21C23%#+,C%"/?)%4/"%#_+'0-#)%1C+1%
C2"#%$+1#%'A@1%B#%E"#+1#"%1C+3%B2"1C%$+1#I5%%J+B-#%,/3L
@1"+231@%C+F#%B##3%0+"1%/4%89:%@23,#%21@%23,#012/3%23%
89:LHR5
g3$#"%'/@1%,2",A'@1+3,#@)%1C#%A@#"%?2@C#@%,/3L

@1"+231@%1/%B#%#34/",#$)%@23,#%1C#K%+"#%F21+-%1/%'+231+23L
23E%1C#%231#E"21K%/4%1C#%$+1+5%%f/?#F#")%1C#"#%+"#%
@21A+12/3@%23%?C2,C%+%A@#"%?2@C#@%1/%1#'0/"+"2-K%1A"3%/44%
/3#%/"%'/"#%,/3@1"+231%,C#,(@)%@A,C%+@%BA-(%-/+$@%/"%"#0L
-2,+12/3@5%%89:LS<%0"/F2$#$%1C#%+B2-21K%1/%$#4#"%,/3L
@1"+231%,C#,(23E%1/%1C#%#3$%/4%+%1"+3@+,12/35%%f/?#F#")%
1C2@%,+0+B2-21K%$/#@%3/1%"#+--K%+$$"#@@%1C#%BA-(%-/+$%@,#L
3+"2/)%@23,#%1C#%A@#"%?2--%?+31%1/%,/''21%0#"2/$2,+--K%
$A"23E%+%-+"E#%$+1+%1"+3@4#"%+@%+%0"#,+A12/3%+E+23@1%+%@K@L
1#'%4+2-A"#5
89:;<=>>%C+@%+$$"#@@#$%1C2@%0"/B-#'%BK%0"/F2$23E%

@K31+_%1/%+-1#"%+%,/3@1"+231%1/%B#%#21C#"%#34/",#$%/"%3/1%
#34/",#$5%%`K%$#4+A-1)%+%,/3@1"+231%2@%#34/",#$)%BA1%1C#%
A@#"%,+3%@#1%21%1/%B#%3/1%#34/",#$)%4/"%#_+'0-#)%$A"23E%+%
BA-(%-/+$5%%T%3/3L#34/",#$%,/3@1"+231%2@%3/1%,C#,(#$)%
3/1%#F#3%+1%,/''21%12'#5%%f/?#F#")%?C#3%+%3/3L
#34/",#$%,/3@1"+231%2@%@AB@#VA#31-K%@#1%1/%B#%#34/",#$)%
1C#3%1C#%,/3@1"+231%?2--%B#%,C#,(#$%/3%+--%1C#%$+1+5%%d#3L
#"+--K)%@A,C%#34/",#'#31%2@%'/"#%#442,2#31%1C+3%$/23E%21%
23,"#'#31+--K%$A"23E%1C#%-/+$5

R8'!+(EN*')("#(G)H)($&
e23$/?@%+3$%?23$/?%4A3,12/3@%?#"#%42"@1%231"/L

$A,#$%F2+%+3%+'#3$'#31%23%<===%1/%89:;>SSS)%+3$%
?#"#%23,/"0/"+1#$%$2"#,1-K%23%89:P!/A3$+12/3;<==W%+3$%
@AB@#VA#31%#$212/3@%/4%1C#%@1+3$+"$5%%
J/%"#F2#?)%+%?23$/?%+--/?@%+%A@#"%1/%/012/3+--K%0+"L

1212/3%+%$+1+%@#1)%/012/3+--K%/"$#"%1C#%"/?@%/4%#+,C%0+"12L
12/3)%+3$%423+--K%@0#,24K%+%,/--#,12/3%/4%"/?@%G,+--#$%1C#%
?23$/?%4"+'#I%1C+1%2@%+@@/,2+1#$%?21C%#+,C%"/?5%%JC#%
?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%+%"/?%(%2@%@/'#%@AB@#1%/4%1C#%?23$/?%
0+"1212/3%/4%(5%%!/"%#_+'0-#)%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%'+K%
,/3@2@1%/4%+--%"/?@%4"/'%1C#%B#E23323E%/4%1C#%0+"1212/3%A0%
1C"/AEC%+3$%23,-A$23E%()%+,,/"$23E%1/%1C#%?23$/?%
/"$#"23E5
T%?23$/?%4A3,12/3%2@%+%4A3,12/3%1C+1%,/'0A1#@%+%

F+-A#%4/"%+%"/?%(%A@23E%1C#%,/--#,12/3%/4%"/?@%23%1C#%
?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%(5%%!/"%#_+'0-#)%+3%+EE"#E+1#%@A,C%+@%
DE!%'2EC1%B#%,/'0A1#$%/F#"%+%?23$/?)%+@%23%1C2@%#_+'L
0-#;
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SELECT Acctno, TransDate,
  SUM (Amount) OVER
  ( PARTITION BY Acctno
    ORDER BY TransDate
    ROWS BETWEEN 
    UNBOUNDED PRECEDING
    AND CURRENT ROW )
FROM Accounts
N3%1C#%0"#,#$23E%#_+'0-#)%899*X&)7%2@%+%1+B-#%,/3L

1+2323E%$+1+%23,-A$23E%899)&*)%C+0&7A0)(%+3$%
8I*X&)5%%JC#%GL"#%,-+A@#%@0#,242#@%1C#%?23$/?)%
?C2,C%2@%0+"1212/3#$%BK%899)&*)%/"$#"#$%BK%C+0&7Y
A0)()%+3$%423+--K)%4/"%#+,C%"/?%()%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%
,/3@2@1@%/4%+--%"/?@%4"/'%1C#%B#E23323E%/4%1C#%0+"1212/3%
1C"/AEC%(5%%JCA@%1C2@%VA#"K%'2EC1%B#%A@#$%1/%0"/F2$#%
"A3323E%+,,/A31%B+-+3,#@%4/"%#+,C%+,,/A31%3A'B#")%23%
/"$#"%/4%1"+3@+,12/3%$+1#5
89:;<=>>%C+@%+$$#$%1C#%4/--/?23E%?23$/?%#3C+3,#L

'#31@;
Z >C%B"
b U+F2E+12/3%?21C23%+%?23$/?
b U#@1#$%3+F2E+12/3%23%?23$/?%4A3,12/3@
b dc*g\8%/012/3
JC#@#%3#?%4#+1A"#@%+"#%$#@,"2B#$%23%1C#%4/--/?23E%

@AB@#,12/3@5

R82':59.>
>C%B"%2@%+%?23$/?%4A3,12/3%1C+1%+00/"12/3@%+3%

/"$#"#$%?23$/?%0+"1212/3%231/%@/'#%0/@212F#%231#E#"%
3A'B#"%.'/4%BA,(#1@)%3A'B#"23E%1C#%BA,(#1@%4"/'%>%
1C"/AEC%.5%%N4%1C#%3A'B#"%/4%"/?@%/%23%1C#%0+"1212/3%2@%
3/1%#F#3-K%$2F2@2B-#%BK%.)%1C#3%1C#%#_1"+%"/?@%+"#%C+3L
$-#$%BK%'+(23E%1C#%42"@1%,%BA,(#1@%/3#%"/?%-+"E#")%?C#"#%
,%2@%1C#%"#'+23$#"%/4%1C#%231#E#"%$2F2@2/3%/'0'.1''!/"%
#_+'0-#)%

SELECT Name, NTILE(3) 
       OVER (ORDER BY Salary ASC)
       AS Bucket
FROM Emp
N3%1C2@%#_+'0-#)%@A00/@#%1C#"#%+"#%i%#'0-/K##@5%%JC#%

VA#"K%+@(@%1/%0-+,#%1C#'%231/%W%BA,(#1@5%%JC#%"#'+23$#"%
/4%iPW%2@%<[%1C#"#4/"#%1C#%42"@1%1?/%BA,(#1@%?2--%C+F#%<%
"/?@%+3$%1C#%-+@1%BA,(#1%?2--%C+F#%>%"/?5%%8A00/@#%1C#%
#'0-/K##@)%23%+@,#3$23E%/"$#"%/4%D0[0+,)%+"#%3+'#$%
j/#)%Q+"K)%J/')%T-2,#)%+3$%!"+3(5%%JC#3%j/#%+3$%Q+"K%
+"#%+@@2E3#$%1/%BA,(#1%>)%J/'%+3$%T-2,#%1/%BA,(#1%<)%+3$%
!"+3(%1/%BA,(#1%W5

R80':#S+T#$+N('*+$"+('#'*+(EN*
!2F#%?23$/?%4A3,12/3@%C+F#%B##3%+$$#$%1/%#F+-A+1#%

+3%#_0"#@@2/3%23%+%"/?%(2%+1%231#"#@123E%0-+,#@%23%1C#%
?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%+%,A""#31%"/?%(3%;%B8$)%B"8A)%
>CNVL8BE")-F%#DCVL8BE")%+3$%B8DCVL8BE"5

R8082''.3@'#(E'.>3<

B8$%+3$%B"8A%+"#%?23$/?%4A3,12/3@%1C+1%0"/F2$#%
+,,#@@%1/%+%"/?%(2%+1%@/'#%/44@#1%4"/'%1C#%,A""#31%"/?%
(3%?21C23%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%(31''!/"%#_+'0-#)%E2F#3%
+%12'#%@#"2#@%/4%0"2,#@)%@A00/@#%K/A%?2@C%1/%$2@0-+K%+%
/+:9(%+3$%1C#%/+:9(%2''#$2+1#-K%0"2/"%23%1C#%12'#%
@#"2#@5%%JC2@%,+3%B#%$/3#%?21C%1C2@%VA#"K;%

SELECT Price AS CurPrice, 
  LAG (Price) OVER 
  (ORDER BY Tstamp) AS PrevPrice
FROM Data
N3%1C2@%#_+'0-#)%1C#%/+:9(%F+-A#@%23%A0)0%C+F#%

B##3%/"$#"#$%BK%1C#%12'#@1+'0%C7)0IJ5%%!/"%#+,C%"/?%
/4%A0)0)%1C#%"#@A-1%C+@%1?/%,/-A'3@)%4X+/+:9(%+3$%
/+('/+:9(5%%4X+/+:9(%2@%1C#%,A""#31%"/?k@%F+-A#%/4%
/+:9(%+3$%/+('/+:9(%2@%1C#%2''#$2+1#-K%0"#,#$23E%
F+-A#%/4%/+:9(5%%
JC#%$#4+A-1%/44@#1)%+@%23%1C#%0"#,#$23E%#_+'0-#)%2@%>%

"/?5%%*1C#"%/44@#1@%'+K%B#%@0#,242#$%+@%1C#%@#,/3$%+"EAL
'#31%1/%B8$%A@23E%+3%A3@2E3#$%231#E#"%-21#"+-)%4/"%#_+'L
0-#

SELECT Price AS CurPrice, 
  LAG (Price, 2) OVER 
  (ORDER BY Tstamp) AS PrevPrice2
FROM Data
JC#%42"@1%.%"/?@)%?C#"#%.%2@%1C#%/44@#1)%?2--%C+F#%3/%

0"#$#,#@@/")%+3$%1C#%B8$%4A3,12/3%?2--%"#@A-1%23%3A--%BK%
$#4+A-15%%T%1C2"$%/012/3+-%+"EA'#31%'+K%B#%A@#$%1/%@0#,L
24K%+%$244#"#31%$#4+A-1)%-2(#%1C2@;

SELECT Price AS CurPrice, 
  LAG (Price, 2, 0) OVER 
  (ORDER BY Tstamp) AS PrevPrice2a
FROM Data
N3%1C#%0"#,#$23E%#_+'0-#)%23%1C#%42"@1%1?/%"/?@)%1C#%

F+-A#%/4%/+('/+:9(M0%2@%=5
JC#%423+-%/012/3%/3%B8$%2@%1/%,/'0"#@@%/A1%3A--@%

B#4/"#%/44@#1123E5%%JC2@%2@%2--A@1"+1#$%23%1C#%4/--/?23E;
SELECT Price AS CurPrice, 
  LAG (Price, 3, 0) IGNORE NULLS
  OVER (ORDER BY Tstamp)
  AS PrevPrice3
FROM Data
JC#%0"#,#$23E%#_+'0-#%,/A31@%B+,(?+"$@%1C"/AEC%

1C"##%"/?@%/4%3/3L3A--%/+:9([%24%1C#"#%+"#%3/1%1C+1%
'+3K)%1C#%F+-A#%/4%/+('/+:9(\%2@%=5%%N4%$#@2"#$)%1C#%
(#K?/"$@%#"D/"4C%>EBBD%'+K%B#%A@#$%4/"%1C#%
$#4+A-1%B#C+F2/")%?C2,C%2@%1/%"#1+23%3A--%$+1+%B#4/"#%
,/A3123E%"/?@%B+,(?+"$@%4"/'%1C#%,A""#31%"/?5

B"8A%2@%#@@#312+--K%1C#%@+'#%+@%B8$)%#_,#01%1C+1%21%
-//(@%4/"?+"$%23%1C#%/"$#"#$%?23$/?%0+"1212/3%"+1C#"%
1C+3%B+,(?+"$@5
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R8080'':5UVW3.=>

B8$-0&<-B"8A-#F+-A+1#%+3%#_0"#@@2/3%23%+%"/?%
(2%1C+1%2@%-/,+1#$%"#-+12F#%1/%1C#%,A""#31%"/?%(31''JC#'
>CNVL8BE"%?23$/?%4A3,12/3%2@%@2'2-+")%#_,#01%1C+1%21%
3+F2E+1#@%1/%+%"/?%(2%1C+1%2@%+1%+3%/44@#1%4"/'%#21C#"%1C#%
42"@1%/"%-+@1%"/?%/4%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%(35%%%!/"%#_+'L
0-#)%

SELECT Price AS CurPrice,
  NTH_VALUE (Price, 1) 
  FROM FIRST
  IGNORE NULLS
  OVER ( ORDER BY Tstamp 
         ROWS BETWEEN 3 PRECEDING
         AND 3 FOLLOWING )
  AS EarlierPrice
FROM Data
N3%1C2@%#_+'0-#)%"0+[:(+/+:9(%2@%#F+-A+1#$%+@%

4/--/?@;
b !/"'%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%1C#%,A""#31%"/?%(31
b OF+-A+1#%1C#%#_0"#@@2/3%/+:9(%23%#+,C%"/?%/4%1C#%
?23$/?%4"+'#5
b 823,#%%$>G#"->EBBD%2@%@0#,242#$)%"#'/F#%+3K%
3A--@%4"/'%1C#%,/--#,12/3%/4%F+-A#@5
b 81+"123E%+1%1C#%42"@1%"#'+2323E%F+-A#)%'/F#%4/"?+"$%
GB#,+A@#%F#G!-F%#DC%2@%@0#,242#$I%BK%/3#%"/?%
GB#,+A@#%1C#%/44@#1%23%1C#%@#,/3$%+"EA'#31%2@%>I
b JC#%F+-A#%/4%"0+[:(+/+:9(%2@%1C#%F+-A#%/4%
/+:9(%23%1C#%,C/@#3%"/?5
N3@1#+$%/4%F#G!-F%#DC)%/3#%@0#,242#@%F#G!-

B8DC%23%/"$#"%1/%/44@#1%4"/'%1C#%-+@1%"/?%/4%1C#%?23$/?%
4"+'#5%%JC#%/44@#1%2@%@12--%+%0/@212F#%231#E#")%1C/AEC%21%2@%
A@#$%1/%/44@#1%B+,(?+"$@%1C"/AEC%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#5
N3@1#+$%/4%%$>G#"->EBBD)%/3#%,+3%@0#,24K%

#"D/"4C->EBBD%1/%"#1+23%3A--@%23%1C#%@#1%/4%,+3$2$+1#%
"/?@%0"2/"%1/%/44@#1123E5

R808A''X96,5VW3.=>'#(E'.3,5VW3.=>

JC#'F%#DCVL8BE"%+3$%B8DCVL8BE"%?23$/?%
4A3,12/3@%+"#%@0#,2+-%,+@#@%/4%>CNVL8BE")%23%?C2,C%
1C#%/44@#1%2@%+-?+K@%=5%%F%#DCVL8BE"%2@%#VA2F+-#31%1/%
>CNVL8BE"%A@23E%1C#%F#G!-F%#DC%/012/3%?21C%+3%
/44@#1%/4%=)%?C2-#%B8DCVL8BE"%2@%#VA2F+-#31%1/%
>CNVL8BE"%A@23E%F#G!-B8DC%?21C%+3%/012/3%/4%=5%%
`/1C%F%#DCVL8BE"%+3$%B8DCVL8BE"%@A00/"1%1C#%
,C/2,#%/4%%$>G#"->EBBD%/"%#"D/"4C->EBBD5

R8A':)&$)E'(#S+T#$+N('+('*+(EN*'JY(G$+N(&
JC#%?23$/?%4A3,12/3@%B8$)%B"8A)%>CNVL8BE")%

F%#DCVL8BE"%+3$%B8DCVL8BE"%#3+B-#%1C#%A@#"%%1/%
#F+-A+1#%+3%#_0"#@@2/3%+1%+%"/?%(2%+1%@/'#%0/231%"#-+L
12F#%1/%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%1C#%,A""#31%"/?%(35%%f/?L
#F#")%1C#@#%4A3,12/3@%,+33/1%B#%3#@1#$%?21C23%/1C#"%

?23$/?%4A3,12/3@5%%./3@2$#")%4/"%#_+'0-#)%1C#%4/--/?23E%
VA#"K;%C/?%'+3K%12'#@%23%1C#%0+@1%W=%1"+$#@%C+@%1C#%
/+:9(%B##3%E"#+1#"%1C+3%1C#%,A""#31%/+:9(l%%%JC2@%
VA#"K%,+3%B#%+3@?#"#$%?21C%+%@#-4LM/23)%?C2,C%A@#"@%4"#L
VA#31-K%423$%$2442,A-1%1/%?"21#)%+3$%1C#3%1C#%D`Q8%423$@%
$2442,A-1%1/%/012'26#5%%N3@1#+$%/4%A@23E%+%@#-4LM/23)%21%
?/A-$%B#%$#@2"+B-#%1/%A@#%+%?23$/?%1/%@A"F#K%1C#%0+@1%
W=%1"+$#@5%%JC#3%1C#%0"/B-#'%"#$A,#@%1/%,/A3123E%1C#%
3A'B#"%/4%"/?@%23%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%23%?C2,C%1C#%
/+:9(%#_,##$@%1C#%,A""#31%/+:9(5%%g@23E%3#?%4#+1A"#@%
23%89:;<=>>)%1C#%VA#"K%,+3%B#%#_0"#@@#$%+@%4/--/?@;

SELECT Tstamp, 
  SUM ( CASE WHEN Price >
        VALUE_OF (Price AT 
                  CURRENT_ROW)
        THEN 1 ELSE 0 )
  OVER ( ORDER BY Tstamp
         ROWS BETWEEN 30 PRECEDING
         AND CURRENT ROW )
FROM Data
N3%1C#%0"#,#$23E%VA#"K)%1C#%DE!%2@%+%?23$/?%+EE"#L

E+1#%/F#"%+%?23$/?%1C+1%@A"F#K@%1C#%0"#,#$23E%W=%1"+$#@5%%
JC#%DE!%2@%0#"4/"'#$%/3%+%,/--#,12/3@%/4%>k@%+3$%=k@)%@/%
21%2@%#44#,12F#-K%+%,/A31%/4%1C#%3A'B#"%/4%>k@%1C+1%+"#%
@A''#$5%%JC#"#%2@%+%>%4/"%#F#"K%/+:9(%23%1C#%?23$/?%
4"+'#%1C+1%#_,##$@%1C#%/+:9(%+1%1C#%,A""#31%"/?5%%J/%
/B1+23%1C#%/+:9(%+1%1C#%,A""#31%"/?)%1C#%L8BE"VGF%
4A3,12/3)%3#?%23%89:;<=>>)%2@%A@#$5%%JC#%L8BE"VGF%
4A3,12/3%@0#,242#@%+3%#_0"#@@2/3%1/%#F+-A+1#%+3$%+%"/?%/4%
1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%+1%?C2,C%1/%0#"4/"'%1C#%#F+-A+12/35%%
N3%1C2@%#_+'0-#)%1C#%(#K?/"$%4E##">CV#GK)%,+--#$%+%
"/?%'+"(#")%23$2,+1#@%1C#%,A""#31%"/?5%%*1C#"%"/?%'+"(L
#"@%,+3%B#%A@#$%1/%23$2,+1#%1C#%B#E23323E%/"%#3$%/4%1C#%
?23$/?%0+"1212/3%/"%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#5%%T$$212/3+--K)%+%
"/?%'+"(#"%'+K%C+F#%+3%231#E#"%/44@#1%1C+1%2@%+$$#$%/"%
@AB1"+,1#$5

R8F'@6;=B,'NC$+N(
JC#%?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%+%"/?%(%,/3@2@1@%/4%+%@#1%/4%

"/?@%23%1C#%@+'#%?23$/?%0+"1212/3%+@%()%$#423#$%BK%+%
@1+"123E%+3$%+3%#3$23E%0/@212/35%%JC#%@1+"123E%0/@212/3%
E>HGE>A"A-/#"4"A%>$%2@%+B@/-A1#)%+@%2@%1C#%#3$23E%
0/@212/3%E>HGE>A"A-FGBBGK%>$55%%4E##">C-#GK%
'+K%B#%A@#$%+@%#21C#"%+%@1+"123E%/"%+3%#3$23E%0/@212/3)%
+3$%2@%@2'0-K%1C#%0/@212/3%/4%(5%%N1%2@%+-@/%0/@@2B-#%1/%
@0#,24K%"#-+12F#%@1+"123E%/"%#3$23E%0/@212/3@%A@23E%+3%%
/44@#1%4"/'%(5%%!/"%#_+'0-#

SELECT Acctno, TransDate,
  SUM (Amount) OVER
  ( PARTITION BY Acctno
    ORDER BY TransDate
    ROWS BETWEEN 
    3 PRECEDING
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    AND 3 FOLLOWING )
FROM Accounts
N3%1C#%0"#,#$23E%#_+'0-#)%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%2@%'#+L

@A"#@%23%#GKD%+3$%,/3@2@1@%/4%A0%1/%a%"/?@%GW%B#4/"#%()%
(%21@#-4%+3$%W%+41#"%(I5%%T-1#"3+12F#-K)%1C#%?23$/?%4"+'#%
'2EC1%B#%'#+@A"#$%VA+3121+12F#-K)%+@%23%1C2@%#_+'0-#

SELECT Acctno, TransDate,
  SUM (Amount) OVER
  ( PARTITION BY Acctno
    ORDER BY TransDate
    RANGE BETWEEN 
    INTERVAL '1' MONTH PRECEDING
    AND 
    INTERVAL '1' MONTH FOLLOWING )
FROM Accounts
JC#%0"#,#$23E%#_+'0-#%A@#@%#8>$"%1/%@0#,24K%1C#%

?23$/?%4"+'#%BK%/44@#1123E%1C#%F+-A#%/4%1C#%@/"1%,/-A'3%
C+0&7<0)(%0-A@%/"%'23A@%>%'/31C%4"/'%(5
JC#%/012/3@%#GKD%+3$%#8>$"%C+F#%1C#2"%"#@0#,12F#%

+$F+31+E#@%+3$%$2@+$F+31+E#@5%%#8>$"%,+3%/3-K%B#%A@#$%
?21C%+%@23E-#%@/"1%(#K)%+3$%1C#%@/"1%(#K%'A@1%B#%/4%+%%$+1+%
1K0#%1C+1%@A00/"1@%+$$212/3%+3$%@AB1"+,12/35%%#GKD%?2--%
?/"(%?21C%+3K%3A'B#"%/"%$+1+%1K0#@%/4%@/"1%(#K@)%BA1%
"#@A-1@%,+3%B#%3/3L$#1#"'232@12,%@23,#%,/A3123E%BK%"/?@%
'+K%B2@#,1%+%,/312EA/A@%E"/A0%/4%"/?@%1C+1%+"#%2$#312,+-%
/3%1C#%@/"1%(#K@5
89:;<=>>%231"/$A,#$%+%1C2"$%/012/3)%$#GE/D)%

?C2,C%,/'B23#@%@/'#%/4%1C#%4#+1A"#@%/4%B/1C%#GKD%+3$%
#8>$"5%%$#GE/D%/0#"+1#@%BK%,/A3123E%E"/A0@%/4%"/?@%
1C+1%+"#%2$#312,+-%/3%1C#%@/"1%(#K@5%%JCA@%$#GE/D%,+3%
?/"(%?21C%+3K%3A'B#"%+3$%$+1+%1K0#@%/4%@/"1%(#K@)%+3$%
@12--%E2F#%+%$#1#"'232@12,%"#@A-15%%!/"%#_+'0-#)%

SELECT Acctno, TransDate,
  SUM (Amount) OVER
  ( PARTITION BY Acctno
    ORDER BY TransDate
    GROUPS BETWEEN 
    3 PRECEDING
    AND 3 FOLLOWING )
FROM Accounts
JC#%?23$/?%4"+'#%/4%+%"/?%(%,/3@2@1@%/4%A0%1/%a%

E"/A0@%/4%"/?@%GW%E"/A0@%B#4/"#%()%1C#%E"/A0%/4%(%21@#-4)%
+3$%W%E"/A0@%+41#"%(I)%?C#"#%+%E"/A0%2@%+%@#1%/4%"/?@%1C+1%
C+F#%2$#312,+-%C+0&7A0)(5

Z8'3G[(N*D)ET)H)($&
JC#%+A1C/"%1C+3(@%C2@%,/--#+EA#@%/3%1C#%TU8N%89:%

,/''211##%j2'%Q#-1/3%G*"+,-#I)%m"2@C3+%mA-(+"32%
GN`QI%+3$%j+3LO2(#%Q2,C#-@%GN`QI%%4/"%"#F2#?23E%1C2@%
+"12,-#5

218'6)J)Q)(G)&
%X>Y%N8*PNO.%S=aiL>;<=>>)%".4+,/567+.'6)*8.+9+:;<
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ABSTRACT
With the advent of cloud computing, new data manage-
ment technologies and systems have emerged that differ
from existing databases in important ways. As a con-
sequence, universities are currently facing the challenge
of integrating these topics into their curriculum in order
to prepare students for the changed IT landscape. In this
report, we describe the approach we have taken at Port-
land State University to teach data management in the
cloud. We also present our experiences with this effort
and give an outlook on how it could be adapted to suit
the requirements of other universities.

1. MOTIVATION
Novel cloud data-management systems are dif-

ferent from traditional databases (and each other)
in models, languages, consistency guarantees, scal-
ability, and performance characteristics. Therefore,
cloud data management has spawned activities in
both the database research community and indus-
try. In research, it has lead to renewed interest in
shared-nothing architectures and alternative data
processing paradigms. In industry, new and exist-
ing companies target cloud-based services and in-
frastructures, both as providers and users. In the
Pacific Northwest and Northern California, well-
known companies such as Amazon, Google, and
Microsoft as well as countless startups are seeking
professionals with expertise in cloud computing and
cloud data management. As a consequence, we at
Portland State University determined that curricu-
lum in this area would be valuable to students en-
tering the job market in the wider Portland area.

The first decision we had to make was whether to
integrate these topics into existing undergrad and
grad courses, or offer a stand-alone course on cloud
data management. When redesigning their curricu-
lum, the University of Washington, for example,
opted to teach the MapReduce [4] data processing
paradigm in their introductory database course at

the undergrad level. In contrast to their approach,
we created a dedicated 10-week course for both grad
students and advanced undergrads, motivated by at
least two reasons. First, due to the timely nature
of this topic, we wanted to ensure that all students
and, in particular, students close to their gradua-
tion get a chance to learn about cloud data man-
agement. Extending existing basic courses is there-
fore not an option as our target group of students
will, in all likelihood, have already attended them.
Second, the emerging nature of this topic does, in
our opinion, not yet justify modifying the existing
curriculum, which has been designed to teach es-
tablished basic knowledge. We believe that a stand-
alone course provides a better framework to exper-
iment with the teaching of novel topics and that,
once they have matured, blocks from such courses
can be integrated into mainstream courses.

The second decision concerned the actual con-
tents of the course. Our main goal was to make the
course as self-contained and complete as possible.
In terms of self-containedness, we assumed previ-
ous knowledge about the design and implementa-
tion of databases as well as programming skills, but
chose to include an introductory primer on the fun-
damentals of cloud computing. In terms of com-
pleteness, we aimed for a good balance between
general cloud data-management principles and ac-
tual cloud data-management systems that are cur-
rently in use or being developed. Given the diverse
and heterogeneous world of cloud data-management
systems, where new approaches emerge on a regu-
lar basis, finding this balance was challenging. To
address this problem, we focused on a few represen-
tative systems in the lectures and introduced other
related approaches using assignments such as read-
ings, projects, and discussions. Additionally, we
emphasized efforts to classify, compare and bench-
mark the various approaches and systems.

The remainder of this report is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 introduces the structure and content
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of the curriculum, while Section 3 describes assign-
ments we created to complement the lectures. In
Section 4 we report on experiences, then give an
outlook on possible adaptations and future editions
of the course in Section 5. Finally, resources avail-
able to fellow educators are listed in Section 6.

2. CURRICULUM
Apart from an initial cloud-computing primer and

a closing look at the user’s perspective, we struc-
tured the curriculum into two main parts, which
respectively discussed novel NoSQL data manage-
ment systems and efforts to scale traditional SQL
databases.

2.1 The Basics
As mentioned, we began our course with a primer

that introduced students to cloud-computing princi-
ples. In particular, we focused on utility computing
in terms of pay-as-you-go models and elastic scala-
bility as major factors that distinguish cloud com-
puting from previous parallel or cluster-based com-
puting paradigms. We also discussed enabling tech-
nologies such as virtualization and service-oriented
architectures to provide processing power, storage,
and software as commodities. This primer was in
part based on UC Berkeley’s view of cloud com-
puting [2]. We concluded this introductory block
by looking at the implications of cloud computing
on data management in terms of providing cloud
data services. The presentation of the correspond-
ing challenges was based on the 2008 Claremont
report on database research [1]. Finally, we in-
troduced some ideas that have become household
terms in cloud data management such as the CAP
“theorem”, eventual consistency, and BASE.

2.2 NoSQL Data Management
We structured the block on NoSQL data manage-

ment into two parts, following David DeWitt’s clas-
sification of the area into NoSQL OLTP and NoSQL
Data Warehousing [5]. Our presentation of NoSQL
OLTP data stores was based on Rick Cattell’s sur-
vey [3] that distinguishes the key-value, document,
and column-family data models. For our course, we
also included object, graph, and array data models.
For each data model, we selected a representative
data store that was presented in the lecture. The
chosen systems were Amazon Dynamo (key-value),
MongoDB (document), BigTable (column family),
Neo4j (graph), SciDB (array). To represent object
databases, we invited Leon Guzenda, Chief Tech-
nology Officer at Objectivity, to talk about Objec-
tivity/DB and InifiniteGraph.

In the context of NoSQL data warehousing, we
introduced the Google File System (GFS) and Map-
Reduce, and related them to their open-source coun-
terparts, i.e., the Hadoop File System (HDFS) and
Hadoop. We presented Pig/Pig Latin and Hive as
declarative ways of specifying data processing tasks
that build on Hadoop. For each of these novel data
processing paradigms, we compared how it relates
to traditional query processing. In particular, we
talked about the challenges of executing iterative
tasks or relational queries with joins. While we
believe it important that students understand the
motivation and advantages of new technologies, we
are also convinced that they need to know about
limitations in order to make informed and realistic
decisions about their use in their professional life.

2.3 Scalable SQL Databases
To understand the trade-offs and techniques to

horizontally scale traditional relational databases,
we looked at two concrete systems. The first sys-
tem introduced was VoltDB, which we used to em-
phasize design decisions that set it apart from con-
ventional RDBMS servers. For example, VoltDB
manages all data in main memory, maintains repli-
cas for fault tolerance, and avoids user interactions
in transactions, i.e., transactions must be registered
in advance and can therefore be optimized off-line
and scheduled serially.

For the second platform, we invited Michael Rys,
Principal Lead Program Manager at Microsoft SQL
Server, to present Microsoft SQL Azure, which sup-
ports horizontal scalability by sharding data over
databases in a SQL Azure Federation, i.e., a cluster
of SQL Server instances. Using this infrastructure,
SQL-based MapReduce tasks can be defined and
executed. Michael’s talk concluded with a roadmap
of how Microsoft plans to add further support for
NoSQL paradigms to their data platform.

2.4 User Perspective
Towards the end of the course, we scheduled a

third guest lecture given by Adam Lowry, a Port-
land State University graduate and Co-Founder of
Urban Airship, a local startup that provides a con-
tent-based messaging platform for mobile applica-
tions. Adam’s talk introduced students to the per-
spective of users of cloud data-management sys-
tems. In his presentation, Adam retraced the trials
and tribulations of his company that lead them from
problems with MongoDB to trouble with Cassan-
dra, and experimentation with HBase. Ultimately,
they moved off these platforms completely and their
current infrastructure is based on PostgreSQL.
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3. ASSIGNMENTS
Our course was accompanied with a series of as-

signments that students carried out in class or at
home. The goal of these assignments was three-
fold. First, in-class discussion assignments gave us
an opportunity to react to developments in cloud
data management as they were happening, such
as the release of Google Cloud SQL or VMware
vFabric SQLFire. Second, homework reading as-
signments provided students with more details or
alternative approaches. Finally, a course project
exposed groups of students to practical experience
with a specific cloud data-management system.

3.1 Readings
We decided to “front-load” our course in terms of

reading assignments clustered primarily in the first
five weeks. The first three assigned papers gave
more background on topics discussed during the
lectures of the corresponding week. We used this
approach for the introduction of NoSQL data man-
agement by asking students to read Rick Cattell’s
survey [3] as well as to underpin our presentation of
Amazon’s Dynamo and Google’s BigTable.

For each assignment, students were given a set of
tasks which varied for undergrad and grad students
to cater for different course requirements. A typical
task would probe a student’s understanding of the
paper by asking him or her to contrast and compare
the presented solutions with other approaches. Ad-
ditionally, grad students were given more open tasks
that challenged them to be creative and visionary.

3.2 Project
The setting for the course project was a system

that manages and processes social network data.
We selected this application scenario based on its
appeal to the students, its relevance due to com-
panies such as Facebook that are innovators in the
domain of cloud data management, and its versatil-
ity, which enables a variety of use cases that range
from operating a social-networking site (OLTP) to
social-network analysis (OLAP). This assignment
was challenging, but again we believe it is impor-
tant to use a scenario that can also demonstrate
some of the limitations of these new technologies.

3.2.1 Modeling
Students formed five teams with five to six stu-

dents each. Each group worked with a different
cloud data-management system. To span a range
of models, we selected Voldemort, CouchDB, Sim-
pleDB, Cassandra, and OrientDB. Students first fa-
miliarized themselves with their system and com-

piled a detailed system profile to characterize and
compare it with other systems. In order to help
them cover the same points, we provided a template
for this task. Each group presented the resulting
profile in class in order to give all students a chance
to learn about the particulars of each system.

After this “warm-up” task, we specified a concep-
tual graph data model that teams had to express
in the logical data models of their systems. We
also provided a set of three example queries that
the students’ designs needed to support. The three
queries—friends of a friend, identifying bridges, and
transitive closure—represent a variety of use cases
with very different complexities. Since none of the
systems chosen by the students supports declarative
relational queries, any data model design is closely
coupled to the queries that need to be supported.
The goal of this modeling exercise was making stu-
dents realize that a design that works well for one
type of query might hamper support for other types
of queries, or even render them impossible.

3.2.2 Implementation
Students were then asked to implement their de-

sign and optionally deploy the application in the
cloud. Due to the wide range of systems used, pro-
viding support for a common deployment platform
was impractical. Rather, we encouraged students
to investigate deployment options for their specific
system. As a result, some of them used a trial ver-
sion of Amazon’s EC2, while the CouchDB team
deployed to the Iris Couch hosting service and the
SimpleDB team worked with a trial version man-
aged by Amazon. Once again, we asked students
to present their design and implementation in class
following an outline we provided.

3.2.3 Report and Essay
The final project task was to write a three-page

report and essay based on an outline we distributed.
In the report part, students were asked to summa-
rize their roles in the project group as well as to dis-
cuss important decisions and choices made through-
out the projects. The second part was an essay
on cloud-scale data-management systems in today’s
world of computing. Students needed to demon-
strate that they can position these systems within
the IT landscape, and that they are aware of their
advantages and disadvantages. Finally, they were
asked to conclude with their own opinions of the
topic. We decided to make this task an individ-
ual assignment to give students a chance to voice
their personal views and to give us the possibility
of evaluating the students individually.
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4. EXPERIENCES
From an instructor’s perspective, our experience

with this course was quite positive. Students were
highly motivated and quickly caught on to the issues
we intended to convey, which they demonstrated in
homework assignments and discussions in class. De-
signing the curriculum as well as creating the lec-
tures and assignments from scratch was challenging,
but we are satisfied that our efforts have paid off.

The course was also evaluated by the department
as part of the routine course evaluation and gener-
ally received favorable to good reviews. Students
were also encouraged to submit comments to help
us understand better what the did or did not like.
From these comments, we understand that the stu-
dents appreciated the current and practical nature
of the course. They also liked the many different
ways of learning, i.e., readings, projects, class dis-
cussions, and guest lectures. Or, as one student put
it: “Please keep this course or something like it. It
was great to learn about alternative data stores.”
Some students criticized the course’s workload as
too heavy for a non-core course or felt that some
details remained vague because the discussed tech-
nologies are still very new. In summary, the feed-
back was a mix of positive comments as well as valid
and constructive criticism.

5. OUTLOOK
We conclude by considering how future editions

of this course might be adapted and how it could
be enriched for universities that have semesters in-
stead of terms. We expect that some blocks, such
as the cloud-computing primer, will eventually be
embedded in prerequisite courses, making room for
more topics related to data management.

There are several options in terms of additional
content to compensate for this refactoring or to ex-
tend the term course to a semester course. First,
lectures on the database support available in com-
mercial cloud platforms such as Windows Azure,
Google’s AppEngine, or VMware vFabric could be
added to the course. Second, the course could go
into more details on NoSQL data warehousing by
introducing additional data-processing approaches
such as Google’s Pregel paradigm. Ideally, there
would also be an exercise in this area to give stu-
dents practical experience with some of these tools.

There is a trade-off in terms of the systems in-
troduced between breadth, i.e., range and variety
of systems, and depth, i.e., details, documentation,
and support provided. We prioritized breadth in an
effort to expose students as much as possible to the

real world, where there are many systems to chose
from and there are not a lot of training materials.
With an average age of 28.1 years, Portland State
students are more mature and experienced than the
average university student, as many of them have
worked or currently work. It helped to have such
people on each team, who were used to installing
and configuring software as well as working with
bleeding-edge tools.

6. RESOURCES
The course web site1 contains resources such as

the course schedule, a comprehensive reading list,
and all assignments. Fellow instructors are free
to reuse any of these resources, provided that the
source is acknowledged. A PowerPoint deck with
more than 300 slides is also available upon request.
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